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Abstract

In this thesis we prove the equivalence of an operational and a denotational semantics for pure dataflow.

The term pure dataflow refers to dataflow nets in which the nodes are functional (i.e. the output history is a function of the input history only) and the arcs are unbounded fifo queues.

Gilles Kahn gave a method for the representation of a pure dataflow net as a set of equations; one equation for each arc in the net. Kahn stated, and we prove, that the operational behaviour of a pure dataflow net is exactly described by the least fixed point solution to the net's associated set of equations.

In our model we do not require that nodes be sequential nor deterministic, not even the functional nodes. As a consequence our model has a claim of being completely general. In particular our nets have what we call the encapsulation property in that any subnet can be replaced in any pure dataflow context by a node having exactly the same input/output behaviour. Our model is also complete in the sense that our nodes have what we call the universality property, that is, for any continuous history function there exists a node that will compute it.

The proof of the Kahn Principle given in this thesis makes use of infinite games of perfect information. Infinite games turn out to be an extremely useful tool for defining and proving results about operational semantics. We use infinite games to give for the first time a completely general definition of subnet functionality. In addition their use in certain proofs is effective in reducing notational complexity.

Finally we look at possible ways of extending Kahn's denotational model by the introduction of pause objects called hiatons. Finally we describe interesting ways of refining our operational model.
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Chapter 0

Introduction

In this thesis we present for the first time, a proof, in a completely general context, of the equivalence of an operational and a denotational semantics for pure dataflow.

Dataflow is currently an active area of research, with teams of researchers working on dataflow machines (Gurd and Watson[23], Davis[16], Misunas[39], Dennis[20]...); dataflow programming languages (CAJOLE[24], ID[51], VAL[1],...) and Software design (Bic[34], Yourdon and Constantine[52], Cameron[14]...). However, the idea of data flowing between concurrently executing processes is an old one, dating back nearly twenty years to a paper written by Conway[15]. In this paper Conway describes how it is possible to divide certain processing activity into a number of autonomous modules. Conway writes "A program organization is separable if it is broken up into processing modules which communicate with each other according to the following restrictions: (1) the only communication between modules is in the form of discrete items; (2) the flow of each of these items is along fixed, one-way paths; ....". Conway even predicted the advantages of dataflow in truly distributed systems. He writes "When true parallel processors are available the fact that the coroutines of a separable program may be executed simultaneously becomes even more significant".

Recent years have seen an unprecedented interested in parallel (distributed) computing and the dataflow concept, thought of so many years ago, is proving to be extremely fruitful. As a result of this widespread interest there has emerged a number of different dataflow
models.

In this thesis we are interested in a model of dataflow in which the computing stations are autonomous machines and the fixed unidirectional communication lines are unbounded fifo queues along which discrete items of data flow. A discrete item of data can be any datum such as a natural number or a matrix of natural numbers or a real number or a set of real numbers. We shall refer to these discrete units of data as datons. The asynchronous computing stations in our model can be thought of as continuously operating 'black boxes' that consume datons one by one from each of their input arcs and after some internal computation output datons one by one on each of their output arcs. Simple dataflow nodes usually produce and consume datons at the same rate, however the more complex nodes may produce outputs at a different rate to that at which they consume inputs. The only way in which our nodes may communicate with another is by sending datons along the fixed arcs which interconnect the producer and consumer nodes. We can think of an arc as a 'pipe' along which a producer node dispatches datons one by one to some consumer node, the producer having no knowledge of who the consumer is and vice versa. This is analogous to the way in which two UNIX processes, connected by a UNIX pipe, communicate. In our model if an observer is placed on one of the 'pipes' he is able to record its entire activity, a possibly infinite sequence of datons called the history of the pipe. The model of dataflow we have just described has been referred to as pipeline dataflow or stream flow and it has been studied by many including Adams[2], Kahn[26], Karp & Miller[28], Arnold[4], Arvind & Gostelow[3] and McIlroy[37]. Although McIlroy has not published many papers he has been influential in the incorporation of pipeline dataflow into UNIX [53].
An example of a dataflow model which is not pipeline dataflow is that of Kowsinski[31]. In this model the datons are tagged and so the order in which they arrive at a computing station is unimportant, all that has to be done is to match on tags. Arvind and Gostelow[3] have also investigated such a tagged interpreter. They have shown in a simple context that the tagged model is sometimes able to compute more than the pipeline model. (i.e it doesn't have to process its inputs using a fifo ordering). The tagged model has also been used very successfully, by the dataflow team of Gurd and Watson[23], as the basis of a dataflow machine.

However in this thesis we are exclusively interested in pipeline dataflow. Figure A shows a simple example of a dataflow net which produces as output the infinite sequence 1,2,6,24,120,..... of factorials.
The node labelled TIMES repeatedly awaits the arrival of a daton on both its input arcs and as soon as both datons arrive they are consumed and a daton representing their product is output. The node labelled PLUS processes similarly except that it outputs the sum of the incoming datons.

The node labelled ONE is a constant node (having no input arcs) that produces as output the infinite sequence 1,1,1,1,.....

The nodes we have just described are all examples of nodes that process their inputs, however not all of our nodes process their inputs. The following nodes, also used in Figure A, are examples of nodes that manipulate their inputs. The node labelled NEXT awaits the arrival of its first input daton and as soon as it arrives it is consumed. Thereafter the node repeatedly awaits of the arrival of inputs and as soon as a daton is available it is consumed and a copy is produced as output. The node labelled FBY (followed by) awaits for the first daton to arrive through the input port labelled 'l' and as soon as this daton arrives it is consumed and a copy of the daton is produced as the node's first output. Thereafter the node repeatedly awaits the arrival of datons through the input port labelled 'r' and as soon as a daton arrives it is consumed and a copy of the daton is produced as output. The node labelled DUP (duplicator) repeatedly awaits the arrival of datons on its input arc and as soon as a daton arrives it is consumed and a copy is sent along both output arcs.

These are by no means the only nodes we are interested in but even with this small selection it is possible to describe interesting dataflow nets.
Pure Dataflow

All the nodes described in the previous examples have one property in common, namely they all compute functions from the histories of their input lines to the histories of their output lines. For example the NEXT node computes the history function:

\[
\text{next: } \langle a_0, a_1, a_2, \ldots \rangle \mapsto \langle a_1, a_2, \ldots \rangle
\]

e.g. if the sequence \(\langle 1, 2, 3, 4, \ldots \rangle\) is the entire history of the NEXT nodes's input line then \(\langle 2, 3, 4, \ldots \rangle\) will be the entire history of the NEXT node's output line. In a similar way the node labelled PLUS computes the history function:

\[
\text{plus: } (\langle a_0, a_1, \ldots \rangle, \langle b_0, b_1, \ldots \rangle) \mapsto \langle a_0 + b_0, a_1 + b_1, \ldots \rangle
\]

and the FBY node computes:

\[
\text{fby: } (\langle a_0, a_1, \ldots \rangle, \langle b_0, b_1, b_2, \ldots \rangle) \mapsto \langle a_0, b_0, b_1, b_2, \ldots \rangle
\]

Although all the nodes we have described so far are functional (i.e. compute history functions) this is not true for all 'pipeline' dataflow nodes. A classic example of a non-functional node is the MERGE node. In its simplest form the node passes on down its only output arc the first daton to appear on either of its input arcs. However if datons are available on both input arcs one arc is choosen at random and the first daton in its associated queue is output. The MERGE node is interesting because it exhibits two properties not possessed by functional nodes. One of the properties is time-sensitivity, that is, the rate of input of datons effects more than just the the rate of output; it effects what is output. A functional node may allow the input rate to effect the output rate; but it can never allow the input rate to determine what is output. The other property possesed by MERGE is internal randomness.
This property tells us that even if there is no time-sensitive behaviour (e.g. MERGE begins computation with all the inputs it is ever to receive queued on its input arcs) the inputs will still be merged in a non-deterministic manner. It may even be the case that one of the inputs is eventually ignored completely, thus the merge may be unfair. Although simple nodes such as PLUS are deterministic, in that there is no choice in how to compute, the more complex functional nodes do permit a choice. This choice, unlike the random choice of the MERGE node, is usually based on a strategy that ensures that the node computes the required function. If a random strategy were used by these complex functional nodes then the only possible adverse effect would be that the entire output history would be an initial segment of that produced by the correct strategy.

Functionality is extremely important because it allows us to associate simple mathematical objects with complex operational entities. In particular it allows us to associate with each arc in a net a countable sequence of datons (the history of the arc) and with each node a history function which describes the relationship between a node's entire input/output activity.

In this thesis we shall use the term *pure dataflow* to describe dataflow nets in which all the nodes are functional. Gilles Kahn[26] was the first to study pure dataflow and he pointed out that a pure dataflow net can be represented by a set of equations. Kahn stated that given a pure dataflow net, such as that in figure B, it is possible to assign a variable to each arc in the net, and to each node it is possible to assign a history function computed by the node.
The set of equations representing a net are generated by associating an equation with each output arc in the net. For example the output arc of node NEXT in figure B (labelled by the letter g) is the result of applying 'next' (the history function computed by NEXT) to NEXT's single input arc (labelled by the letter f). This generates the equation:

\[ g = \text{next}(f) \]

Applying this same rule to each output arc in Figure B we generate the set of equations \( \Sigma_B \).

It is a well known result that under certain conditions a system of equations such as \( \Sigma_B \) has a least fixed point solution (see [3,B]). The principle that the operational behaviour of a pure dataflow net is exactly described by the least fixed point solution to the net's equations we call the Kahn Principle. Although Kahn was the first to realise this principle he never published a formal proof nor did he define precisely the concepts of "node", "net", etc.
One of the main objectives of this thesis is to give a satisfactory operational semantics for pure dataflow and thus give for the first time a satisfactory proof of the Kahn principle.

The Kahn principle has many important consequences, for example, we can use sets of equations (such as $\Sigma_B$) as a dataflow programming language. This equational language, which is close to the language Lucid[6], is above all easy to reason about because it is simply mathematics as it stands.

An additional consequence is that we have complementary ways of viewing dataflow. On the one hand we have simple sets of equations, on the other we have complex operational behaviours. The equivalence of the operational and the denotational semantics of pure dataflow has been used by Wadge[46] to give a denotational (extensional) treatment to dataflow deadlock. A similar approach has been used by Pilgram[40] to analyse pure dataflow nets for queueing properties.
The Inadequacy of current models of pure dataflow

An important objective of this thesis is to give a proof of the Kahn principle for an operational semantics which has a claim to being completely general. Current models of pure dataflow restrict themselves to nets in which nodes are sequential and deterministic.

A sequential node is, roughly speaking, one in which a node is either computing or is blocked waiting for input. The nodes we described earlier such as PLUS, FBY and NEXT are all examples of sequential nodes.

A deterministic node is, roughly speaking, one in which there is no choice in behaviour. For example the NEXT node destructively consumes its first input and thereafter passes on any future input. The description of the behaviour of node NEXT given in a previous section allows no choice in the node's behaviour. However the fact that a node is deterministic does not mean that the node is functional. An example of a deterministic non-functional node is the node that outputs a copy of the data that it has just consumed from the head of the queue associated with the nodes input arc. If the queue associated with the node's input arc is empty the node outputs a zero. The reason that this deterministic node is not functional is that it is time sensitive. On the other hand as we will see later not all non-deterministic nodes are non-functional. In fact there are many useful non-deterministic nodes that are functional. Examples of some of these useful nodes are 'wise' if-then-else, parallel 'or' and parallel 'and' (see §2.4 for more details).

Since Kahn stated his principle there have been three publications, one by Wiedmer[49], one by Arvind and Gostelow[3], and one by Arnold[4],
each of which attempts to give a proof of the Kahn principle. The first of these publications is the paper by Arvind and Gostelow in which they define a select set of primitive functional nodes and consider only nets built up using these primitives. As the primitives are sequential and deterministic they have no difficulty in proving the Kahn principle; for a extremely limited context.

Almost at the same time as Arvind and Gostelow's paper Edwin Wiedner published, in German, his doctoral dissertation in which a sketch proof is given of the Kahn Principle. In our opinion Wiedner came closest to giving a completely general proof of the Kahn principle. Unfortunately Wiedner's dissertation is not in English and so has been ignored by dataflow researchers outside Europe. However a recent translation of some of his thesis has appeared recently and this should make his work more accessible (Wiedner[48]). Wiedner follows the advise given by Kahn [26] and gives a formal description of his nodes and nets in terms of Turing machines, interconnected by one way infinite tapes. The reason that we stated that Wiedner came closest to proving the Kahn principle is that he outlines a definition of functional behaviour which can handle more than sequential and deterministic behaviour. The class of history functions computable by his nodes he calls the 'approximation computable' functions. On the other hand the class of history functions computable by the sequential and deterministic nodes described by Kahn, he calls 'rigidly computable' functions. Wiedner is on the right track in that he has broadened his view as to what operational behaviour associated with a node deserves to be called functional. However, we feel that his operational model is not very natural as it is outlined in terms of Turing machines connected
by one way infinite tapes. In addition his proof of the Kahn principle (which is not one of the objectives of his dissertation) is only given in the form of a sketch proof.

The most recent attempt to prove the Kahn principle appears in a recent paper by Andre Arnold[4]. In this paper Arnold claims to give a satisfactory operational semantics corresponding to Kahn's simple language for parallel processing. However Arnold restricts his operational model to sequential nodes that produce as much output as they consume input. Once again the restriction of the operational model to this limited context means that there is little difficulty in proving the Kahn principle. The inadequacy of Arnold's model is demonstrated by the fact that the simple NEXT described earlier can be realised in Kahn's language but cannot be realised in Arnold's model. (We have more to say about this restriction in §1.F)

Of the three works mentioned Arnold's is by far the most formal, he gives precise definitions of nodes, nets, node computations, net computations etc... In his operational semantics a node is defined in terms of a sequential transducer of infinite words. Although the transducers described may be non-deterministic, it would seem that in his limited proof of the Kahn principle only deterministic transducers are used.

We argue that previous operational models of dataflow are not truly distributed as underlying the distributed nature of these dataflow models are sequential and deterministic nodes. In addition previous models lack modularity; in that there are history functions computed by nets that cannot be realised by sequential nodes (see §2.A). Gilles Kahn[26] pointed out that in pure dataflow top down-design finds
mathematical justification. The reason given by Kahn is that the decision to implement a history function by a single process or a network of processes can be delayed without introducing side effects into the overall system design. Any formal operational model of pure dataflow wishing to allow top down-design cannot restrict itself to sequential and deterministic nodes.
Our Operational model and a completely general Proof of the
Kahn Principle

In this thesis we prove, for the first time, the Kahn principle in
its most general context. In our model we allow functional nodes to be
both non-sequential and non-deterministic.

A non-sequential node is, roughly speaking, one which is capable of
performing other activities (such as output) while waiting for input -
in other words, it is essentially able to do more that one thing at the
same time. A very simple example of such a node is the 'double identity'
node. This node has two inputs and two outputs and echos the first input
on the first output, and the second input on the second output. Such a
node cannot be sequential because it cannot allow both outputs to 'run
dry' when only one of the inputs does so. This ability to compute while
waiting is essential if our model is to be in any sense general.

To give directly a general operational semantics for pure dataflow
is extremely difficult. The reason for this is that we require nodes to
be completely general and at the same time we require them to be
functional. This combination of generality and functionality is very
difficult to capture in one step. In this thesis we solve this problem
in two steps. As a first step we give a formal operational semantics to
the whole of pipeline dataflow. Although this means we include non-
functional nodes it does give us the generality we require. The second
step is to give a precise definition of what it means for a node to
compute a history function. We are then able to use our definition of
functionality to select that subset of pipeline dataflow that deserves
to be called pure dataflow. Using this approach we are able to describe
any functional node no matter how bizarre its behaviour.

Besides Wiedner others who have studied pure dataflow have given restricted definitions of what it means for a node to compute a history function. Arvind and Gostelow[3] consider only nodes which are all obviously functional, completely avoiding the question. On the other hand Kahn[26] assumes (without proof) that the processes definable in his simple language are all functional. Arnold[4] takes a different approach and associates with each of his nodes a function from the set of possible input histories to the powerset of the possible output histories. In addition he proves that the deterministic nodes compute history functions that are continuous in the sense of Kahn[26].

In this thesis we present for the first time a completely general definition of what it means for a node to compute a history function. Our definition uses a new approach based on infinite games (see §3E).

In our model we allow functional nodes to be non-deterministic and non-sequential and as such our model has a claim to being completely general. In particular our nets have what we call the Encapsulation property in that any network of interconnected nodes can be replaced in any dataflow context by a single node having exactly the same input/output behaviour. In other words our model is modular in that it allows top down-design (none of the previous models posseses the modularity property). In addition our model is complete in the sense that any continuous history function can be realised by some node.

As our operational semantics is that of pipeline dataflow and our definition of node functionality is completely general our proof of the Kahn principle has a claim to be in some sense complete.
Using a functional programming approach to extend pure dataflow

The equational dataflow programming language referred to earlier is limited in that the programs are built from a finite set of equations in which the left hand side of every equation is a variable and the right hand side is a finite expression involving variables, constants and history functions. A typical program is:

\[
\begin{align*}
x &= \text{fby} (1, x+1) \\
y &= \text{next}(x) \\
z &= \text{fby} (1, y*z) \\
\text{output} &= z
\end{align*}
\]

This set of equations (program) is related to the graph in Figure A. The least fixed point solution to the equations gives:

\[
\begin{align*}
x &= <1,2,3,4,\ldots> \\
y &= <2,3,4,5,\ldots> \\
z &= <1,2,6,24,120,\ldots> \\
\text{output} &= <1,2,6,24,120,\ldots>
\end{align*}
\]

The infinite sequence corresponding to the variable output is exactly the output produced by the net in Figure A.

To allow the user to develop programs in a structured way we extend this 'simple' language by allowing equations defining functions, including recursive definitions. Some typical user defined functions (UDF's) are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{first}(x) &= \text{fby} (x, \text{first}(x)) \\
f(x) &= \text{if } x \text{ leq } 1 \text{ then } 1 \text{ else } x \times f(x-1) \text{ fi}
\end{align*}
\]

The implementation of this extended language (which is similar to Structured Lucid[6]) involves either dynamically growing nets or
(notionally) infinite nets (but still pure datflow). The methods of this thesis extend naturally to such nets and permit us to give, for the first time, a proof of the correspondingly extended Kahn principle.
Further extensions and refinements

In our formal model of pipeline dataflow, a node is defined to be a non-deterministic automaton. In general it is very difficult, simply by looking at the set of transitions associated with a node, to say whether or not that node is functional. As possible refinements to our operational model we look at some interesting node transition properties which may guarantee node functionality. One of these properties is the simple one step Church-Rosser like property. If a node possesses this property the it is guaranteed to be functional. (note: note all functional nodes have this property). Other interesting cases are based on the transition relation associated with a node being in some sense 'monotonic'.

A more ambitious extension is to extend the denotational semantics to handle a broader class of nodes and nets (i.e not just pure dataflow). One such extension involves changing the basic domain of histories by introducing a special kind of object called a "hiaton" (from "hiatus" meaning a pause; the term is due to W. Wadge and E. A. Ashcroft). A hiaton can be thought of as a unit of delay that (notionally) travels along with the ordinary datons and allows a node to produce something regularly even if it has no real output. Hiatonic streams code up timing information and they can be used to handle nodes and nets which are time sensitive. Frederic Boussinot in his recent Doctorat D'Etat, entitled "Reseaux de processus avec mélange équitable: une approche du temps reel", presents a denotational semantics based on hiatonics, for an operational semantics which combines the sequential model of Arnold[4] and a fair merge operator. Thus Boussinot's denotational semantics describes a much larger
class of operational behaviours than does the denotational semantics of Kahn[26]. Even more recently, David Park[41] has found a denotational semantics that makes use of the hiaton to describe the operational model corresponding to a combination of our model of pure dataflow and merge operators that behave "fairly" (i.e. we call these nets F-nets). The Park Principle states that the operational behaviour of an F-net is exactly described by the de-hiatonised set of solutions associated with the F-net's associated set of hiatonised relations.
In this thesis we use a particularly simple representation of the natural numbers due to Von Neumann, it has not gained complete acceptance but we find it extremely convenient. The number zero is the empty set, the number one is the set \{0\}, in general the number \(n\) is the set \(\{0,1,2,\ldots,n-1\}\) of all smaller numbers. This process of constructing numbers goes on endlessly however, for the purposes of this thesis we are interested in only the numbers up to the first infinite ordinal namely: 
\[
\omega = \{0,1,2,3,4,5,\ldots\}.
\]
Thus \(\omega\) represents the natural numbers.

Besides the concepts of sets and numbers two other important concepts are those of a relation and a function. A relation \(R\) between two sets \(A\) and \(B\) is represented by a subset (possibly empty) of the set of all ordered pairs \((a,b)\) of elements \(a\) and \(b\) from \(A\) and \(B\) respectively. If the relation \(R\) is such that
\[
\forall a \in A \exists! b \in B \ (a,b) \in R
\]
then \(R\) is said to be a function. Thus a function is a special kind of relation.

The domain of a function \(f\) (written \(\text{dom}(f)\)) is the set of all left hand components of elements of \(f\), i.e. \(\{a \mid (a,b) \in f\}\). Similarly the range of a function \(f\) (written \(\text{rg}(f)\)) is the set \(\{b \mid (a,b) \in f\}\). Notice that the empty set is also a function (the empty relation). It is the only function whose domain and range are both empty. Note that here and throughout this thesis we use the conventional set builder notation \(\{\ldots\mid\ldots\}\).

Given two sets \(A\) and \(B\), the set \(B^A\) is the set of all functions from
Sequences in our notation are (by definition) simply functions. The finite sequences over a set $A$ ($= \text{Sq}(A)$) have the natural numbers as their domain thus:

$$\text{Sq}(A) = \{ A^k \mid k \in \omega \}$$

The infinite sequences over a set $A$ have the ordinal $\omega$ as their domain i.e. $A^\langle \omega \rangle$ is the set of all infinite sequences over the set $A$. In this thesis we are especially interested in sequences over the natural numbers in particular we refer frequently to the set of finite and infinite sequences of natural numbers. Thus for notational convenience we define this set to be

$$\text{Ka} = \text{Sq}(\omega) \cup \langle \omega \rangle$$

Since a sequence is a function the length of a sequence is its domain. For example the sequence

$$<1,2,7,9>$$

is the function

$$\{ <0,1>, <1,2>, <2,7>, <3,9> \}$$

and its domain is thus $\{ 0,1,2,3 \}$ which we know to be the natural number 4, the length of the sequence. The elements in the range of a sequence are called the components of the sequence. Since sequences are just functions, the sequence indexing operation is just function application. For example the $10^\text{th}$ component of the sequence $s$ is simply $s(10)$. Often it is convenient to use the conventional subscripting $s_{10}$, we therefore adopt the convention that subscripting denotes function application. However, we still use the functional subscripting since it is useful in avoiding multiple levels of subscripting. For example:

instead of $s_{ij}$ we write $s(i)_j$

If $s$ is a sequence and $n$ is a natural number, the function $s|n$ ($s$ restricted to $n$) is simply the initial segment of $s$ of length $n$ (or
simply $s$ itself if $n$ is greater than the length of $s$).

In writing expressions denoting sequences we will use a sequence builder notation which is similar to the set builder notation except that angular brackets are used instead of curly brackets. Thus $\langle 0,1,2,3 \rangle$ is a sequence of length 4 and $\langle i \mid i \in \mathbb{N} \rangle$ is the ordered sequence of natural numbers. This second form of the sequence builder notation is just a variation of $\lambda$-notation; the sequence is the value of the $\lambda$-expression

$$\lambda i \in \mathbb{N}. i$$

Sometimes we will use the direct form together with triple dots to denote an infinite sequence:

$$\langle 2,4,6,8,10,\ldots \rangle$$

We are assuming that the first few values given are sufficient to make out the pattern for the rest of the sequence. We also use the triple dot notation for finite sequences

$$\langle s_0, s_1, \ldots, s_{j-1}, s_{j+1}, \ldots, s_{n-1} \rangle.$$  

In our notation there is no requirement for a sequence to be represented using angular bracket notation. Often we can refer to a sequence by its name alone. Thus instead of writing $\langle s_0, s_1, \ldots \rangle$ or $\langle s_i \mid i \in \mathbb{N} \rangle$ we simply write $s$.

If $s$ is a sequence and $i$ is a natural number, the function $s \uparrow i$ ($s$ drop $i$) is simply the sequence $s$ with its $i^{th}$ component dropped. For example $\langle 1,2,3,4 \rangle \uparrow 2$ is the sequence $\langle 1,2,4 \rangle$.

If $d$ is some expression then the function $s \uparrow i d$ ($s$ insert $d$ at $i$) is simply the sequence $s$ with the value of expression $d$ inserted after the $i^{th}$ component. For example $\langle 1,2,3,4,5 \rangle \uparrow 3 99$ is simply $\langle 1,2,3,4,99,5 \rangle$.
Note in general

\[ (s^t)_i = (s^t_{i-1} x)_i = s \]

If \( s \) and \( t \) are finite sequences then the function

\[ s^t = \langle s_0, \ldots, s_{n-1}, t_0, \ldots, t_{m-1} \rangle \]

where \( \text{dom}(s) = n \) and \( \text{dom}(t) = m \)

In addition to the above notion of sequence we add the generalised

notion of sequence in which the indexing set is not required to be a

natural number or \( \omega \). These generalised sequences are called "families"

and can be thought of as labelled sets. It should however be apparent

that a family is nothing more than a simple function, the domain of

which is the indexing set. In this thesis we use the notion of a

"family" in conjunction with subscripting.

Let \( f \) be a family over elements of a set \( D \) indexed by the set \( I \)

(in other words \( f \in D^I \) )

Let \( i \in I \) and \( d \in D \)

the function

\( f/ \_i \) (f drop \( i \)) is simply the set \{ \( (x,y) \mid (x,y) \in f \) and \( x \neq i \) \}

the function

\( f/ \_i d \) (f add \( (i,d) \)) is simply the set \{ \( (i,d) \) \}

Note

\[ (f/ \_i)/ \_i f(i) = (f/ \_i)/ \_i f(i) = f \]

To aid the reader bear in mind the nature of particular objects we

introduce some notational conventions.

We will generally use the variables:

\( i,j,k,n,m \) for natural numbers.

\( s,t,u,v,w, \ldots \) for finite sequences.

\( \alpha, \beta, \delta, \ldots \) for infinite sequences.

\( A,B,C,D, \ldots \) for sets
Chapter 1

A Review of Related Work

In this chapter we shall briefly describe what we consider to be important models of pipeline dataflow. One of the main aims of this chapter is to assess to what extent the various models relate to the following topics:

i) A completely formal operational semantics for pipeline dataflow.

ii) A completely general definition of what it means for a pipeline dataflow node to compute a history function.

iii) A proof of the Kahn principle in a completely general context.

A. Computation Graphs

The first paper to attempt to formalise pipeline dataflow was a paper by Karp and Miller[28] in which they refer to dataflow nets as computation graphs. A computation graph is defined in terms of a directed graph the arcs of which are unbounded FIFO queues and the nodes of which are determinate computing stations.

In this graph based model of computation a node is an operator that computes after a pre-determined number of operands (i.e. datons) have arrived along the nodes input arcs. Computation involves the removal of the operands and the production of a number of datons on the operators.
output arcs. In the networks described by Karp and Miller each node computes only a finite number of times. Nodes that compute ad infinitum are considered to be in some sense faulty. This design decision is not surprising since at the time that Karp and Miller developed their computation graphs conventional programs which failed to terminate were considered to be incorrect; correctness being defined as partial correctness plus termination.

A node in the Karp and Miller model is associated with a single valued function which determines for each computation step the relationship between a node's inputs and outputs. A node with n-input arcs and m-output arcs is associated with an input/output function of the following form:

\[ f : \omega^I(0) \times ... \times \omega^I(n-1) \rightarrow \omega^O(0) \times ... \times \omega^O(m-1) \]

where \( i \in n \) the natural number \( I(i) \) denotes the number of datons required by input arc \( i \) for each computation step.

\( j \in m \) the natural number \( O(j) \) denotes the number of datons produced by output arc \( j \) for each computation step.

(Remember that throughout this thesis we are assuming that datons are of type natural number).

Thus in the Karp and Miller model a node is a machine that repeatedly computes its associated input/output function. As long as the node is supplied with the appropriate inputs the node will produce the required outputs thus the node is able to compute ad infinitum if given inputs ad
infinitum. However in all the examples given by Karp and Miller the entire input activity of a node is always finite.

The following is an example of a Karp and Miller operator; it has two input arcs, one output arc and is associated with the input/output function:

\[ h: \{0\} \times \{0,1\}^2 \rightarrow \{0\} \]

\[
\forall a \in \{0\}, b \in \{0,1\}^2 \ h(a,b) = \\
\begin{cases} 
    b_0 + b_1 & \text{if } a \neq 0 \\
    b_0 \times b_1 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

This node awaits the arrival of a single daton on its 0\textsuperscript{th} input arc and two datons on its 1\textsuperscript{st} input arc. Upon arrival of the required inputs they are consumed and a single daton is sent on as output. If the daton that arrives along the 0\textsuperscript{th} input arc is non-zero then the value of the daton output is the sum of the two datons that arrived along the node's 1\textsuperscript{st} input arc; if the daton to arrive along the 0\textsuperscript{th} input arc is zero then the daton output is the product of the two datons that arrived along the nodes 1\textsuperscript{st} input arc. (Thus the claim of Adams [2] and others that data dependent decisions are not allowed in this model is not completely correct).

As well as allowing data dependent decisions such as in the last example many other useful nodes can be realised in this model e.g. plus, times ... etc.

Now that we have briefly described the Karp and Miller model let us see how the model relates to the issues set out in the introduction to this chapter.

The first issue described is that of a completely general model of pipeline dataflow. It is not difficult, even from our brief description of this model, to think of nodes that cannot be realised. An example of
such a node is the \texttt{WHENEVER} node which requires the arrival of a daton on both its input arcs and passes on the daton to arrive on its $0^{th}$ input arc if the daton to arrive on its $1^{st}$ input arc is "true" (i.e. non-zero) and produces no output if the daton to arrive on the $1^{st}$ input arc is "false". Thus nodes which vary the number of datons they output depending on the value of the datons input are not realisable in the Karp and Miller model. (It is this form of data dependent decision that is referred to by Adams[2] and others).

However the main limitation of the Karp and Miller model is that each computation step requires a fixed number of inputs and produces a fixed number of outputs. This restriction means that many useful nodes cannot be realised in this model and thus the model cannot be considered as a completely general model of pipeline dataflow.

The second issue is that of a precise definition of what it means for a node to compute a history function. We feel that it is not possible to relate this particular model to this particular issue. The reason for this is that this model was developed before Kahn[26] developed the notion of nodes computing history functions. However it is still possible to think of the entire output activity of a node as being a function of the entire input activity and in this respect the nodes in this model are all functional (i.e. they all compute a history function). The reason for this is that each of a node's computation steps is associated with a single-valued input/output function and thus the entire input activity is related to the entire output activity by a history function derivable from the node's input/output function. This means that we can think of the Karp and Miller model as the first model of pure dataflow.
The third issue mentioned earlier was a proof of the Kahn principle. Again we feel that it is not possible to relate this particular model to a proof of the Kahn principle. The reason is again that the Kahn principle had not been formulated when Karp and Miller designed their computation graphs.
B. A model of parallel computation with dataflow sequencing

The next significant development to follow the Karp and Miller model was the dataflow model described by Duane Adams in his Ph.D dissertation[2]. One of the interesting goals of this dissertation was a graphical programming language for dataflow. An important feature of this language was that nets could be named and used as nodes in other nets. This feature of the language is similar in certain respects to the declaration of procedures in a conventional programming language. In textual programming languages such as Pascal and Algol it is meaningful for a procedure declaration to contain a reference to itself. In a similar way Adams allows a net definition to contain references to itself. The user of the graphical language is asked to think of a net that is recursively defined in terms of dynamically contracting and expanding net. In Chapter 5 we will deal with recursively defined nets, however we think of these recursively defined nets as infinite nets in which only a finite part is ever active.

The primitive nodes described by the Adams model are divided into two classes the r-nodes and the s-nodes.

The r-nodes are a simple extension of the Karp and Miller nodes which allows operators to produce no output for selected inputs. To be more precise an r-node is a single valued input/output function which is permitted to return Ø (the empty output) for certain inputs. A node that makes use of this extension is the WHenever node described in the previous section. This node is not realisable by any operator in the Karp and Miller model but in the Adams model it is realisable in terms of the following r-node:
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The single valued function associated with each computation step of the 
WHENEVER node is the following:

\[ \text{wvr} : (\omega \times \omega) \rightarrow \omega \]

s.t. \( \forall a, b \in \omega \) \( \text{wvr}(a, b) = \begin{cases} b & \text{if } a \neq 0 \\ \emptyset & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \)

where \( \emptyset \) denotes the empty output.

Although nodes like WHENEVER can be realised by r-nodes it is not
difficult to think of more complex nodes that cannot be realised in
terms of r-nodes. An example of such a node is the node with one input
arc and one output arc that repeatedly awaits the arrival of a daton on
its input arc and as soon as it becomes available consumes it and
produces as output \( n \)-copies of the consumed input, where \( n \) is equal to
the value of the consumed input. For example if the node receives as
input a daton representing the number 4 then four datons each
representing the natural number 4 are output. The fact that the node
just described varies the number of datons output depending on the value
of the daton input means that it cannot be realised by any r-node. In
fact the node just described cannot be realised by any node in the Adams
model.

The second class of primitive nodes are what Adams describes as the
s-nodes. These nodes are able to compute by ignoring some but never all
of their inputs. An example of such a node is the ALTERNATE merge node
which has two input arcs and one output arc. This node begins
computation by ignoring its 1\(^{\text{st}}\) input arc and passing on the daton to
arrive on its 0\(^{\text{th}}\) input arc, after which it ignores its 0\(^{\text{th}}\) input arc
and passes on whatever arrives on its 1\(^{\text{st}}\) input arc. The node continues
merging the datons from alternate input arcs ad infinitum, hence the
name ALTERNATE merge node.
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In the Adams model an s-node has a boolean flag associated with each of its input arcs. Initially the arcs of an s-node are either L (locked) or U (unlocked), if an arc is locked it means that no input is expected or if input does arrive it is ignored. If an arc is unlocked then input is expected on that arc and until input arrives the node is blocked waiting for input. Thus an s-node with n-input arcs is associated with a vector of boolean flags, one for each input arc. This vector is called the nodes input status. For example a two input s-node may have an initial input status of (U,L) which means that the nodes 0th input arc is initially unlocked and that the 1st input arc is initially locked. S-nodes repeatedly await for a daton to arrive on each of their unlocked input arcs; on arrival of the required inputs, the nodes compute, erasing the required inputs, possibly outputing datons on some or all output arcs and possibly changing the current input status. An s-node with n-input arcs and m-output arcs is thus associated with a single-valued input/output function of the form:

\[ s : (\{ \_ \} \{ \emptyset \})^n \times \{ \{ L, U \} \}^n \rightarrow (\{ L \}^n \{ \emptyset \})^m \times (\{ L, U \})^n \]

where \emptyset denotes either the empty output or the empty input.

The only restriction to this input/output function is that it is not permissible to have an input status in which all input arcs are locked.

The single valued function associated with the ALTERNATE merge node is:

\[ \text{alt} : (\{ \_ \} \{ \emptyset \})^2 \times (\{ L, U \})^2 \rightarrow (\{ \emptyset \} \{ \emptyset \})^2 \times (\{ L, U \})^2 \]

s.t. \( \forall a, b \in \_ \) \( \text{alt}(a, \emptyset, U, L) = (a, L, U) \)

\[ \text{alt}(\emptyset, b, L, U) = (b, U, L) \]

where the initial input status is (U,L)
Even with this more general model it is not difficult to find nodes which cannot be realised. One such node is the NEXT node which consumes its first input and passes on any future input. The reason why nodes like NEXT cannot be realised is that their behaviour cannot be described by a unique single valued function.

Let us now look at how the Adams model of dataflow relates to the topics described at the beginning of the chapter.

The first topic is that of a completely general model of pipeline dataflow. As we have already seen there are many nodes that cannot be described by the Adams model. This means that we cannot think of the Adams model as a completely general model of pipeline dataflow.

The second topic is that of a precise definition of what it means for a node to compute a history function. With respect to this topic the Adams model is identical to the Karp and Miller model in that they were both developed before Kahn[26] came up with the idea of a node computing a history function. However, it is still possible to think of the entire output activity of an s-node or an r-node as being a function of the entire input activity. In other words the nodes in this model are functional. Given any particular node in the model the history function associated with the node is derivable from a node's single valued input/output function. Although we do not provide a proof it is not difficult to see that the Adams model is another pure dataflow model.

The third topic that was mentioned in the introduction to this chapter was that of a proof of the Kahn principle. Again with respect to this topic the Adams model is identical with that of Karp and Miller in that both models were developed before Kahn[26] formulated the Kahn principle. Therefore we see no point in trying to relate this model to the last topic.
C. A simple language for parallel processing

One of the most significant contributions to the development of pipeline dataflow was the 1974 IFIP paper of Gilles Kahn[26]. The reason for its importance is that Kahn gives for the first time a denotational semantics for an important subset of pipeline dataflow. In addition Kahn describes an operational semantics in terms of a textual dataflow language. In our opinion Kahn's textual language can be thought of as a generalisation of the graphical dataflow language of Adams.

The model of computation underlying Kahn's language is based on the directed graph the nodes of which are continuously operating computing stations and the arcs of which are unbounded fifo queues.

The computing stations in the Kahn model are much more general than in previous models. In particular a computing station has a possibly unbounded amount of internal memory with which it is able to remember all previous inputs.

Kahn was also the first to think of dataflow programs as continuously operating. Designers of previous models restricted themselves in that their dataflow models were based on the traditional notion of a correct program terminating.
Kahn's textual language is similar to ALGOL but with the addition of a few extra features. These new features are based on the process declaration, which is used to define a computing station. The process declaration is similar to an ALGOL procedure declaration except that in the heading of the process we declare how it is linked to its outside world. In other words the input and output arcs are given formal names (similar to formal parameters of a procedure). The body of a process is a usual ALGOL program except for the use of two primitive procedures called PUT and GET. The primitive procedure PUT(E,A) places a daton whose value is equal to the expression E onto the output arc named A. The primitive function GET(A) returns as as its result the value of the daton at the head of the fifo queue associated with input arc A. Nothing can ever prevent a computing station from placing output on an output arc but if a GET(A) is invoked and the queue associated with input arc A is empty then the computing station is forced to wait until a daton shows up.

The NEXT node which was not realisable in the previous models is defined by the following Kahn process:

```plaintext
process next(integer in x; integer out y);
begin
  integer temp;
  temp : = GET(x);
  while true do PUT(GET(x), y);
end;
```

Unlike previous models of pipeline dataflow the Kahn model allows nodes to have memory. A simple example of such a node is one that outputs the running total of the datons input. In Kahn's textual
Process runtoatal(integer in x; integer out y);

begin
    integer sum;
    sum := 0;
    repeat
        sum := sum+GET(x);
        PUT(sum,y);
    end;
end;

Even with these few examples we can see that Kahn's language is extremely powerful. In fact in a later paper with McQueen[27] they look more closely at an implementation of this language based on coroutines. In the 1974 IFIP's paper Kahn points out that all processes definable in his language are functional (something he does not prove).

Some of the restrictions imposed by Kahn on his model are that computing stations (i.e. the nodes) have to follow a sequential program and that at any given time a computing station is either computing or waiting for input on one of its input arcs but not both.

Now that we have briefly described Kahn's textual language let us look at the operational model underlying the language and see how this model relates to the topics listed in the introduction to this chapter.

The first topic to consider is whether or not the operational model underlying Kahn's language is a completely general model of pipeline dataflow. Since the nodes in this model must be sequential then the
underlying model cannot be completely general. In fact it is not difficult to think of nodes that are functional but cannot be realised in Kahn's language. A simple example of a functional node that cannot be realised in Kahn's textual language is the DOUBLEID node. This node has two input arcs and two output arc and passes onto its $0^{th}$ output arc whenever appears on its $0^{th}$ input arc and passes onto its $1^{st}$ output arc whatever appears on its $1^{st}$ input arc. If we try to code this up in Kahn's language we get the following process:

```plaintext
process doubleid(integer in x,y; integer out p,q);
begin
    repeat
        PUT(GET(x),p);
        PUT(GET(y),q);
    end;
end;
```

If the process is always given an infinite number of inputs on both input arcs then the node produces the correct output. However if one of the input arcs dries up then the whole node is blocked waiting for inputs. Thus the process is unable to compute the general double identity function (i.e. identity: $[Ka^2] \rightarrow [Ka]^2$).

We must therefore conclude that the Kahn model is not suitable as a completely general model of pure dataflow. This is not surprising since as we explained in chapter 0 the topics of generality and functionality are difficult to capture directly. Thus the operational model underlying Kahn's textual language is not a completely general model of pipeline dataflow nor is it a completely general model of pure dataflow. However the Kahn model can be thought of as a completely general model of pure
dataflow in which the nodes are sequential and deterministic.

The second topic is that of a precise definition of what it means for a computing station to compute a history function. Unfortunately Kahn never defined precisely the concepts of "nodes", "nets", etc. and as a result never gave a formal definition of what it means for a node to compute a history function. In his IFIP's paper he used the fact that all processes definable in his language compute history functions but he never gave a proof of this. In particular he does not state whether or not processes may have formal parameters that are called by name. We assume that these are not allowed as otherwise processes could have side effects and hence not be functional.

In chapter 0 we briefly described what is meant by the Kahn principle, we now examine to what extent Kahn proved his principle. In fact it turns out to the surprise of many computer scientists that Kahn never published a formal proof of the Kahn principle.
D. An asynchronous interpreter for the dataflow language DDF

The first published paper to attempt a proof of the Kahn principle was that of Arvind and Gostelow[3]. In their paper they describe an interpreter called the queued interpreter (QI) which is thought of as a machine for the execution of programs for an early dataflow language of Jack Dennis[19]. This language is referred to by Arvind and Gostelow as DDF (Dennis DataFlow).

A program in DDF is, roughly speaking, a directed graph whose arcs are unbounded fifo queues and whose nodes are chosen from the following 5 primitives:

```
3    4
\downarrow 3 \\
2    3 \\
\downarrow
```

The results of all firings of a function or predicate operator under QI.

```
4
\downarrow 2 \\
3
\downarrow
```

The results of a gate if-true operator, where ff, tt denote false and true respectively.

```
1    4
\downarrow 3 \\
1 3 \\
\downarrow
```

The merge operator
According to Arvind and Gostelow, dataflow is based upon two principles:

(a) An operator fires (produces an output) whenever the inputs required by that operator are present.

(b) All operators are functional and produce no side effects.

This view of dataflow is exactly the same as that of Karp and Miller [28] (i.e., each set of inputs is required to produce a set of outputs) and so many of the remarks made about the Karp and Miller model (see section A) also apply to this model.

Let us now examine to what extent this model relates to the issues set forth in the introduction to this chapter.

The queued interpreter just described is based on five primitive operators and as such we cannot think of this model as a completely general model of pipeline dataflow. (i.e., there are infinitely many pure dataflow nodes).
The 5 primitive nodes used by Arvind and Gostelow are all obviously functional and so the more fundamental problem of defining what it means in general for a node to compute a history function is completely avoided.

The proof of the Kahn principle given by Arvind and Gostelow is not presented in a very formal way. For example there is no precise definition of a dataflow net computation. Presumably the assumption is that the model is so simple that no formal definition of computation is necessary. Moreover even if it was presented formally their proof is only for nets built using the 5 primitives described earlier. Thus the proof of the Kahn principle is for a very limited context.
E. Computing with infinite objects

A second attempted proof of the Kahn principle is outlined in the Ph.D. thesis of Edwin Wiedmer[49]. In this thesis Wiedmer is interested mainly in exact computations over the real numbers. However in the second part of his thesis he describes some of the theoretical issues underlying computation over finite or infinite objects. Using infinite sequences of natural numbers to represent the reals he describes machines which compute operations over these infinite objects (i.e. the reals). Each machine reads in natural numbers one by one from its input arcs and produces one by one natural numbers on its output arc. The entire history of the machine's input activity denotes the real numbers given to the machine as input and the entire history of the machine's output activity, the real numbers produced as output. More complicated operations over the reals often require a network of machines. Wiedmer thinks of these networks as dataflow nets the arcs of which are unidirectional communication lines and nodes of which are continuously operating computing stations.

Wiedmer follows the advise of Gilles Kahn[26] and defines nodes as Turing machines and arcs as one way infinite tapes upon which a Turing machine reads and writes. A node with $n$ input arcs and one output arc is defined to be a Turing machine with $n$ input tapes and 1 output tapes. The Turing machine has a separate read head for each input tape and a separate write head for the output tape. Once an item has been read from a square on an input tape the read head is forced to move to the next square away from the Turing machine. (Initially all heads are over the square nearest the Turing machine). In a similar way once a
write has been performed the write head moves to the next square away from the Turing machine. The diagram illustrates a computation step for a one/input one/output Turing machine:

In addition a node (i.e., Turing machine) is able to use an auxiliary tape (not shown in the diagram) onto which it can record all the inputs it has received and all the results of intermediate computations.

Now that we have given a brief description of the model let us relate it to the issues listed in the introduction to this chapter. The fact that Wiedner uses Turing machines as nodes means that his nodes are, at least in terms of computability, the most general form for a node. However we feel that Turing machines are not a very natural model of dataflow. Nodes are no longer simple black boxes rather they are Turing machines together with those portions of the tape which have been read or written on. Arcs are no longer pipes along which datons flow but rather they are infinite one-way tapes along which a read or write head travels. Thus the model of Wiedner is not a very natural model of pipeline dataflow.
One of the most important aspects of Wiedner's work is his definition of what it means for a node (Turing machine) to compute a history function. He is the first to realise that Kahn's definition of node functionality, based on processes that communicate using only PUT and GET primitives, is not completely general. In fact Wiedner refers to functions computable by Kahn's process as 'rigidly computable functions'. The function \( f(a,b) = \max\{a,b\} \) where \( a,b \) are finite sequences of natural numbers; is given as an example of a function not computable using the simple language for parallel programming described by Kahn.

Wiedner refers to functions computable by his machines as 'approximation computable functions'. What Wiedner means by this is that Turing machines are allowed to compute given only an approximation to the input i.e. even when inputs are absent. This means that his Turing machines are able to realise nodes such as the DOUBLEID node, in fact any non-sequential node may be realised.

Although Wiedner's definition of node functionality is more general than that of Kahn we still feel that it is not an adequate definition. The reason for this is that Wiedner's Turing machines are deterministic and we feel that a completely general definition of node functionality should include nodes that are not only non-sequential but also non-deterministic. The reason we say this is that a completely general definition of node functionality should be able to describe any node that computes a history function no matter how bizarre its behaviour is.
The remainder of Wiedmer's work is extremely sketchy; for example there is no definition of a network of machines nor is there a definition of a net computation (this is not surprising since these issues were not of major importance in Wiedmer's work). Towards the end of part two of Wiedmer's thesis we find a sketch proof of the Kahn principle which is based on nodes being Turing machines, the proof is not a very convincing one.
F. Semantique des processus communicant

Recently Andre Arnold[4] published a paper in which he attempts to prove the Kahn principle. The author claims that the main goal of his paper is to give a satisfactory operational semantics corresponding exactly to Gilles Kahn's denotational semantics for pure dataflow (i.e. the Kahn principle). However, there seems to be a substantial error in this work in that it is not general enough to cover all Kahn's networks.

Operationally a node in the Arnold model has the following properties:

i) they have a finite number of input and output arcs.

ii) each input arc is an unbounded fifo queue.

iii) each node has an unbounded amount of internal memory. (it is thus able to remember all previous inputs).

iv) to function each process must acquire datons on certain input arcs, if these are not present the process is blocked waiting for input.

These properties are all included in the following formal definition.

P1 Definition: A process with n-input arcs and 1 output arc is a tuple $<\Sigma_0, \ldots, \Sigma_n, Q, q, \delta, R>$ where

$\Sigma_0, \ldots, \Sigma_n$ are possibly infinite alphabets such that $\Sigma_0$ is the alphabet of the output arc and $\Sigma_i$ for $1 \leq i \leq n$ is the alphabet of the $i^{th}$ input arc.
Q is a possibly infinite set of states

\[ q_0 \in Q \] the initial state

\[ \delta : Q \rightarrow \mathcal{P}([n]) \text{ where } [n] = \{1, \ldots, n\} \]

R is a set of rules

The mapping \( \delta \) associates with each possible state the set of numbers that denote the input arcs on which the process must receive inputs. Thus mapping \( \delta \) has a similar function to the input status flags of Adams.

The set of rules describes for each state: the datons necessary to enable the node to compute and also the activity that should be performed when computation is enabled. This activity may involve changing state and outputing one or more datons on the output arc. The following is a formal definition of a rule:

F2 Definition: each rule is of the form

\[ \langle q; u_1, \ldots, u_n \rangle \rightarrow \langle u; q' \rangle \]

with \( q, q' \in Q \)

and \( u \in \Sigma_0^* \Sigma_0^* \)

\[ (\Sigma_0^* \text{ is the set of finite sequences over } \Sigma_0) \]

\[ u_i \in \Sigma_i \text{ if } i \in \delta(q) \]

\[ u_i = \lambda \text{ (empty sequence) if } i \notin \delta(q) \]

The formal operational semantics given by Arnold are extremely precise. In particular he gives precise definitions to concepts such as nodes, nets, computation sequences, .. etc. As can be seen from the last definition Arnold allows nodes to be non-deterministic in that more than one rule may have the same left hand side. Although non-deterministic nodes are allowed in this model they are never used to
describe nodes that compute history functions. Thus the nodes which compute history functions are sequential and deterministic.

The substantial error referred to earlier is to do with Arnold's definition of a node. To be more precise Arnold requires his nodes to produce at least as much output as they receive input. This means that essential filter nodes like NEXT and WHENEVER that produce less output than they receive input cannot be realised as Arnoldian processes. These simple filters can certainly be realised as Kahnian processes and thus Arnold's claim that his operational model is equivalent to Kahn's is certainly false. The reason that Arnold requires that his nodes compute at least as much output as they receive input is that he requires his nodes to compute history functions with a special property. To understand this property we must describe a metric space over infinite sequences of natural numbers in which the distance between two objects is defined to be $1/N$ where $N$ is the amount of agreement over the initial segments of the two objects. The fact that Arnold requires his nodes to produce at least as much output than they receive input corresponds to a node computing a contraction mapping on the metric space described above. It is a well known result that under certain conditions contraction mappings give unique fixed points. Arnold is able to use these facts in some of his proofs.

Let us now relate Arnold's model to the topics set out in the introduction to this chapter.

Already we have seen that there are many useful functional nodes that cannot be realised as Arnoldian processes. Thus Arnold's model cannot be thought of as a completely general model of pipeline dataflow.
As a result of the restriction to the definition of node we find
that the definition of what it means for a node to compute a history
function is correspondingly restricted. The following is the definition
of what it means for a node to compute a function over histories. This
definition is important because it is the first to formally define what
it means for a node to be functional. Arnold uses two versions of this
definition. The first is for processes that are sequential and
deterministic, in this case the function $\hat{P}$ is a history function. The
second is for processes that are non-determinate and sequential, in this
case the function $\hat{P}$ is a set valued function and this is the version of
the definition shown below.

F3 Definition: The function

$$\hat{P}:\Sigma_1^{(i)} \times ... \times \Sigma_n^{(i)} \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(\Sigma_0^{(i)})$$

associated with $P$ ($P$ a process) is such that

$\hat{P}(V_1,\ldots,V_n)$ is the set of results of the

$\omega$-derivations starting from the initial

configuration $<\bigwedge \omega, V_1,\ldots,V_n>$. 

Note that if the process is deterministic then there is only one
possible $\omega$-derivation starting from the initial state. In our opinion
this definition is restricted in that it assumes that a node always
begins computation with infinite amounts of data on all its input arcs.
We feel that this assumption is not realistic because in any real system
the input arcs may be empty to begin with and even at intermediate
stages in the computation. We are thus led to conclude that Arnold's
definition of node functionality is not completely general since he does
not allow non-deterministic nodes to compute functions.
The third topic listed in the introduction to this chapter is concerned with proving the Kahn principle. Of all the published proofs of the Kahn principle the most precise is that of Arnold. However since Arnold's model is unable to describe nodes that produce less output than they receive input the proof of the Kahn principle is only a simple case of the more general Kahn Principle.

Of all the models of dataflow we have surveyed the model of Arnold is the closest to ours, although we developed our models separately they are surprisingly similar in many ways. For this reason we conclude this section by describing a few of the important definitions and ideas contained in Arnold's work. We begin by looking at an example of a non-deterministic process: Example Let P be a process with n-input arcs and 1 output arc defined by

\[ \langle \Sigma_0, \Sigma_1, Q, q_0, \delta, R \rangle \]

where \( \Sigma_0 = \Sigma_1 = \{ a, b \} \)

\( Q = \{ q_0, q_1, q_2 \} \)

\( \delta (q) = \{ 1 \} \ \forall q \in Q \)

and the rules are:

\[ \langle q_0; a \rangle \rightarrow \langle a; q_1 \rangle \]
\[ \langle q_0; a \rangle \rightarrow \langle b; q_2 \rangle \]
\[ \langle q_0; b \rangle \rightarrow \langle b; q_2 \rangle \]
\[ \langle q_1; a \rangle \rightarrow \langle a; q_1 \rangle \]
\[ \langle q_2; a \rangle \rightarrow \langle a; q_1 \rangle \]
\[ \langle q_2; a \rangle \rightarrow \langle b; q_2 \rangle \]
\[ \langle q_2; b \rangle \rightarrow \langle b; q_2 \rangle \]

This is an example of a non-deterministic process that produces different results depending on what infinite input sequence is
supplied. For example if a \((\text{a})\) is supplied as input then either a \((\text{a})\) or
b \((\text{b})\) will be output. If b \((\text{b})\) is supplied as input then b \((\text{b})\) is produced
as output. Of all the work we have reviewed Arnold's is the only one to
give a formal definition for a dataflow net.

(F4) Definition: Let \(P_1, \ldots, P_k\) be \(k\) processes \(P_i\) having
\[
n_i \text{ input arcs and } m_i \text{ output arcs.}
\]

Let \(p \in \omega\)

Let \(n = n_1 + n_2 + \ldots + n_k\)

Let \(m = m_1 + m_2 + \ldots + m_k\)

A dataflow net is given by the \(k\) processes the natural
number \(p\) and two injections:

\[\eta : [n] \to [p]\]

\[\sigma : [m] \to [p]\]

The intuitive meaning of this definition is the following:

The \(j\)th input port of process \(P_i (1 \leq j \leq n_i)\) is given the number
\(n_0 + n_2 + \ldots + n_{i-1} + j\) where \(n_0 = 0\). In the same way the \(j\)th output port of
process \(P_i\) is given the number \(m_0 + m_2 + \ldots + m_{i-1} + j\). The arcs of the net
are numbered from 1 to \(p\). The natural number \(\eta(1)\) is thus the number
of the arc connected to input port number 1 and the natural number
\(\sigma(1)\) is the number of the arc connected to output port number 1. We
therefore suppose that \(\eta([n]) \cup \sigma([m]) = [p]\)

Figure F5 An example of a data flow net.

The net consists of 3 processes \(P_1, P_2\) and \(P_3\) each having 2 input ports
and two output ports. The two injections \(\eta\) and \(\sigma\) from \([6] \to [8]\) are
given by the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>η</th>
<th>σ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following is a graphical representation of the net.

A modular operational semantics?

Gilles Kahn gave a lot of importance to the fact that a network of processes could be considered as a single process (even though it was not true in his model). Motivated by this consideration Arnold proves that his operational model has this encapsulation property. However we find Arnold's result rather misleading because it is not true in general. The reason for this is that Arnold assumes that his nodes always receive infinite amounts of input on all input arcs and in
reality this may not be the case. For example the DOUBLEID node described earlier can be written as a single process in Arnold's notation and it can replace two separate single identity nodes in any context provided an infinite amount of input is given to both input arcs of the DOUBLEID node. However if one of the inputs dries up the node is blocked waiting for input and is thus unable to compute the DOUBLEID function. Thus Arnold's encapsulation property is for the limited context in which sequential and deterministic nodes compute in an environment in which they are never starved of input. Thus the Encapsulation property is trivially true for Arnoldian nets. In chapter 2 we prove that our model of dataflow has the encapsulation property in a completely general sense.
G. A language capable of expressing all pipeline Dataflow computations

In this, the last section of the current chapter, we describe a programming language proposed by Robert Keller[29]. Keller extends Kahn's simple language for parallel processing by the addition of two new primitive nodes called poll and choice. Keller is mainly interested in dataflow nets in which nodes may behave non-deterministically, and as a consequence, the new primitives both introduce non-determinism into what is otherwise a sequential and deterministic language. Keller states that non-determinate behaviour can be introduced into a language in two ways. One way is through time dependency, this form of non-determinate behaviour is captured by the poll primitive. The other form of non-determinate behaviour is randomness within a computing station and this form is captured by the choice primitive. Keller introduces these primitives into Kahn's language in the following way:

The poll primitive checks to see if the fifo queue associated with a particular arc is empty or not. We can think of this in terms of a boolean procedure in ALGOL which returns true if the queue it is looking at is non-empty and false otherwise. This can be expressed with a primitive of the following form:

```
NONEMPTY(<arc name>)
```

The inclusion of this primitive into Kahn's language enables processes to detect an empty input arc and thus avoid being blocked waiting for input. This enables Keller's processes to realise nodes like the DOUBLEID node mentioned earlier.

The choice primitive randomly chooses between different activities. We can think of this in terms of a boolean procedure in ALGOL which returns a random truth value and when used in conjunction with a conditional primitive such as if-then-else allows a process to
non-deterministically choose between different computations. This primitive may be expressed in the following form:

   CHOICE()

Although we do not provide a proof we claim that the addition of these two primitives to Kahn's language means that the extended language is able to describe any pipeline dataflow computation. For example here is the DOUBLEID node:

   process doubleid(integer in x,y; integer out p,q);

   begin
   repeat
   if NONEMPTY(x) then PUT(GET(x),p);
   if nonempty(y) then PUT(GET(x),q);
   end;
   end;

   Another example is the unfair MERGE node:

   process merge(integer in x,y; integer out z);

   begin
   repeat
   if NONEMPTY(x) and NONEMPTY(y) then
   if CHOICE() then PUT(GET(x),z)
   else PUT(GET(y),z)
   fi;
   fi;
   if NONEMPTY(x) then PUT(GET(x),z) fi;
   if NONEMPTY(y) then PUT(GET(y),z) fi;
   end;
   end;
Keller, like many others, assumes that Kahn gave a proof of the Kahn principle in [26] and thus does not address the issue. As a consequence Keller is not interested in non-deterministic and non-sequential nodes that are functional. Rather he is interested in nodes with non-determinate input/output behaviour.

In the following chapter we develop our own formal operational semantics for pipeline dataflow. The reason we do this rather than adopt Keller's language is that we want to be able to reason formally about dataflow nets and dataflow computations and this is very difficult to do from a language like Keller's. For example in Chapter 5 we prove that nodes with a particularly simple property, namely the 1 step Church-Rosser like property, are functional. A corresponding proof for processes defined in Keller's language would be extremely difficult.
Chapter 2

A Formal Operational Semantics for Pipeline Dataflow

The main result of this chapter is a precise formulation of a completely general operational semantics for pipeline dataflow. In section A we present a formal definition of a pipeline dataflow node in terms of a non-deterministic automaton. In section B we examine networks of these nodes. The two main result of section B are: (1) a formal definition of closed pipeline dataflow nets and (2) a formal definition of closed net computations. In Section C we show how the formalism of section B can be re-used to describe open nets and open net computation.

To support our claim that our operational semantics is completely general in section E, we prove that our model has the encapsulation property in a completely general sense.

A. Nodes and non-deterministic automata

The nodes in our model of pipeline dataflow will be continuously operating autonomous computing stations connected to one another via pipes which are unbounded fifo queues and along which they endlessly exchange information.

To save notational complexity and without loss of generality we assume that the discrete units of data that travel along the pipes (i.e. the datons) represent only natural numbers.

A computing station in our model consumes datons one by one from its input arcs and outputs datons one by one on the computing stations
output arcs. In terms of input/output behaviour our model is not sequential in that each node computation may simultaneously produce and consume datons on all its input and output arcs. Although we do not provide a proof we claim that all input/output behaviour can be expressed by our model.

A simple node in our model usually consumes datons at the same rate at which it produces them. However, we allow more general nodes that may produce output at a different to that at which they consumes inputs.

The justification for reasoning about computing stations as continuously operating black boxes is that many applications such as operating systems and database systems are best thought of in terms of continuously operating autonomous processes. A practical example of this is a network of UNIX processes connected to each other via UNIX pipes.

In our formal operational semantics each computing station (node) is associated with a set of internal states and at any given moment a node is in one of these states. When a node is first "activated" it moves automatically into a known initial state. Thereafter it may move to other internal states depending upon what the node is to compute. We can think, informally, of the internal state of a node as having two distinct roles.

One role is as a "marker", marking the current step in the algorithm that specifies a node's behaviour. The initial state is a marker to the first step in such an algorithm. For example consider a node with two internal states, one input arc and one output arc. In its initial state the node consumes its first input, produces no output and moves into a second state. In its second state the node consumes its
next input and produces as output a copy of the consumed input. If we require this last step to be repeated ad infinitum we arrange for the node to remain permanently in its second state. As you have probably realised the node just described is our old friend the NEXT node.

A second role or use of internal states is as memory. We feel that is is not unreasonable to think of a node requiring access to all of its previous inputs in order to produce its next output. As nodes are continuously operating this may require a possibly unbounded amount of internal memory. (Some authors such as Arvind and Gostelow[3] restrict themselves to a subset of pipeline dataflow in which nodes have only one state (i.e. no memory). As a result of these restrictions these models are certainly not general models of pipeline dataflow. In addition they lack the encapsulation property—subnets have memory, in the form of daton queues, but nodes have none). An example of a node that uses internal state as memory is the node that produces on its one output arc the running total of the datons it has consumed through its one input arc. In the case of this node we think of the initial state as initialising the running total to zero. The node repeatedly awaits the arrival of a daton on its input arc and as soon as one becomes available it is consumed, the value of the consumed daton (a natural number) is added to the internal state and a daton representing the new running total is output. Since the sum of two natural numbers is always a natural number, a countably infinite number of internal states enables the node to record successive running totals and thus the node works correctly for any input history.

Although we can informally think of internal states as having two distinct functions this does not mean that nodes need separate internal
states for each of these functions. On the contrary, our nodes may 'code up' both of these functions within a single internal state.

We think of our computing stations as black-boxes connected to their outside world through input and output pipes through which they communicate with one another. Now it is certainly possible for a node that consumes datons at a very slow rate to receive inputs from a node that produces datons very quickly. If this is the case then the pipe connecting the two nodes should be able to store the surplus datons in the order in which they arrived. This is the justification for the earlier decision to take pipes as unbounded fifo queues.

In our model we require our nodes to consume datons one by one from their associated input arcs. To formalise this reasoning we associate a one place input buffer with each of a nodes input arcs. This one place buffer is empty if the fifo queue associated with the buffers input arc is empty, otherwise it holds the daton at the head of the input arcs associated fifo queue. Our nodes are able to consume a daton from an input arcs by issuing a command to erase the corresponding input buffer.

The contents of each one place input buffer together with the internal state gives a snapshot description a node which we call the cause of computation. With every possible cause our nodes (are required) to associate some effect. An effect may be to erase some or all of the nodes input buffers; it may be to change the internal state, or it may be to output a daton on some or all of the output arcs, or a combination of these 3 activities. Therefore unlike the model of Arnold[4], which becomes blocked if an unexpected input arrives, our model is able to cope with all possible input situations.
To illustrate the idea of causes and effects we turn to our old friend the NEXT node. This node has two internal states $q_0$ (the initial state) and $q_1$. A snapshot of this node computing may reveal that the node is in its initial state $q_0$ with a 5 in its input buffer. We denote this cause of computation by the ordered pair $(5,q_0)$. A later snapshot may reveal that the node is in state $q_1$ with an empty input buffer. We denote this cause by the ordered pair $(\text{nil},q_1)$, the nil meaning that the input buffer is empty. As we are assuming that datons are all of type natural number the following is the set of all possible causes for the NEXT node:

$$\{ (\text{nil},q_0), (\text{nil},q_1), (0,q_0), (0,q_1), (1,q_0), (1,q_1), \ldots \}$$

If our nodes are to compute for any input then it is essential that for each possible cause we associate at least a single effect. For the NEXT node we could associate causes with effects in the following way. For all those causes in which the state component is $q_1$ and the input buffer is non-empty we would associate an effect which is to consume the contents of the input buffer, not to change internal state and to output the consumed input. For example the cause $(2,q_1)$ is associated with the effect $(\text{tt}, \text{nil}, 2)$. The \texttt{tt} meaning erase the input buffer, the \texttt{nil} meaning do not change state and the 2 meaning output a daton whose value is 2. Similarly for all those causes in which the state is $q_0$ and the input buffer is non-empty we would associate an effect which is to erase the contents of the input buffer, to change internal state to $q_1$ and not to output anything. For example the cause $(2,q_0)$ is associated with the effect $(\text{tt}, q_1, \text{nil})$. The \texttt{tt} meaning erase the contents of the input buffer, the $q_1$ meaning move to the new state $q_1$ and the \texttt{nil} meaning do
not produce any output. The two remaining causes \(<\text{nil}, q_0>\) and \(<\text{nil}, q_1>\) are both associated with the busy wait \(<\text{nil}, \text{nil}, \text{nil}>\). The first nil meaning the do not erase the input buffer, the second meaning do not change internal state and the third meaning do not produce any output.

Provided the node just described computes indefinitely it will compute the following history function:

\[
\text{next: } K \rightarrow K
\]

\[
s.t. \forall \alpha \in K \text{ next}(\alpha) = \langle \alpha_1, \alpha_2, \alpha_3, \ldots \rangle
\]

\[
\text{note: } \alpha = \langle \alpha_0, \alpha_1, \alpha_2, \ldots \rangle
\]

The following diagram illustrates a possible computation sequence for the node just described:

![Diagram]

As we saw in the previous example if one or more of the input buffers associated with a cause is empty then it is still possible to associate an effect with that cause. In some cases the effect may be to do nothing, we call this busy waiting.

On the other hand the effect may be to cause some activity, this is called computing on empty buffers. It is possible for sequential nodes (e.g. Arnold's[4]) to compute when some of their buffers are empty, but only if they completely ignore the contents of these buffers. Using Kahn's GET primitive, for example, it is possible to wait for the appearance of a daton down the first arc and output it when it arrives.
even if the second buffer is empty. But when a GET is invoked, the node must do just that and has no way of knowing whether or not anything has arrived in the other buffer.

The more general nodes which we allow, however, are capable of performing other activities (such as output) while waiting for input on certain arcs - in other words, they are essentially able to do more than one thing at the same time. It is precisely these more general nodes that have been ignored in previous models. A very simple example of such a node is the DOUBLEID node. This node has two inputs and two outputs and echos the first input on the first output, and the second input on the second output. Such a node cannot be sequential because it cannot allow both outputs to 'run dry' when only one of the inputs does so. This ability to compute while waiting is essential if our model is to be in any sense general. In fact any model that is unable to compute in this way will be deprived of the encapsulation property.

The following formal definition of a node is based on the informal ideas presented above. A node is specified by: the number of input and output arcs; the initial internal state; the set of all possible internal states, and the collection of all possible cause/effect pairs.
(A1) Definition A node is a sequence $<Q,q,n,m,T>$

where

$Q$ is a countable set with $\text{nil} \notin Q$

(the set of all possible internal states)

$q \in Q$

(the initial internal state)

$n,m \in \mathcal{J}$

(the number of input/output ports resp.)

$T \subseteq (B^n \times Q) \times (B^n \times \hat{Q} \times B^m)$

(the transition relation)

such that

$BW \subseteq T$

where

$BW = \{ <c,\text{nil}^{n+m+1}> \mid c \in (B^n \times Q) \}$

$B = \mathcal{J} \cup \{ \text{nil} \}$

$\hat{Q} = Q \cup \{ \text{nil} \}$

$E = \{ \text{tt}, \text{nil} \}$

To facilitate later work we introduce the following auxiliary functions:

Let $N$ be a node $<Q,q,n,m,T>$

(i) States($N$) is $Q$

(ii) Initialstate($N$) is $q$

(iii) Inportarity($N$) is $n$

(iv) Outportarity($N$) is $m$

(v) Transitions($N$) is $T$
Let $t \in \text{Transitions}(N)$

(i) $\text{Buffers}(t)$ is $t_0|\text{Importarity}(N)$

(ii) $\text{Newstate}(t)$ is $t_1(\text{Importarity}(N))$

(iii) $\text{Prod}(t)$ is $< t_1(\text{Importarity}(N)+1+j) | j \in \text{Outportarity}(N) >$

(iv) $\text{Erase}(t)$ is $t_1|\text{Importarity}(N)$
Node transitions

Let us examine in more detail the concept of a transition relation. Given a node \( n = \langle Q, q, n, m, T \rangle \), the transition relation \( T \) is a subset of \((B^n \times Q) \times (E^n \times Q \times B^m)\) i.e. a set of cause effect pairs.

A typical cause is of the form \( <b_0, \ldots, b_{n-1}, q> \) where \( b_i \) denotes the status of the \( i^{\text{th}} \) input buffer. If \( b_i \) is nil then the \( i^{\text{th}} \) input buffer is empty, if \( b_i \) is some natural number say 7 then the \( i^{\text{th}} \) input buffer contains the natural number 7. The \( q \) component of our typical cause is a node state.

A typical effect is of the form \( <e_0, \ldots, e_{n-1}, z, b_0, \ldots, b_{m-1}> \) where the \( e_i \) denotes the activity associated with the \( i^{\text{th}} \) input buffer. If \( e_i \) is nil then the contents of the \( i^{\text{th}} \) input buffer is not to be erased. If the \( e_i \) is \( tt \) then the contents of the \( i^{\text{th}} \) input buffer is to be erased. The \( z \) component denotes the activity associated with the node's state. If \( z \) is nil then this means that the node's state should remain unchanged. If \( z \) is \( q_{\text{new}} \) then this means the node's state should be changed to the state \( q_{\text{new}} \). The \( b_i \) component denotes the activity associated with the node's output arcs. If \( b_i \) is nil then nothing is to be sent along the \( i^{\text{th}} \) output arc. If \( b_i \) is some natural number say 5 then that means that the natural number say 5 is to be sent along the \( i^{\text{th}} \) output arc.

At this point let us digress to comment upon the somewhat unconventional 'next state' relation used in definition 2.1. Those familiar with traditional automata theory may feel a little uneasy in the use of nil to specify no change in state. In standard automata
theory the next state relation is a relation over $\text{States} \times \text{States}$ and not over $\text{States} \times (\text{States} \cup \{ \text{nil} \})$. At this point in the thesis we cannot justify this unconventional next state relation but the reasons for its inclusion will become apparent when in Chapter 5 we define a one step Church-Rosser like property for node's.

To familiarise the reader with our definition of a node we present several examples of node's. The first few examples are elementary but the later ones are complex and are meant to show the generality of our definition.

**Example 1**

The following is the formal definition of a node having two input arcs, one output arc and one internal state. The node in this example repeatedly awaits the arrival of datons on both its input arcs and as soon as both inputs arrive they are consumed and a daton representing their sum is output.
\[
< \{ q \}, q, 2, 1, T >
\]

where \( T = \{ \langle \text{nil}, \text{nil}, q, \text{nil}, \text{nil}, \text{nil}, \text{nil} \rangle, \quad \langle 0, \text{nil}, q, \text{nil}, \text{nil}, \text{nil}, \text{nil} \rangle, \quad \langle 1, \text{nil}, q, \text{nil}, \text{nil}, \text{nil}, \text{nil} \rangle, \quad \langle 2, \text{nil}, q, \text{nil}, \text{nil}, \text{nil}, \text{nil} \rangle, \ldots \quad \langle \text{nil}, 0, q, \text{nil}, \text{nil}, \text{nil}, \text{nil} \rangle, \quad \langle \text{nil}, 1, q, \text{nil}, \text{nil}, \text{nil}, \text{nil} \rangle, \quad \langle \text{nil}, 2, q, \text{nil}, \text{nil}, \text{nil}, \text{nil} \rangle, \ldots \quad \langle 0, 0, q, \text{tt}, \text{tt}, \text{nil}, 0 \rangle, \quad \langle 0, 1, q, \text{tt}, \text{tt}, \text{nil}, 1 \rangle, \quad \langle 0, 2, q, \text{tt}, \text{tt}, \text{nil}, 2 \rangle, \ldots \quad \langle 1, 0, q, \text{tt}, \text{tt}, \text{nil}, 1 \rangle, \quad \langle 1, 1, q, \text{tt}, \text{tt}, \text{nil}, 2 \rangle, \quad \langle 1, 2, q, \text{tt}, \text{tt}, \text{nil}, 3 \rangle, \ldots \quad \langle 100, 0, q, \text{tt}, \text{tt}, \text{nil}, 100 \rangle, \quad \langle 100, 1, q, \text{tt}, \text{tt}, \text{nil}, 101 \rangle, \ldots \quad \} \]

Example 2

This example is the formal definition of our old friend the NEXT node. This node has two states, one input arc and one output arc. Unlike the last example the node does not process datons it simply manipulates
them. To be more precise the node discards its first input but thereafter
passes on any future inputs.

\[ \langle \{ q_0, q_1 \}, q_0, 1, 1, T \rangle \]

where \( T = \{ \)

\[ \langle \text{nil}, q_0 \rangle, \langle \text{nil}, \text{nil}, \text{nil} \rangle, \]
\[ \langle 0, q_0 \rangle, \langle \text{tt}, q_1, \text{nil} \rangle, \]
\[ \langle 1, q_0 \rangle, \langle \text{tt}, q_1, \text{nil} \rangle, \]
\[ \vdots \]
\[ \langle \text{nil}, q_1 \rangle, \langle \text{nil}, \text{nil}, \text{nil} \rangle, \]
\[ \langle 0, q_1 \rangle, \langle \text{tt}, \text{nil}, 0 \rangle, \]
\[ \langle 1, q_1 \rangle, \langle \text{tt}, \text{nil}, 1 \rangle, \]
\[ \langle 2, q_1 \rangle, \langle \text{tt}, \text{nil}, 2 \rangle, \]
\[ \vdots \]

\} \]

Example 3

The following is the formal definition of a node that has a
countably infinite number of states, one input arc and one output
arc. This is a naive example of a functional node that computes on empty
buffers. In fact the node computes the following history function:

first: \( \text{Ka} \rightarrow \text{Ka} \)

s.t \( \forall \alpha \in \text{Ka} \) first(\( \alpha \)) = \( q_0, q_0, q_0, \ldots \)
The formal definition of this node is:

\[
\{ q_i \mid i \in \omega \}\cup \{ q \}, q, 1, 1, T \\
\text{where } T = \{ \\
\langle \text{nil}, q \rangle, \langle \text{nil}, \text{nil}, \text{nil} \rangle, \\
\langle 0, q \rangle, \langle \text{tt}, q_0, 0 \rangle, \\
\langle 1, q \rangle, \langle \text{tt}, q_1, 1 \rangle, \\
\vdots \\
\langle \text{nil}, q_0 \rangle, \langle \text{nil}, \text{nil}, 0 \rangle, \\
\langle 0, q_0 \rangle, \langle \text{tt}, \text{nil}, 0 \rangle, \\
\langle 1, q_0 \rangle, \langle \text{tt}, \text{nil}, 0 \rangle, \\
\vdots \\
\langle \text{nil}, q_1 \rangle, \langle \text{nil}, \text{nil}, 1 \rangle, \\
\langle 0, q_1 \rangle, \langle \text{tt}, \text{nil}, 1 \rangle, \\
\langle 1, q_1 \rangle, \langle \text{tt}, \text{nil}, 1 \rangle, \\
\vdots \\
\langle \text{nil}, q_{99} \rangle, \langle \text{nil}, \text{nil}, 99 \rangle, \\
\langle 0, q_{99} \rangle, \langle \text{tt}, \text{nil}, 99 \rangle, \\
\langle 1, q_{99} \rangle, \langle \text{tt}, \text{nil}, 99 \rangle, \\
\vdots \\
\} \\
\]

Up to this point in the thesis we have defined the set of transitions associated with a node by writing down every individual member of that set. We chose such a verbose method of defining the set of transitions so as to avoid any misunderstanding of what we mean by a set of transitions. It is now time to introduce a more concise notation. To do this we have defined a notation similar to that of Rodriguez[43]. Instead of writing transitions as a countable set of
ordered pairs such as

\[
\{ \langle \text{nil}, q_0 \rangle, \langle \text{nil}, \text{nil}, \text{nil} \rangle, \\
\langle 0, q_0 \rangle, \langle \text{tt}, \text{nil}, 0 \rangle, \\
\}
\]

we shall write a table of transition rules such as the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle \text{nil}, q_0 \rangle & \to \langle \text{nil}, \text{nil}, \text{nil} \rangle \\
\langle 0, q_0 \rangle & \to \langle \text{tt}, \text{nil}, 0 \rangle
\end{align*}
\]

This does not in itself simplify the notation it simply gives the transitions more of an operational flavour.

To simplify the notation we shall not include in our transition tables those transitions associated with busy waiting (i.e. transitions whose right hand side are all nil's). Thus we adopt the convention that any cause not included in the transition table is assumed to be paired with a busy wait.

In addition we simplify our notation by use of transition schemas. For example the schema

\[
\forall x \in \omega \\
\langle x, q_0 \rangle \to \langle \text{tt}, \text{nil}, x \rangle
\]

corresponds to the transition table

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle 0, q_0 \rangle & \to \langle \text{tt}, \text{nil}, 0 \rangle \\
\langle 1, q_0 \rangle & \to \langle \text{tt}, \text{nil}, 1 \rangle \\
\langle 2, q_0 \rangle & \to \langle \text{tt}, \text{nil}, 2 \rangle
\end{align*}
\]
Using our new notation the PLUS node described earlier becomes

\[ \{ q \}, q, 2, 1, T \]

where \( T \) is given by the following transition schema

\[ \forall x, y \in \omega \ (x, y, q) \rightarrow (tt, tt, nil, x + y) \]

**More General nodes**

All the examples of nodes given in the previous section possess the property that each cause determines a single effect. Nodes with this property we call determinate nodes. In addition the nodes of the previous section were all deterministic with respect to their input/output behaviour. In all previous models of dataflow with the exception of Wiedmer[49], all determinate nodes are deterministic with respect to their input/output behaviour. However in our model a determinate node's input/output behaviour may be non-deterministic. These nodes we call time sensitive or time dependent nodes and they are characterized by the ability to compute on empty buffers. In Keller's language[29] it is nodes that use the empty buffer test that may be time sensitive. In the previous section we saw an example of a determinate node that computed on empty buffers, namely example 3. the following is an example of a node that computes on empty buffers and is time sensitive:

**Example 4**

This node has one internal state, one input arc, one output arc and if its input buffer is full it erases the buffer and outputs a copy of the erased daton. However if the input buffer is empty it outputs a zero (i.e. it computes on an empty buffer). Thus if this node receives
inputs faster than it can process them, then it will compute the identity function. However if there are delays to the input they will cause spurious zeros to appear as a part of the node's output. Formally we have:

\[ \langle \{ q \}, q, 1, 1, T \rangle \]

where \( T \) is given by

\[ \forall x \in \mathcal{I} \]

\[ \langle \text{nil}, q \rangle \rightarrow \langle \text{nil}, \text{nil}, 0 \rangle \]

\[ \langle x, q \rangle \rightarrow \langle t, \text{nil}, x \rangle \]

Non-sequential nodes

All of the example nodes we have given so far can all be written up using Gilles Kahn's simple language for parallel programming. However the following two examples both of which compute history functions cannot be programmed in Kahn's language.

Example 5

The first of these examples is the DOUBLEID node. This node has one internal state, two input arcs and two output arcs and echos on its first output arc the datons that it receives on its first input arc and echos on its second output arc the datons that it receives on its second input arc. There is no sequential process (i.e. Kahnian or Arnoldian) that corresponds to this node. The DOUBLEID node has the following formal definition:
\[
< \{ q \}, q, 2, 2, T >
\]

where \( T \) is

\[
\forall x, y \in \{ \}
\]
\[
< x, \text{nil}, q > \rightarrow < \text{tt}, \text{nil}, \text{nil}, x, \text{nil} >
\]
\[
< \text{nil}, y, q > \rightarrow < \text{nil}, \text{tt}, \text{nil}, \text{nil}, y >
\]
\[
< x, y, q > \rightarrow < \text{tt}, \text{tt}, \text{nil}, x, y >
\]

A more complex example of a non-sequential node is the following:

Example 6

The following is an example of a non-sequential node with determinate input/output behaviour. The node we define is called 'parallel or' but first let's look at the 'simple or' whose formal definition is

\[
< \{ q \}, q, 2, 1, R >
\]

where \( R \) is all the transitions of the form

\[
<x, y, q> \rightarrow < \text{tt}, \text{tt}, \text{nil}, x \text{ or } y >
\]
\[
\forall x, y \in \{ 1, 0 \}
\]

(1 and 0 denote True & False respectively)

The simple 'or' awaits for a daton to arrive on both input arcs and on arrival they are both consumed and their logical 'or' is output. The parallel version of this node takes advantage of the following equalities:

1 or \( y = 1 \)

x or 1 = 1

\[
\forall x, y \in \{ 1, 0 \}.
\]
Our parallel version awaits the arrival of a daton in either buffer as soon as a 1 arrives on either input, it outputs a 1. For the sake of argument let us assume that a 1 arrives in the left buffer; the node erases the 1 and outputs a copy without waiting for the corresponding right input. Our node then records using internal memory that it is one ahead on the left input. If another 1 arrives in the left input and still nothing arrives in the right input then another 1 is output and the node records that it is two ahead on the left input. The node can carry on like this indefinitely or until a 0 arrives in the left input in which case it must allow right hand input to catch up. This is only half of the explanation, the other can be extracted from the following formal definition

\[
< \{ B_i | i \in \omega \}, B_0, 2, 1, R >
\]

where \( R \) is

\[
\forall x, y \in \{ 0, 1 \} \\
< x, y, B_0 > \rightarrow < tt, tt, nil, x \text{ or } y > \\
< 1, nil, B_0 > \rightarrow < tt, nil, B_1, 1 > \\
< \text{nil}, 1, B_{2i} > \rightarrow < \text{nil}, tt, B_{2i+2}, 1 > \\
< 1, \text{nil}, B_{2i+1} > \rightarrow < tt, \text{nil}, B_{2i+3}, 1 > \\
< 1, y, B_{2i+1} > \rightarrow < tt, tt, nil, 1 > \\
< x, 1, B_{2i+2} > \rightarrow < tt, tt, nil, 1 > \\
< x, \text{nil}, B_{2i+2} > \rightarrow < tt, \text{nil}, B_{2i}, \text{nil} > \\
< x, 0, B_{2i+2} > \\
< \text{nil}, y, B_{2i+3} > \rightarrow < \text{nil}, tt, B_{2i+1}, \text{nil} > \\
< 0, y, B_{2i+3} > \\
< \text{nil}, y, B_1 > \rightarrow < \text{nil}, tt, B_0, \text{nil} > \\
< 0, y, B_1 >
\]
Note that the even states $b_2, b_4, \ldots$ code up the deficit of the left input whilst the odd states $b_1, b_3, \ldots$ code up the deficit of the right input.

In a similar way we could define other non-sequential nodes such as 'parallel and', and 'wise' if-then-else.

**Non-deterministic nodes**

So far all the nodes we have defined have been deterministic in that each cause has been associated with a single effect. However our formal definition of node (A1) also allows us to describe nodes that are non-deterministic. The following is a classic example of a non-deterministic node with non-determinate input/output behaviour.

**Example 7**

The node we shall describe is called the unfair MERGE node. It is used in various other forms in many models of dataflow. For example Davis[17] defines a more general form of this node and calls it an Arbiter cell. Our MERGE node has one internal state, two input arcs and one output arc. The node continuously awaits the arrival of a daton in either of its input buffers, outputing the first daton to arrive in either buffer. If datons arrive simultaneously a random choice is made as to which daton is to be output.
A formal definition of the unfair MERGE node is the following:

\[ \{ q \}, q, 2, 1, T \]

where \( T \) is

\[
\forall x, x \in \omega \\
\langle x, \text{nil}, q \rangle \rightarrow \langle \text{tt}, \text{nil}, \text{nil}, x \rangle \\
\langle \text{nil}, y, q \rangle \rightarrow \langle \text{nil}, \text{tt}, \text{nil}, y \rangle \\
\langle x, y, q \rangle \rightarrow \langle \text{tt}, \text{nil}, \text{nil}, x \rangle \\
\langle x, y, q \rangle \rightarrow \langle \text{nil}, \text{tt}, \text{nil}, y \rangle
\]

We usually write the last two entries in the above schema as

\[
\langle x, y, q \rangle \rightarrow \langle \text{nil}, \text{tt}, \text{nil}, y \rangle \\
\rightarrow \langle \text{tt}, \text{nil}, \text{nil}, x \rangle
\]

The reason for this is that they both have the same cause.

The MERGE node is a classic example of a non-deterministic node that has non-determinate input/output behaviour. Unlike other authors we allow our functional nodes to be non-deterministic. However, we shall have more to say about this in the next chapter. The following is an example of a non-deterministic functional node.

**Example 7**

The following node computes the identity function but the transitions code up different internal activities. One activity is to build up an internal memory (queue) of inputs, and the other is to output stockpiled datons. The node is non-deterministic because each cause has associated two possible effects, one stockpiling the other outputing. A computation in which all but finitely many operations are stockpiling would
be 'unfair' and would fail to produce the required outputs. Formally we have the following definition:

\[ \{ q_i \mid i \in \omega \} \cup \{ q \}, q, 1, 1, T \]

where T is

\[ \forall x \in \omega, l \in \text{Sq}(\omega) \]

\[ <\text{nil}, q> \rightarrow <\text{nil}, \text{nil}, \text{nil}> \]

\[ <x, q> \rightarrow <\text{tt}, q_{\text{tail}(l)}, \text{hd}(l)> \]

\[ \begin{align*}
<\text{tt}, \text{nil}, x> & \\
<\text{nil}, q_1> \rightarrow <\text{nil}, q_{\text{tail}(l)}, \text{hd}(l)> & \\
<x, q_1> \rightarrow <\text{tt}, q_{\text{tail}(l)}, \text{hd}(l)> & \\
\end{align*} \]
B. Closed nets and closed net computation

In this section we develop a precise formal definition for closed dataflow nets. In addition we formally define dataflow computation for the closed nets. A closed net is roughly speaking a directed graph in which every arc has a source and destination node. Since all arcs have a source node the net is unable to receive inputs from its external environment (i.e. there are no input arcs) and in a similar way there are no output arcs. The more complex nets which allow input and output are dealt with in the next section. The following diagram illustrates a typical example of a closed net. In this thesis we deal exclusively with dataflow nets built up from pipes (the arcs) and automata (the nodes). Another possible approach is that of structured nets in which the nodes may themselves denote dataflow nets. This approach would be a generalisation of the named nets used by Adams. As illustrated in the above diagram the nodes of our unstructured net can be labelled with distinct natural numbers. This enables us to uniquely identify each node in a net even if two or more nodes are identical as automata. Moreover if the natural numbers used as tags come from the set

---

*Figure E, A closed dataflow net in which nodes are tagged by natural numbers.*
n, where \( n \) is the number of nodes in a net, then we can denote the nodes in a net as a sequence. For example the sequence associated with the net in the above diagram would be

\[
\langle \text{DUP, NEXT, +, 2, 1, FBY, FBY} \rangle
\]

Note in this sequence \text{DUP} refers to the automaton that computes the copy function.

In the previous section we saw that within the context of each node it is possible to assign a unique label to each of a nodes input ports and a unique set of labels to each of a nodes output ports. Thus within the context of an entire network the ports of each node are uniquely labelled by an ordered pair \( \langle x, y \rangle \), where \( x \) denotes the node number and \( y \) the port number. The set of ordered pairs that uniquely determine each input port is called the set of destinations (denoted by \( D \)) and the corresponding set for output ports is called the set of sources (denoted by \( S \)).

We can now use the set of sources and destinations in an elegant way to define an arc in terms of a source/destination pair. The source being the output port of a node (i.e. an element of \( S \)) and the destination the input port to a node (i.e. an element of \( D \)).

Now that we have some idea as to what we mean by an arc and a node we must look at the way in which we want to combine them. Since we are defining closed subnets we must ensure that every source is associated with a destination and that every destination is associated with some source. To ensure that our closed nets are well formed we require that within the set of source/destination pairs that describe the interconnections of a net, no source or destination is included more than
once. Thus to ensure that our net is well formed we require that the set of source/destination pairs define a bijective map from S to D. If this is the case then the following net constructs will be excluded:

i) A splitting arc

\[ \text{splitting arc} \]

ii) Merging arcs

\[ \text{merging arcs} \]

However we get the same effect as i) and ii) by using a) and b) respectively:

a) A duplicator node

\[ \text{duplicator node} \]

b) An unfair merge node

\[ \text{unfair merge node} \]

Thus we define a closed net to be a sequence of nodes and a set of source destination pairs such that the number of source pairs is equal to the number of destination pairs. In addition each source determines a unique destination pair and vice versa. This leads us to the following definition of a closed net:
(B1) Definition A closed net is an ordered pair \( < F, A > \)

where

\[ F : k \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \text{ where } k \in (\lambda) \text{ and } \mathbb{N} \text{ is the set of all nodes.} \]

\[ A : S \rightarrow D \text{ is a bijection} \]

where

\[ S = \{ <i, j> \mid i \in \text{dom}(F) \text{ and } j \in \text{Outportarity}(F_i) \} \]

\[ D = \{ <i, j> \mid i \in \text{dom}(F) \text{ and } j \in \text{Inportarity}(F_i) \} \]

Example

The diagram below illustrates the closed net described by the following formal definition:

\[ < F, A > \]

where

\[ F = <\text{ONE}, \text{FBY}, \text{PLUS}, \text{ONE}> \]

where

\[ i \in \mathbb{N} \text{ and } F_i \in \mathbb{N} \text{ (the set of all nodes)} \]
The following table gives the input/output arity of the various nodes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i</th>
<th>Importarity($F_i$)</th>
<th>Outportarity($F_i$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$A = \{ \langle 0,0 \rangle, \langle 1,0 \rangle, \langle 1,1 \rangle, \langle 2,1 \rangle, \langle 2,0 \rangle, \langle 3,0 \rangle, \langle 2,0 \rangle \}$

Figure F, A closed Dataflow net showing node and port numbering

The following are auxiliary functions that will facilitate later formalism:

Let $M$ be a closed net $<F,A>$

(i) $\text{Nodes}(M) = F$

(ii) $\text{Arcs}(M) = A$

(iii) $\text{Size}(M) = \text{dom}(F)$  (the number of nodes in the net)

Let $a = \langle s,n,d,m \rangle$ be an element of $\text{Arcs}(M)$

(i) $\text{To node}(a) = d$

(ii) $\text{To port}(a) = m$

(iii) $\text{From node}(a) = s$
Closed Net Computation

Now that we have defined closed nets formally let us turn our attention to closed net computation.

The current state of a closed net is roughly speaking made up of two objects. Firstly a vector of states that records for each node in the net the current state of each node. The second is a function that associates with each arc in the net the current contents of the arcs fifo queue (the queue function). For a closed net in its initial state the node state vector records each node as in its initial state and the queue function records all arcs as being empty. A closed net computation involves the closed net computes in moving from one net state to another via a net transition. A net transition is a vector of node transisitions such that the vector contains one transition for each node in the net. A net computation is then a countable sequence of net transitions, a finite sequence defining a partial net computation and an infinite sequence defining a complete net computation. Formally we have the following definitions:

(B2) Definition Let N be a closed net

The state of N is an ordered pair $\langle S,A \rangle$

where

$S \in X_i \in \text{Size}(N) \text{ States}(\text{Nodes}(N))$

$A : \text{Arcs}(N) \to SQ(\emptyset)$

The initial state of N is a state of N ($\langle S,A \rangle$) such that

$\forall a \in \text{Arcs}(N) \ A(a) = \emptyset$

$\forall j \in \text{Size}(N) \ S_j = \text{Initialstate}(\text{Nodes}(N))$
We will also find the following auxiliary functions of use later:

Let $N$ be a closed net

Let $T = \langle S, A \rangle$ be a state of $N$

(i) $\text{Queues}(T) = A$

(ii) $\text{States}(T) = S$

Net computation involves all the nodes in a net performing a node computation. Since each node computes by choosing a compatible node transition we define a net transition to be a sequence of node transitions. This leads to the following formal definition:

(B3) Definition Let $N$ be a net

$T$ is said to be an $N$-transition iff

\[ T \in \bigcup_{x_i \in \text{Size}(N)} \text{Transitions}(\text{Nodes}(N)_i) \]

A net cannot compute using a random $N$-transition it must use the transitions available to it in a particular context. For example the $0^{th}$ node of a net has a state and buffer contents which define a cause it must use a transition that is compatible with that cause, this applies to all nodes in the net. This gives us the following definition of compatibility

\[ \text{Compatibility} \]
(B4) Definition  Let $N$ be a net
Let $S$ be a state of $N$
Let $t$ be an $N$-transition

$t$ is said to be $N$-compatible with $S$

iff

(i) $\forall a \in \text{Arcs}(N)$

$$\text{Buffer}(t_{\text{Topor(t)}}(a)) = \begin{cases} \text{nil} & \text{if } \text{Queue}(S)(a) = \bigwedge \\ \text{Queue}(S)(a) & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(ii) $\forall i \in \text{Size}(N)$

$$\text{State}(t_i) = \text{States}(S)_i$$
We are now in a position to define formally what it means for a node to move from one state to another.

(B5) Definition Let $N$ be a closed net

Let $C$ and $D$ be states of $N$

$D$ is said to be $t$-derivable from $C$ over $N$

$$(C \xrightarrow{t} N \rightarrow D)$$

iff

(i) $t$ is $N$-compatible with $C$

(ii) $D$ is such that

$$\forall i \in \text{Size}(N)$$

$$\text{States}(D)_i = \begin{cases} 
\text{States}(A)_i & \text{if } \text{Newstate}(t_i) = \text{nil} \\
\text{Newstate}(t_i) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

$$\forall a \in \text{Arcs}(N)$$

$$\text{Queues}(B)(a) = \begin{cases} 
\text{tail}(\text{Queues}(A)(a))^{\text{Prod}(t_\text{Fromnode}(a))}t_\text{Fromport}(a) & \text{if } \text{Erase}(t_\text{Tonode}(a))t_\text{Toport}(a) = \text{tt} \\
\text{Queue}(A)(a)^{\text{Prod}(t_\text{Fromnode}(a))}t_\text{Fromport}(a) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

Now that we have formally defined what it means for a node to move from one state to another we can easily define what it means for a node
to make a finite or infinite sequence of moves or computation steps.

(B6) Definition Let $k \in \omega$

Let $N$ be a closed net
Let $C$ and $D$ be states of $N$

$D$ is said to be finitely derivable from $C$

$\left( C \xrightarrow{\ast} N \rightarrow D \right)$

iff

$\exists$ a sequence $\langle E_0, \ldots, E_{k-1} \rangle$ of

$N$-states and a sequence $\langle t_0, \ldots, t_k \rangle$ of

$N$-transitions such that

$C \xrightarrow{E_0 \ N} E_0 \xrightarrow{t_1 \ N} \cdots \xrightarrow{t_{k-1} \ N} E_{k-1} \xrightarrow{t_k \ N} D$

(B7) Definition Let $N$ be a closed net

Let $C$ be an $\omega$-sequence of $N$-states

$C$ is said to be an $N$-state chain

iff

$\exists$ an $\omega$-sequence of $N$-transitions $T$

such that $\forall \ i \in \omega$

$C_i \xrightarrow{T_i \ N} C_{i+1}$
C. Open Nets and Open Net Computation

In this section we will show how the definitions developed in the last section can be applied to open nets and open net computation. The essential difference between an open net and a closed net is that the open nets have arcs which have no source node called the input arcs and arcs which have no destination called the output arcs. A simple open net is illustrated in the following diagram:

![Diagram of a simple open net]

To enable us to think of an open net in terms of a closed net we borrow the idea of an environment from Minsky[38]. For our application we can think of the environment as an anonymous dataflow node. Thus any open net when connected to its environment becomes a closed net. For example when we connect the simple net shown above an environment node with one input arc and one output arc we get the closed net illustrated in the following diagram:

![Diagram of a closed net with an environment]
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The environment node turns out to be very useful for two reasons. The first is that it converts an open net into a closed net and thus allows us to define open net computation in terms of closed net computation. The second is that the addition of an environment node allows us to define an open net through a simple extension to the definition of a closed net. The only problem we are faced with is what is an environment node. We shall deal with this problem in the next section and for the moment we think of the environment node as an unknown or anonymous node.

Let us now look at the technical details of using an environment node in the definition of an open net. In the above diagram we see that the anonymous node that was used to close the open net has been tagged with the natural number 4 (i.e. the size of the open net). Now if we recall in definition B1 a closed net is defined to be a sequence of nodes and a set of source/destination pairs (a bijective mapping). The problem with using this definition for open nets is that the source destination pairs do not usually form a bijection. The reason for this is that some of the arcs have no source node and others have no destination node. However, we can use the idea of an environment node to overcome this technical difficulty. The above diagram shows that with the addition of an environment node all arcs once again have unique sources and destinations. Although we have used the environment node to allow us to describe input and output arcs in terms of sources and destination pairs we need not consider the environment node as being a part of the open net. These ideas give rise to the following formal definition:
(C1) Definition An open net (subnet) is a sequence $< F, A, n, m >$

such that

$n, m \in \omega$

$F : k \rightarrow N \ k \in \omega$ and

$N$ is the set of all nodes

$A : S \rightarrow D$ a bijection

where

$S = \{ <i,j> \ | \ i \in \text{dom}(F) \text{ and } j \in \text{Outportarity}(F) \}$

$\omega \ \{ <\text{dom}(F),k> \ | \ k \in m \}$

$D = \{ <i,j> \ | \ i \in \text{dom}(F) \text{ and } j \in \text{Inportarity}(F) \}$

$\omega \ \{ <\text{dom}(F),k> \ | \ k \in m \}$

The formal definition for the simple open net illustrated above is:

$< F, A, 1, 1 >$

where $F = < 1, +, FBY, DUP >$

$\text{Inportarity}(F) \ \text{Outportarity}(F) $

\begin{align*}
  i = 0 & \quad 0 & \quad 1 \\
  i = 1 & \quad 2 & \quad 1 \\
  i = 2 & \quad 2 & \quad 1 \\
  i = 3 & \quad 1 & \quad 2 \\
\end{align*}

$A = \{ <0,0>,<1,1>,<1,0>,<2,1>,<4,0>,<2,0>,<3,0>,<4,0>,<2,0>,<3,0>,<3,1>,<1,0> \}$
We now introduce some auxiliary functions that we make use of later.

Let $\rho$ be an open net $<F,A,n,m>$

(i) Inportarity($\rho$) = $n$

(ii) Outportarity($\rho$) = $m$

(iii) Size($\rho$) = $\text{dom}(F)$

(iv) $\text{Arcs}(\rho) = A$

(v) Let $a (= \langle s,n>, \langle d,m> \rangle) \in A$
   
   (a) Fromnode($a$) = $s$
   
   (b) Fromport($a$) = $n$
   
   (c) Tonode($a$) = $d$
   
   (d) Toport($a$) = $m$

(vi) $\text{Internalarcs}(\rho) = \{ a \in A \mid \text{Fromnode}(a) \neq \text{Size}(\rho) \text{ and } \text{Tonode}(a) \neq \text{Size}(\rho) \}$

(vii) $\text{Transitions}(\rho) = \bigcup_{i \in \text{Size}(\rho)} \text{Transitions}(\text{Nodes}(\rho)_{i})$

(viii) $\text{Nodestates}(\rho) = \bigcup_{i \in \text{Size}(\rho)} \text{States}(\text{Nodes}(\rho)_{i})$

(ix) $\text{Inputarcs}(\rho) = \{ a \in A \mid \text{Fromnode}(a) = \text{Size}(\rho) \}$

(x) $\text{Outputarcs}(\rho) = \{ a \in A \mid \text{Tonode}(a) = \text{Size}(\rho) \}$

The fact that any open net can be attached to an environment node of compatible input/output arity means that the problem of defining open net computation has been reduced to that of closed net computation. As we already have a formal definition of closed net computation the only remaining problem is to define precisely what we mean by an environment node. However before we do this we introduce one more definition which we shall make use of later.
(C2) Definition Let $\rho$ be an open net

The internal state of $\rho$ is an ordered pair

$\langle S, A \rangle$

where $S \in \text{Nodestates}(\rho)$

$A: \text{Internalarcs}(\rho) \rightarrow Sq(\emptyset)$

The initial state of $\rho$ (Initialstate($\rho$)) is a state of $\rho$ ($= \langle S, A \rangle$) such that

$\forall a \in \text{Arcs}(\rho) \quad A(a) = \_\_\_$

$\forall j \in \text{Size}(\rho) \quad S_j = \text{Initialstate}(\text{Nodes}(\rho)_j)$
D. Environment Nodes and Test Beds

In this section we complete the definition of open net functionality by giving a precise meaning to the notion of an environment node. We know roughly speaking that the behaviour of an open net's real environment is non-determinate. By this we mean that the real environment can behave in an unpredictable manner. The only possible description of the real environment is that it supplies datons to the input arcs of an open net at an unknown rate and removes datons from the output arcs of an open net at an unknown rate. However since our operational semantics is supposed to be completely general we should be able to simulate, using one of our nodes, the behaviour of an open net's real environment. The node we require is the one that is able to simulate all possible input/output behaviours. In fact using the notation we developed in section A we have no trouble in defining such a node. None of the other models we have described is able to define the environment node.

For example an open net with two input arcs and one output arc is closed by an environment node with 1 input arc and two output arcs. The following is a formal definition of an environment node with one input arc and two output arcs:

\[
\langle \{ q \}, q, 1, 2, T \rangle
\]

where \( T \) is

\[
\forall x, y, z \in (\cup \cup \{ \text{nil} \}) \\
\forall a, b \in \{ \text{tt}, \text{nil} \} \\
\langle x, y, q \rangle \rightarrow \langle a, b, \text{nil}, z \rangle
\]
The environment node just described can be used with any open net with 2 input arcs and one output arc. In general an open net may have n input arcs and m output arcs and so if we want to close any given open net we shall require the following family of environment nodes,

Environment(n,m):

\[ \forall n,m \in \omega \]
\[ < \{ q \}, q, n, m, T > \]

where T is

\[ \forall x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1}, z_0, \ldots, z_{m-1} \in (\omega \cup \{ \text{nil} \}) \]
\[ \forall a_0, \ldots, a_{n-1} \in \{ \text{nil}, \text{tt} \} \]
\[ <x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1}, q> \rightarrow <a_0, \ldots, a_{n-1}, \text{nil}, z_0, \ldots, z_{m-1}> \]

Thus given any open net we can close it by connecting the net to a compatible environment node. As a consequence we are able to use the definition of closed net computation to describe open net computation.

To make this idea more precise we introduce the concept of a test bed function. A test bed function has as its domain the set of all open nets and as its range the set of all closed nets. To be more precise the test bed function takes an open net and a compatible environment node and maps it to the corresponding closed net. The test bed function is formally defined as follows:
(D1) Definition Let \( \mathcal{O} \) be the set of all open nets

Let \( \mathcal{C} \) be the set of all closed nets

Let \( \rho \in \mathcal{O} \)

Let \( n = \text{Importarity}(\rho) \)

Let \( m = \text{Outportarity}(\rho) \)

\( \tau : \mathcal{O} \rightarrow \mathcal{C} \) (the test bed function)

such that

\( \tau(\rho) \) is a closed net with

\( \text{Nodes}(\tau(\rho)) = \text{Nodes}(\rho) \uparrow \text{Environment}(n,m) \)

\( \text{Arcs}(\tau(\rho)) = \text{Arcs}(\rho) \)
E. The Encapsulation Property

In this section we prove that any open net can be replaced in any pipeline dataflow context by a black box equivalent single node. Informally speaking, two compatible open nets are black box equivalent iff given the same inputs at the same rate they produce and consume the same data at the same rate.

(Theorem (the encapsulation property)

Let $\rho$ be an open net

There exists a single node $(N)$ which is black box equivalent to $\rho$.

Proof We can construct $N$ as follows:

(i) The node $N$ and the open net $\rho$ have the same number of input and output arcs. Importarity($N$) = Importarity($\rho$) Outportarity($N$) = Outportarity($\rho$)

(ii) The states of node $N$ are the internal states of the open net $\rho$ States($N$) = States($\rho$)

(iii) The initial state of $N$ is the initial state of $\rho$

Initialstate($N$) = Initialstate($\rho$)

(iv) The transitions of $N$ are the internal transitions of $\rho$

Transitions($N$) = Transitions($\rho$) (i.e. via some coding)

Now that we have shown that $N$ exists we prove that it is black box equivalent to $\rho$. 
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Let $\rho'$ be the open net consisting of the node $N$ and its input/output arcs.

For any $\omega$-configuration sequence for $\tau(\rho)$ there exists an $\omega$-configuration sequence $\tau(\rho')$ in which the behaviour of the environment is equivalent to that of $\tau(\rho)$ and such that $\rho$ and $\rho'$ are indistinguishable as black boxes.

This must be the case since $\rho'$ is always able to simulate (via the transition coding) any possible transition of $\rho$.

Thus the two open nets are black box equivalent.

Note: since the two nets are indistinguishable as black boxes within the context of a testbed (hence the $\tau$'s in the above) they are indistinguishable within the context of any pipeline dataflow context.

QED
Chapter 3

Relating our operational semantics for pipeline dataflow to
Kahn's Denotational semantics for pure dataflow

In the last chapter we formulated a completely general operational
semantics for pipeline dataflow and thus achieved one of our goals. In
this chapter we will formulate a completely general definition of what
it means for an open net to compute a history function thus achieving
another of our goals. Thus the single most important result of this
chapter is the characterization of open net functionality in terms of a
two player infinite game of perfect information. This definition of
functionality we claim is completely general and we use it to prove
several important results. The first result is that the history
functions computed by functional open nets are continuous in the sense
of Kahn, the second is that every continuous history function is the
function computed by some node and finally that every open net can be
replaced in any pure dataflow context by some node. However before we do
this we include two brief sections in which we briefly explain some of
the important ideas underlying our results. The first section describes
some elementary background information on the fixed point theory of
recursion and the second gives more details of Kahn's denotational
semantics for pure dataflow.
A. Some Mathematical Preliminaries

To understand Kahn's denotational semantics for pure dataflow it is necessary to have at least some elementary knowledge of the fixed point theory of recursion. In this section we present some of the basic ideas underlying this theory. For a more complete presentation the reader is referred to Bird[10] or Manna[50].

We begin with some elementary definitions.

(A1) Definition A binary relation \( \leq \) over a set \( S \) is a partial ordering of \( S \) iff

\[ \forall x, y, z \in S \]

(i) \( x \leq x \) (reflexive)
(ii) \( x \leq y \) and \( y \leq x \) implies \( x = y \) (anti-symmetric)
(iii) \( x \leq y \) and \( y \leq z \) implies \( x \leq z \) (transitive)

The structure \( \langle S, \leq \rangle \) is called a partially ordered set or poset for short.

For the sake of brevity and when the context is unambiguous we will denote the poset \( \langle S, \leq \rangle \) by its set i.e. \( S \).

(A2) Definition Let \( \langle S, \leq \rangle \) be a poset,

Let \( x \) be an infinite sequence of elements of \( S \),
\( x \) is said to be an increasing chain iff

\[ \forall i \in \omega \ x_i \leq x_{i+1}. \]
(A3) Definition The structure \( < S, \leq > \) is a domain or countable chain complete partial order (C3PO) iff

(i) \( < S, \leq > \) is a poset,

(ii) \( S \) contains a minimal element,

(iii) Any increasing chain in \( S \) has a lub in \( S \).

In the introduction to this thesis we defined the set \( K_a \) of countable sequences of natural numbers. In \( K_a \) we included the empty sequence \( \Lambda \). The following is a binary relation which we will make great use of in this and subsequent chapters.

(A4) Definition \( C \) is a binary relation over \( K_a \) such that

\[
\forall x, y \in K_a \quad x \, C \, y
\]

iff

\( x \) is an initial segment of \( y \).

For example \( <1,2,3,4> \, C \, <1,2,3,4,5,6> \).

(A5) Proposition The structure \( < K_a, C > \) is a poset

Proof Straightforward.

In this and subsequent chapters we shall also use an extended form of the binary relation \( C \). The extension we have in mind is the following:

(A6) Definition Let \( n \in \omega \),

\[
\forall x, y \in K_a^n \quad x \, C_n \, y
\]

iff

\[
\forall i \in n \quad x_i \, C \, y_i
\]
(A7) Proposition For any $n \in \mathbb{N}$
the structure $\langle K_n, \preceq \rangle$ is a C3PO

Proof
(i) $\langle K_n, \preceq \rangle$ is a poset, straightforward,
(ii) $\{ \bigtriangleup \}^n$ is the least element,
(iii) Every increasing chain in $K_n$ has a lub in $K_n$, straightforward.

In the introduction to this thesis we stated that in the denotational semantics nodes would be associated with functions over countable sequences of natural numbers ($K_n$). We will thus make use of the following definitions:

(A8) Definition Let $\langle A, \preceq_A \rangle$ and $\langle B, \preceq_B \rangle$ be C3PO's,
Let $f: A \rightarrow B$,
$f$ is said to be monotonic
iff
$\forall a, b \in A$
a $\preceq_A b$ implies $f(a) \preceq_B f(b)$.

(A9) Definition Let $\langle A, \preceq_A \rangle$ and $\langle B, \preceq_B \rangle$ be C3PO's,
Let $f: A \rightarrow B$,
f is said to be continuous
iff
(i) $f$ is monotonic,
(ii) For every increasing chain $x$ in $A$
$f( \bigsqcup_i x_i) = \bigsqcup_i f(x_i)$

The concept of continuous function, C3PO and fixed point (i.e. a fixed point of a function $h$ is any value $x$ for which $h(x) = x$) are all brought together in the following important theorem due to Kleene.
(A10) Theorem (The first recursion theorem, Kleene)

Let \( \langle D, \leq_D \rangle \) be a C3PO,

Let \( f: D \rightarrow D \) be a continuous function,

\( f \) possesses a fixed point \( x \) given by

\[
x = \bigwedge \{ x \in D \mid f^n(x) = x \}
\]

where \( \delta_D \) is the least element in \( D \) and

\[
f^n(\delta_D) = f(\ldots f(f(\delta_D))\ldots).
\]

Moreover \( x \) is the least fixed point of \( f \) under the partial ordering \( \leq_D \). This theorem is used by Gilles Kahn[26] to give a denotational semantics for pure dataflow.
B. Kahn's Denotational Semantics for Pure Dataflow

In our opinion there is no doubt that one of the single most important contributions to the study of dataflow was the Kahn principle. For completeness we include, in this section, a brief description of Kahn's work [26].

Kahn noted that it is possible to associate a countable sequence, called a history with each arc in a pipeline dataflow net. The history of an arc denotes the entire sequence of objects to have travelled upon that arc. The order of the objects in the sequence corresponds to the order in which the objects travelled along the arc. In Kahn's model different arcs can carry objects of different types and thus the type of the objects in a history is determined by the type of the arc (e.g. integer, matrix, real ...etc). However in our model the only objects that flow along arcs are natural numbers and thus a history is simply a countable sequence of natural numbers or in other words an element of \( \text{Ka} \). We should point out that it is essential not to confuse a queue with a history. A queue is a dynamic (operational) object that grows and shrinks as a result of the computational activity of the nodes attached to either end of an arc. On the other hand a history is a static (denotational) object that is the entire record of all the datons to have travelled along an arc.

A further observation of Kahn was that it is possible for computing stations with memory of their own to compute functions from the histories of their inputs to the history of their output. In other words a node with \( n \) input arcs and 1 output arc could compute a function from \( \text{Ka}^n \) to \( \text{Ka} \). Kahn refers to these functions as history functions.
We should point out that in the operational model we developed in the last chapter it is possible to describe nodes that do not compute history functions; one such node is the unfair MERGE node. The history of the MERGE node's inputs determines a large set of possible outputs, some would say it computes a relation. Thus the goal we pursue in the remainder of this chapter, is that of choosing a subset of our model in which the nodes all compute history functions. In Kahn's restricted operational model all the nodes compute continuous history functions. Kahn explains the restriction to functional pipeline dataflow nodes in the following terms:

(i) Monotonicity means that receiving more input at a computing station can only provoke it to send out more output. Indeed it is a crucial property since it allows parallel operation. A machine may not need all input to start computing, since future inputs concern only future outputs.

(ii) Continuity prevents any station from deciding to send some output only after it has received an infinite amount of input.

We call dataflow nets in which all the nodes compute history functions Pure Dataflow nets.

**Fixpoint equations**

Rather than study the behaviour of a complex machine, Kahn wanted to study the properties of the solution to a set of equations. To achieve this he associated with each parallel program schema $p$ (dataflow graph) a set $\Sigma_p$ of equations over sequence domains, in such a way that a set of sequences is a possible solution to $\Sigma_p$ iff it is a possible set
of histories for the arcs of the dataflow graph. Kahn gives the following rules for constructing $\Sigma_p$:

(i) to each arc $h$ in the net associate a variable $x_h$

(ii) if $x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1}$ are the variables associated with the input arcs and $i_0, \ldots, i_{n-1}$ are the set of sequences fed in as inputs include the equations

\[
\begin{align*}
x_0 &= i_0 \\
& \quad \vdots \\
x_{n-1} &= i_{n-1}
\end{align*}
\]

(iii) for each node $f$, with $n$ input arcs $(x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1})$ and $m$ output arcs $(y_0, \ldots, y_{m-1})$ include the $m$ equations

\[
\begin{align*}
y_0 &= f_0(x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1}) \\
& \quad \vdots \\
y_{m-1} &= f_{m-1}(x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1})
\end{align*}
\]

Clearly, the histories of the arcs of the graph $p$ have to satisfy the system $\Sigma_p$. Moreover since $\Sigma_p$ is a set of fixpoint equations over a C3PO where the operators are continuous, such a system admits a unique minimal solution, the least fixed point solution (see AlO).
The minimum solution \( \{ y(x_0), \ldots, y(x_{n-1}) \} \) of the system
\[
\Sigma_p = \{ x_i = r^i(x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1}) | i \in n \}
\]
where the \( r_i \) terms are continuous operators is given by
\[
\bigcup_{i \in \omega} \{ x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1} \}
\]
where
\[
x_i = \bigwedge_{i \in n}
\]
\[
x_i = r^i(x_0, \ldots, x_{n-1}) | i \in n \text{ and } j \in \omega
\]
An alternative and more concise way of writing this expression is by using the \( \mu \) operator. If \( f \) is a function from a CPO \( D \) into itself then the least fixed point of \( f \) is given by the following expression
\[
\mu \times f(x) \ ( = \bigcup_{i \in \omega} f^i(\bigwedge_D) )
\]
Thus the solution for the system of equation \( \Sigma_p \) becomes:
\[
\mu \times r(x).
\]

The following is an example of a dataflow net and its associated set of equations. Note that the Upper case letters in the graph denote the names of nodes and the corresponding lower case letters in the set of equations denote the function(s) computed by the node.
The principle that the operational behaviour of a pure dataflow net is exactly described by the least fixed point solution to the nets equation we call the Kahn Principle. Many computer scientists believe that the Kahn principle was proved by Kahn. However Kahn never published a formal proof of this principle nor did he define precisely the concepts of "node", "net" etc. In the remainder of this chapter we formulate a precise definition of what it means for a pipeline dataflow node to compute a history function.

iii Using 'where' notation together with certain transformation rules to massage expressions involving fixed point operators

The first to use 'where' notation in Computer Science was P.J. Landin in his renowned paper "The next 700 Programming Languages" (see Landin[33]). In this thesis we 'where' notation as a meta-language to prove certain results about the operational behaviour of nets. Our 'where' notation is a minor variant of Landin's 'where', namely our 'where' clause corresponds to Landin's 'where rec'. In his paper Landin shows how 'where' expressions can be thought of as a formal system in which precise proofs can be carried out using a number of transformation
rules. A simple example of a 'where' expression is the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a where} \\
\quad a &= c \\
\quad c &= 1 \\
\text{end} \\
\end{align*}
\]

end

In this example it is obvious that the value of the variable 'a' is 1. The following example is more complex:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{g where} \\
\quad g &= F(a) \\
\quad a &= 1 \\
\text{end} \\
\quad a &= 2 \\
\text{end} \\
\end{align*}
\]

If we were using Landin's 'where' the value of the above expression would be $F(2)$ since Landin's 'where' associates the outermost occurrence of the variable 'a' with the 'a' in $F(a)$. However, our 'where' corresponds to Landin's 'where rec' and so it would associate the innermost 'a' with $F(a)$. Thus the value of our 'where' expression is $F(1)$. In A.ii we saw how to associate a set of equations with a pure dataflow net. In the chapter 4 we will prove that the operational behaviour of a pure dataflow net is exactly the least fixed point of the net's associated set of equations. To do this we will need to prove that different expressions involving the least fixed point operator $\mu$ are equivalent. We saw in section A.ii how the expression $\mu \times r(x)$ corresponds to the least fixed point solution to a set of equations.
In this thesis we use the transformations defined below to massage expressions which involve \( \mu \) (the fixed point operator). A simple example of such an expression is
\[
\mu \times f(x)
\]
See section A.i for more details about C3PO's. The transformation rules given below can all be verified using standard fixed point theory (e.g. see De Bakker[8]).

**Our transformation rules**

(aO) Given the fixed point expression:
\[
\mu \mathcal{P}(a)
\]
we can express this, without changing the meaning, using the following 'where' notation:
\[
a \text{ where } a = \mathcal{P}(a)
\]
We call this transformation
\( \mu \) elimination.

(al) Conversely, given a 'where' expression:
\[
a \text{ where } a = \mathcal{P}(a)
\]
we can express this, without changing the meaning, as the following fixed point expression:
\[
\mu \mathcal{P}(a)
\]
We call this transformation
\( \mu \) introduction.

(bO) Given a 'where' expression
we can add a new equation to the right hand arm of the 'where' without changing the meaning of the expression so long as the new equation defines a variable not already used. For
example we can add the equation $z = 10$ to

```plaintext
a where
    a = 7
end
giving us
a where
    a = 7
    z = 10
end
```

Both 'where' expression have the same value.

(b1) Conversely, we can remove an equation provided the variable defined by the equation is not used anywhere else in the 'where' expression.

(c0) Another transformation is the substitution of a variable for its definition. This does not change the meaning of the 'where' expression.

(c1) Conversely, given an expression which is equal to some variable, it is possible to change the expression for the variable without changing the meaning of the 'where' expression.

(d0) Finally, as our 'where' expressions are defined over a C3PO any variable defined in terms of itself corresponds to the recursive definition and so the fixed point theorem (A10) applies. Hence we can take a fixed point without changing the meaning of the 'where' expression.
For example:

a where
  
a = b
  
b = F(b)
end

can be transformed into:

a where
  
a = b
  
b = \mu b F(b)
end

without changing the meaning of the 'where' expression.

Conversely, given an equation which contains a fixed point operator in the normal form (i.e. \( x = \mu x f(x) \)), we can remove the fixed point operator, leaving a recursive definition. This transformation does not change the meaning of the 'where' expression.

The following is an example of how we prove that

\[
\mu A F(A) = \mu A F( F(A) )
\]

\[
\mu A F(A)
\]

\[\uparrow\] (\mu elimination)

A where \( A = F(A) \)

\[\uparrow\] (substitution of a variable for its definition)

A where \( A = F( F(A) ) \)

\[\uparrow\] (\mu introduction)

\[
\mu A F( F(A) )
\]

QED
C. Open Net Funcionality

In this section we examine what it means to say that an open net computes a history function. To be more precise, what does it mean to say that an open net, with \( n \) input arcs and one output arc, computes a function \( f : K^n \to Ka \).

Functionality is an extremely important property as it allows us to reason about an open net in terms of a simple mathematical object, namely a history function. This is in contrast to the complex operational nature of an open net (i.e. internal net state, net transitions etc.).

To begin with let us look at functionality in nodes. Remember that a node together with its input and output arcs is an an open net. Given a node we know, roughly speaking, that the node computes a history function if and only if the node's entire output activity is determined only by the node's entire input activity. As we stated earlier there are two ways in which a node may fail to be functional:

(i) if there is randomness within the node itself

(ii) if the rate of input of datons effects more than the rate of output of datons (i.e. the node is time-sensitive)

The classic example of a node that is both time-sensitive and random is the unfair MERGE node. For convenience we restate its formal definition:
\[ \{ q \}, q, 2, 1, T \]

where \( T \) is
\[ \forall x, y \in \omega \]
\[ (< x, \text{nil}, q> \rightarrow < \text{tt}, \text{nil}, \text{nil}, x>) \]
\[ (<\text{nil}, y, q> \rightarrow <\text{nil}, \text{tt}, \text{nil}, y>) \]
\[ (< x, y, q> \rightarrow < \text{tt}, \text{nil}, \text{nil}, x>) \]
\[ (<\text{nil}, \text{tt}, \text{nil}, y>) \]

The merge node is time sensitive in that the node's output activity is dependent upon the rate of arrival of the node's inputs. The following diagrams illustrate this time dependency:

A. A possible sequence of events

B. An alternative sequence of events

In both sequences A and B, the entire input activity of the merge node is \(<2>,<1,1>\). In sequence A the input datons arrive in the following order \((\triangleq, <1>)\), \(<2>,<1>\) and \(<2>,<1,1>\). This results in the node outputing the sequence \(<1,2,1>\). In sequence B the same inputs arrive in a different way namely \(<2>,\triangleq\), \(<2>,<1>\) and \(<2>,<1,1>\). This results in the node outputing the sequence \(<2,1,1>\). Thus the example show that the merge node is indeed time-sensitive.
On the other hand if the sequences \((<2>,<1,1>)\) are placed on the node's input arcs at the beginning of the computation, hence preventing any time sensitive behaviour, we see the node's randomness at work. Here are two possible sequences of events

\[
\begin{align*}
2 & \quad 1 \\
\text{MERGE} & \\
\downarrow & \\
1 &
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
2 & \quad 1 \\
\text{MERGE} & \\
\downarrow & \\
1 &
\end{align*}
\]

In both cases the node starts with the same inputs but produces a different output for each sequence. The reason for this is that the node had to choose non-deterministically between the following two transitions:

\[
\forall x,y \in (\omega) \\
< x, y, q> \to < tt, nil, nil, x> \\
<nil, tt, nil, y>
\]

Other authors who have given a definition of node functionality have usually assumed the following naive definition of node functionality.
A node is said to compute a history function \( f \) iff given \( \alpha \) as input there exists an infinite computation sequence which accumulates \( f(\alpha) \) on the nodes output arcs.

In addition these authors insist that the node begins computation with all the inputs it is ever to receive already queued up on the nodes input arcs.

For a variety of reasons this "obvious" definition turns out to be both unrealistic and incorrect.

To begin with a node will never (when in use) have an infinite sequence of datons on its input arcs. On the contrary the input arcs are usually empty to begin with and even at intermediate stages in the computation. The contents of the input arcs of any 'real' node is determined by the rate at which the node's environment supplies inputs and the rate at which the node consumes inputs. The proposed definition fails because it requires that a node functions correctly (i.e. computes \( f \)) only when supplied datons at a faster rate than that at which the node consumes input. It could be argued that the above definition is adequate if nodes are incapable of computing on "empty buffers" and we would agree with this. As our nodes may compute on "empty buffers" we require a more general definition of functionality.

There is an interesting way to repair the inadequacy of the above definition and although we do not use the repaired version it will be of interest to examine how we could repair the definition.

The above definition requires that all the datons that a node ever receives are placed on the nodes input arcs before computation begins. This usually means placing an infinite sequence of natural...
numbers on each of the nodes input arcs. Our main objection to this is that it is unrealistic because datons arrive one by one and often with pauses between successive datons. These pauses mean that those nodes that can compute on an "empty buffer" would do so and often with disastrous effect. For example consider the node that produces a zero when its buffer is empty and outputs a copy of its buffer otherwise.

This node has the following formal definition:

\[
< \{ q \}, q, 1, 1, T >
\]

where \( T \) is

\[
\forall x \in \omega
\]

\[
< \text{nil}, q > \rightarrow < \text{nil}, \text{nil}, 0 >
\]

\[
< x, q > \rightarrow < \text{tt}, \text{nil}, x >
\]

If we initialise this node's input arc with the infinite sequence \( < 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, \ldots > \), then according to the above definition this net would compute the identity function. If convinced of this by the above definition we incorporated this "identity node" into a 'real' data flow net then it could use its "empty buffer" computation with disastrous effect. For example if there was a delay before the arrival of the first daton (say a six) then one or more zeros may have been output before the six was output.

To repair our hypothetical definition of functionality we extend the notion of a history to include timing information. To do this we introduce the notion of a unit of delay called a hiaton (Greek for pause). This term was coined by E. A. Ashcroft and W. W. Wadge and is denoted by '\(*\)'. Now instead of initialising an input arc with a sequence from \( \mathcal{K} \mathcal{A} \) (the set of histories) we initialise an input arc from
the set \( \langle \omega \rangle \{ \star \} \langle \omega \rangle \) (the set of hiatonic sequences). We can then restate the definition of functionality as follows:

A net is said to compute a history function \( f \) iff given any hiatonic sequence \( \alpha \) as input there exists a computation sequence that produces \( f(\text{del}(\alpha)) \) as output.

Where \( \text{del} \) is a function that removes all hiatons from a hiatonic sequence thus producing a pure history.

It is possible to formalise functionality using hiatonic, however, we shall not do so preferring to stay with pure histories, at least until we have proved the Kahn principle. However we shall use a a denotational semantics based on hiatonics in chapter 5 when we look at ways to extend Kahn's denotational semantics to handle a broader class of operational behaviours. Let us now return to the main theme of this section namely the formulation of a precise definition for node functionality.

A second problem with the obvious definition of node functionality proposed earlier is that it requires only that \( f(\alpha) \) be possible as the output history, but not necessary. Since in our operational model functional nodes may be non-deterministic, the distinction between possible and necessary is crucial. We can certainly define a node that can output a random sequence of datons and in fact the environment node with \( n \) input arcs and 1 output arc would, according to our hypothetical definition, compute every history function \( f:K_a^n \rightarrow K_a \).

The fact that our functional nodes may be non-deterministic means that we cannot repair the last problem by requiring that every sequence of transition produce \( f(\alpha) \) as output. This requirement would be too restrictive because it rules out any sort of control or direction of the activity of a node. Such control is however necessary because our nodes
are non-deterministic devices capable of doing more than one activity (e.g. input and output) at the same time. If computation proceeds at random one vital activity may be neglected even though the computation as a whole never stops. We call such a situation "livelock" a term coined by E. A. Ashcroft[54].

A good example of a node which is non-deterministic and yet functional is the node that computes the identity function but whose transitions code up different internal activities. One activity is to build up an internal stockpile (a queue), another is to output stockpiled datons. The formal definition of this node was given in chapter 2 (example 7 p.75). The node is obviously non-deterministic and any computation sequence in which all but finitely many operations are stockpiling would be in livelock and hence fail to produce the required output.

We could of course avoid all these problems by restricting ourselves to deterministic and sequential nodes, but we reject this course since we would like to define the class of all dataflow nodes that compute history functions, including non-sequential and non-deterministic nodes.

With this in mind we formulate a more "dynamic" version of the obvious "static" definition above.

The problem with the above definition of functionality is that it assumes that the underlying computation is sequential. We can think of sequentiality in terms of our node transitions as associating with each "cause" only one "effect".
However in this thesis we are looking for a more general definition, one which makes sense even when the underlying computation is non-sequential and non-deterministic. In other words our definition should also be applicable to nodes which allow more than one possible effect to be associated with each cause. Example 7 on page 75 defines a non-deterministic node that computes the identity function and in which each cause is associated with two effects. One effect is to internally stockpile datons and the other is to output internally stockpiled datons. If we choose transitions using a strategy that chooses only finitely many output effects then the node will not compute the identity function because of livelock. (i.e. it will spend most of its time building up an internal stockpile of datons that it may never be able to output).

From this example it is obvious that the definition of functionality that we require must be one which allows a node to be used in conjunction with a "fair" strategy for avoiding livelock.

Our definition of node functionality is defined in terms of a two player infinite game of perfect information. However before we deal with infinite games or our definition of functionality we should point out that whatever in this section about nodes is also applicable to open nets in general.
D. Infinite Games

In this section we present some background information on the theory of infinite games. However for more detail the reader is referred to Gale and Stewart[18] and Wadge[47].

An infinite game is a game in which a particular 'round' need not terminate, so that the outcome of the contest can only be determined by examining the entire history of the contest.

Simple but interesting examples of infinite games can be constructed by extending the standard chessboard infinitely in one or more directions, and by suitably modifying the rules. Consider, for example, the position shown in the diagram (the board extends infinitely in the direction of the dots).

\[ \begin{array}{cccc}
  & & & \\
  & & & \\
  & K & & \\
  & K & R & \\
  & & & \\
  & & & \\
\end{array} \]

White's goal is to checkmate Black's king, and Black's goal is to avoid checkmate. This game is genuinely infinite because Black can win, but cannot achieve certain victory after any finite number of moves, i.e. we cannot in general conclude that Black has won without examining the entire record of the game.
This game nevertheless has a finite aspect in that one of the players (White) cannot win without terminating the game: we might call such a game "half-finite". But it is easy to devise games which are not even half-finite. For example we could retain the above board and position but change the rules so that White's goal is instead to get arbitrarily far away from the Black king, i.e. to play so that no matter how large an integer n is, there will be a point in the game after which White's king will never be less than n moves away from the Black king. Then clearly neither player can ever win in any finite number of moves, and it will always be necessary to look at the entire history of the game to determine the winner.

It is not difficult to give a precise definition of 'infinite game' provided we restrict ourselves to games in which

(i) there are only 2 players.
(ii) each player on each move has only countably many choices for his next move.
(iii) there are no infinite stages in the game i.e. all rounds are of length \( \omega \).

The history of a particular 'round' of such a game can be 'coded-up' as a pair \( < \alpha, \beta > \) of elements of \( \omega^\omega \) and thus the game is completely determined by the subset \( W \) of \( \omega^\omega \times \omega^\omega \) consisting of all histories of codes of bouts in which 'II' is the winner. We therefore assume for simplicity that each player on each move plays a natural number, and define the game to be the set \( W \) itself.
(D1) Definition An (infinite) game is a subset of \( \omega \times \omega \).

We can now formalise the notion of a strategy. It is clear that a strategy for 'II' in one of these games is a function from \( \Sigma \) to \( \omega \) which takes as its argument the sequence \( \langle \alpha(0), \alpha(1), ..., \alpha(n-1) \rangle \) for each \( n \) of 'I's first \( n \) moves and gives as its result player 'II's \( n \)th move \( \beta(n) \). For our purposes it is more convenient to have a strategy for 'II' yield the entire history \( \langle \beta(0), \beta(1), ..., \beta(n-1) \rangle \) of 'II's moves up to that point. Strategies for player 'I' are defined in a similar manner.

(D2) Definition

(i) A strategy for 'II' is a monotonic function \( \gamma \) from \( \Sigma \) to \( \Sigma \) s.t. \( |\gamma(s)| = |s| \) for every \( s \) in \( \Sigma \).

(ii) A strategy of 'I' is a monotonic function \( \rho \) from \( \Sigma \) to \( \Sigma \) s.t. \( |\rho(s)| = |s| + 1 \) for every \( s \) in \( \Sigma \).

Note we often abbreviate \( \Sigma(\omega) \) to \( \Sigma \).

It should be noted that this definition implies that the games we are studying are games of perfect information, i.e. games in which each player has complete knowledge of his opponents moves up to that point.

Now if \( \gamma \) is a strategy for 'II', we let \( \gamma \) denote the corresponding function from \( \omega \) to \( \omega \) which takes as its argument the entire history of 'I's moves and gives as its result the entire history of 'II's moves. Thus \( \gamma \) is a winning strategy for 'II' for the game \( W \) iff \( \langle \alpha, \gamma(\alpha) \rangle \) is in.
W for every α, and the notion of a winning strategy for 'I' is similarly defined.

(D3) Definition For any monotonic function \( \gamma \) from

\[ S \rightarrow S \text{ and any } \alpha \in (\omega) \]

\[ \gamma(\alpha) = \bigcup_k \gamma(\alpha_k) \]

note that if \( \gamma \) is a strategy (either for 'I' or for 'II') then \( \gamma(\alpha) \) will be in \( (\omega) \) for every \( \alpha \).

(D4) Definition For any game \( W \)

(i) A winning strategy for 'II' for \( W \) is a strategy \( \gamma \) for 'II' such that \( \langle \alpha, \gamma(\alpha) \rangle \in W \) for every \( \alpha \) in \( (\omega) \).

(ii) A winning strategy for 'I' for \( W \) is a strategy \( \delta \) for 'I' such that \( \langle \delta(\beta), \beta \rangle \in W \) for every \( \beta \) in \( (\omega) \).

The study of the infinite almost always concerns in some way or another, the question of determinedness. A game is determined iff one of the players has a winning strategy (i.e. if the game determines a winner) Since every finite game is determined, and since also draws are not possible in infinite games (as we have defined them) it might be plausible to conclude that every infinite game is determined. This conclusion is however not justified. The question of determinedness is also beyond the scope of this thesis and the reader is referred to Wadge[47].

Now it is certainly true that it cannot be the case that both players 'I' and 'II' have winning strategies for a game \( W \). Given two strategies \( \delta \) and \( \gamma \) for 'I' and 'II' respectively, we can 'play them off' against each other and form a unique element \( \langle \alpha, \beta \rangle \) of \( (\omega) \times (\omega) \) called the clash of \( \delta \) and \( \gamma \). This is a term introduced by the logician J. Addison.
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If \( \langle \alpha, \beta \rangle \) is the clash of \( \delta \) and \( \gamma \) then \( \alpha = \tilde{\delta}(\beta) \) and \( \beta = \tilde{\gamma}(\alpha) \). If \( \delta \) and \( \gamma \) are both winning strategies the clash \( \langle \alpha, \beta \rangle \) would have to be in both \( \mathbb{W} \) and \( -\mathbb{W} \), impossible. Thus given two strategies for 'I' and 'II' respectively, one must be 'superior' to the other.

This argument does not however, imply that every game is determined. It may be that given any strategy for 'I', player 'II' has a strategy which is superior, but that given, any strategy for player 'II', player 'I' has a strategy which is superior. In fact it is possible using the unrestricted axiom of choice, to construct (by 'diagonalising' over strategies) a game which is not determined.
E. Infinite Games and Open Net Functionality

In this section we relate certain kinds of infinite games and open net functionality. The use of infinite games allows us to express in a natural way, the dynamic nature of net computation. As a consequence we are able to give a natural and completely general definition of open net functionality.

In the customary manner we begin by giving an informal, anthropomorphic explanation of the connection between infinite games and open net functionality. Let us assume that an argument has arisen between two individuals whom we shall call 'I' and 'II'. The argument is whether a certain open net computes a particular history function. Individual 'II' claims that the open net computes a history function. However individual 'I' demands that he be allowed to test out the open net on some sample inputs to see if it really does compute a history function.

Individual 'II' accepts 'I's challenge and produces an open net which is packaged to look like a black box with the open net's input and output arcs protruding. Player 'II' then invites player 'I' to make a move by placing a daton on some or all the black boxes input arcs. After 'I' has placed inputs on the black boxes input arcs player 'II' moves by choosing a compatible open net transition. The effect of this transition may cause a daton to fall out of some or all of the black boxe's output arcs. The contest between these two individuals then continues in this fashion ad infinitum.
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The goal of 'I' in this contest is to discredit 'II's black box and so 'I' may try all kinds of activity to test out whether 'II's black box really does compute a particular history function. For example 'I' may try to supply datons at different rates hoping there is a time sensitive node within 'II's black box, he may completely stop placing datons on the input arc hoping that 'II's black box will move into a state that over produces output. If at any finite stage the accumulated outputs of 'II's black box are not an initial segment of the particular history function applied to the accumulated inputs then 'I' will be able to discredit 'II's black box. If 'I' is unable to discredit 'II's black box at any finite stage he may be able to do it by examining the entire history of the contest. To do this player 'I' examines the entire input to 'II's black box and if this input was \( \alpha \) and player 'II' claimed that his black box computed the history function \( f \) then the entire output of 'II's black box must be \( f(\alpha) \). If this is the case then 'II's claim is totally correct and 'I' is the loser. However if 'II's black box produces as output only an initial segment of \( f(\alpha) \) then 'II's claim is only partially correct and thus 'I' is able to discredit 'II's black box.

Let us now make some mathematical sense of this anthropomorphic description. The situation just described fits in very naturally with the formalism we developed in the last chapter. In particular the context in which the game is played is well suited to the idea of open nets computing within test beds. If we place this game in the context of a test bed we can think of player 'II' as a controller of the open
net and player 'I' as the controller of the environment node. This situation is illustrated in the following diagram:

(Note: it is customary in infinite games to think of player 'II' as the 'good' player and 'I' as his 'evil' opponent) In this context player 'II' makes a move by choosing a compatible open net transition and player 'I' makes a move by choosing an environment node transition.

The two players are now able to engage in their contest, an infinite game. Player 'II' (the open net controller) must use a strategy which ensures that the open net produces the correct output. This strategy must be totally correct no matter how the input arrives from the environment node (i.e. no matter what rate the controller of the environment node decides to produce datons). The fact that an open net computes a history function does not mean that player 'II' succeeds no matter what choices he makes (remember open nets may be non-determinate allowing a choice of open net transitions); it means only that he has a strategy to ensure success in his battle against a hostile opponent (player 'I').
Our definition of open net functionality formalises this anthropomorphic view in terms of winning strategies for two player infinite games. The idea that nodes require controlling strategies in order to choose transitions suggests an infinite game with the following rules.

Let $\delta$ be an open net with $n$ input arcs and $m$ output arc.

Let $f: (Ka^n \rightarrow Ka)^m$

The rules of the infinite game $G(f,\delta)$ are:

(i) The game begins with the open net in its initial state (i.e. all the nodes in their initial internal state and all the internal arcs empty, and the input/output arcs of the open net empty. In other words $r(\delta)$ (the testbed for $\delta$) is in its initial state.

(ii) The two players alternate in making moves 'I' playing first.

(iii) On each of his moves 'I' places a daton on some or all of the open nets input arcs (possibly none). What 'I' really does is choose an environment node transition which has the effect of producing datons on some or all of the open nets input arcs. In addition 'I's choice of transition may result in some datons being consumed from the open net's output arcs.

(iv) Each of 'II's moves involves choosing one of a nonempty set of possible open net transitions. In other words the controller of the open net chooses a compatible open net transition. There will always be at least one possible transition to choose from and usually more than one.

(v) Given that 'I's infinite sequence of moves produced an input history $\alpha \in Ka^n$. Player 'II' wins iff 'II's infinite sequence
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of moves produce for each output arc $i \in m$ the output history $f_i(\alpha)$. Note that in conventional infinite game theory a move for a player is usually associated with a natural number (see section D). However, in the our infinite game we have said that a move for player 'II' is a net transition (similarly for player 'I'). To be precise we should have labelled each possible net transition with a natural number (notice that the set of net transitions is countable). In this way Player 'II''s choice of natural number would be associated with some open net transition (similarly for Player 'I'). To avoid this coding we choose to describe a move directly in terms of an appropriate transition. Thus the following definitions of strategy take a move as being some net transition, in the case of player 'II' and an environment node transition in the case of player 'I'.

In our game a strategy for player 'II' is a monotonic function $\gamma$ that takes a finite sequence of moves for 'I' and produces a finite sequence of (responses) moves for 'II'.

(E1) Definition Let $\delta$ be an open net

Let $n = \text{Inportarity}(\delta)$

Let $m = \text{Outportarity}(\delta)$

A strategy for 'II' for $G(f,\delta)$ is a monotonic function $\gamma: (\text{Transitions(\text{Environment}(n,m)))}^{\mathcal{S}} \rightarrow (\text{Transitions}(\delta))^{\mathcal{S}}$

such that

$\forall \alpha \in (\text{Transitions(\text{Environment}(n,m)))}^{\mathcal{S}}$

$|\gamma(\alpha)| = |\alpha|$
Definition Let $\sigma$ be an open net with

$n$ input arcs and $m$ output arcs

Let $f : (\mathcal{K}^n \rightarrow \mathcal{K})^m$

Let $\mathbf{O}$ be the set of all finite and infinite

sequences of moves for 'II' in $G(f, \sigma)$

Let $\mathbf{I}$ be the set of all finite and infinite

sequences of moves for 'I' in $G(f, \sigma)$

(i) Output: $(\mathbf{O} \rightarrow \mathcal{K})^m$

such that $\forall o \in \mathbf{O} \, j \in m$

Output$_j(o) = \prod_{i \in \text{dom}(o)} \text{Prod}(o(i))\text{Fromnode}(y(j))\text{Fromport}(y(j))$

where $y(j) = <\text{Arcs}^{-1}(\sigma)(\text{Size}(\sigma), j), <\text{Size}(\sigma), j>>$

(ii) Input: $(\mathbf{I} \rightarrow \mathcal{K})^n$

such that $\forall t \in \mathbf{I} \, j \in n$

Input$_j(t) = \prod_{i \in \text{dom}(t)} \text{Prod}(t_i)j$

Note $\prod_{i \in n} x_i = x_0 \hat{x}_1 \hat{x}_2 \ldots x_{n-1}$ $n$ finite

$x_0 \hat{x}_1 \hat{x}_2 \ldots$ $n$ infinite

(note $a^m = m! \hat{a} = a$)
(E3) Definition Let $\delta$ be an open net with $n$ input arcs and $m$ output arcs

Let $f : (K^n \rightarrow K)^m$

Let $\gamma$ be a strategy for 'II' for $G(\delta, f)$

Let $I$ be the set of all infinite sequences of moves for 'I'.

Let $A = \{ a \in \text{Environment}(n, l) \mid \text{Input}(a) = a \}$

(i) $\gamma$ is said to be a totally correct strategy for 'II'

iff

$\forall a \in A \text{ Output}(\gamma(a)) = f(a)$

(ii) $\gamma$ is said to be a partially correct strategy for 'II'

iff

$\forall a \in A \text{ Output}(\gamma(a)) \subseteq f(a)$

The use of infinite games allows the following definition of functionality:

(E4) Definition An open net $\delta$ is said to compute a history function $f$

iff there exists a totally correct strategy for player 'II' in $G(f, \delta)$ and any other strategy $\gamma$

for 'II' is a partially correct strategy.
F. Some Results

In this section, we prove some results about open nets that compute history functions. For notational simplicity, we prove the results with respect to open nets that compute functions of the form:

\[ f: K^a \rightarrow K. \]

The methods used in proving these results extend readily to the more general case in which nodes compute functions of the form:

\[ f: (K^n \rightarrow K)^m \] where \( n, m \in \mathbb{Q} \).

(F1) Theorem Every history function computed by an open net is monotonic.

Proof Let \( n \in \mathbb{Q} \)

Let \( \rho \) be an open net such that

\[ \text{Inportarity}(\rho) = n \]
\[ \text{Outportarity}(\rho) = 1 \]

Let \( f: K^a \rightarrow K \) be the function computed by \( \rho \)

Let \( Y \) be a totally correct strategy for 'II' in \( G(f, \rho) \)

Let \( \alpha, \beta \in K^n \) such that \( \alpha \subseteq \beta \)

Let \( B = \{ B \in \text{Environment}(n, 1)^{\mathbb{Q}} \mid \text{Input}(B) = \beta \} \)

Let \( A = \{ A \in \text{Environment}(n, 1)^{\mathbb{Q}} \mid \text{Input}(A) = \alpha \} \)

(see E2 for a definition of the function Input)

In what follows, we prove that \( f(\alpha) \subseteq f(\beta) \).

To begin with, we know that \( \alpha \subseteq \beta \) and thus for any sequence \( A \in A \) we can find a sequence \( B \in B \) such that \( B \) simulates the moves of \( A \) up to any finite number of moves.

i.e. \( \forall n \in \mathbb{Q} \forall A \in A \exists B \in B \ A | n = B | n \)
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If we apply $Y$ to this we get that

$\forall n \in \omega \forall A \in \mathcal{A} \exists B \in \mathcal{B}$

Output($Y(A|n)$) = Output($Y(B|n)$) $\subseteq$ Output($\tilde{Y}(B)$) = $f(\beta)$

(note $\tilde{Y}(A) = \bigcup_{k \in \omega} Y(A|k)$ and thus

$\tilde{Y}(A)|n = Y(A|n)$ )

Hence Output($\tilde{Y}(A)|n$) $\subseteq f(\beta)$

Since Output is continuous we have that

$\exists n' \in \omega$ $n' \leq n$ Output($\tilde{Y}(A)|n'$) = Output($\tilde{Y}(A)|n$) $\subseteq f(\beta)$

thus $f(\alpha) \subseteq f(\beta)$

QED
Theorem
Every history function computed by an open net is continuous.

Proof
Let \( n \in \omega \)
Let \( \rho \) be an open net such that
\[
\text{Importarity}(\rho) = n \\
\text{Outportarity}(\rho) = 1
\]
Let \( f : K^n \rightarrow Ka \) be the function computed by \( \rho \)
Let \( \gamma \) be a totally correct strategy for 'II'
for \( G(f, \rho) \)
Let \( C \) be any increasing chain in \( Ka^n \)
Let \( A^i = \{ A^i \in \text{Environment}(n, 1) | \text{Input}(A^i) = C_i \} \)
for all \( i \in \omega \)
Let \( A = \{ A \in \text{Environment}(n, 1) | \text{Input}(A) = (\bigcup_j C_j) \} \)
We prove that \( \bigcup_i \in \omega \) \( f(C_i) = f(\bigcup_i \in \omega C_i) \)
Since \( f \) is monotonic \((F1)\) we have that
\[
\bigcup_i \in \omega \) \( f(C_i) \subseteq f(\bigcup_i \in \omega C_i)
\]
However let us assume that
\[
\bigcup_i \in \omega \) \( f(C_i) \supseteq f(\bigcup_i \in \omega C_i)
\]
We can express this in terms of our infinite game \( G(f, \rho) \) as:
\[
\forall j \in \omega, A^j \in A^i, A \in A \\
\bigcup_i \in \omega \) \( \text{Output}(\gamma(A^i)) \subseteq \text{Output}(\gamma(A)) \).
Thus for any \( A \in A, \ j \in \omega, A^j \in A^j \)

\( \tilde{Y}(A) \) is able to produce at some finite stage

an output that cannot be produced by any

\( \tilde{Y}(A^k) \) for any \( k \in \omega \);

but this cannot be true since

\[
\forall n \in \omega \ \forall A \in A \ \exists k \ \exists A^k \text{ s.t. } A|n = A^k|n
\]

( Input(\( A \)) = C_0 \cup C_1 \cup \ldots =

Input(\( A_k \)) \cup Input(\( A_1 \)) \cup \ldots )

Thus whatever is output at some finite stage

by \( \tilde{Y}(A) \) can also be output at some finite

stage by \( \tilde{Y}(A^k) \) for some \( k \in \omega \) and some \( A^k \in A^k \).

To be more precise:

\[
\forall n \in \omega \ \forall A \in A \ \exists k \in \omega, A^k \in A^k
\]

\[
Output(\tilde{Y}(A)|n) = Output(\tilde{Y}(A^k)|n)
\]

Hence

\[
\bigcup_{i \in \omega} f(C_i) \nsubseteq f(\bigcup_{i \in \omega} C_i)
\]

Thus it must be the case that

\[
\bigcup_{i \in \omega} f(C_i) = f(\bigcup_{i \in \omega} C_i)
\]

QED
(F3) Theorem  Every continuous history function is the function computed by some node (i.e. some atomic open net).

Proof  Let $n \in \omega$

Let $f: Ka^n \rightarrow Ka$

We construct a node that when placed together with its input and output arcs into a test bed computes the function $f$ according to E4

Such a node ($= N$) is defined by the following:

(i) Importancy$(N) = n$

(i.e. the function has $Ka^n$ as its domain)

(ii) Outportarity$(N) = 1$

(i.e. the function has $Ka$ as its range)

(iii) $State(N) = \{ <\alpha,\beta,1> \mid \alpha \in Sq^n \text{ and }$

$\beta \in Sq \text{ and }$

$1 \in \omega \}$

The $\alpha$ component records the history read so far; $\beta$ records what has been output so far; $1$ is the running total of datons output so far.

(iv) Initialstate$(N) = < \{ \Delta \}^n, \Delta, 0>$

---
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Transitions \( N \) are given by the following transition schema:
\[
\forall a \in (\omega \cup \{\text{nil}\})^n, \ b \in (\omega \cup \{\text{nil}\}), \\
k \in \omega, \ \alpha, \beta \in \text{Sq}^n, \ \beta \in \text{Sq} \\
\langle a, \langle \alpha, \beta, k \rangle \rangle \rightarrow \langle E, \langle \alpha', \beta', f(\alpha) (k), k' \rangle, f(\alpha) (k) \rangle
\]
where \( i \in \mathbb{N} \)
\[
E_i = \begin{cases} 
\text{tt} & \text{if } a_i \notin \text{nil} \\
\text{ff} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]
\[
k' = \begin{cases} 
k + 1 & \text{if } |\beta' f(\alpha) (k)| > |\beta| \\
k & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Let us place this node (i.e. \( N \)) together with its input and output arcs (we call this the open net \( \rho' \)) into a test bed. Once in the test bed we can begin to play the infinite game \( G(f, \rho') \). Since the function \( f \) is continuous we know that giving the node more input can only cause it to produce more output (i.e. monotonicity).

Thus given a few inputs we know that we can safely produce the outputs required by the function definition. In other words future inputs will not require us to recall those datons already output. Secondly we know that the node will never require an infinite amount of input to produce some output.
Informally the strategy for Player 'II' in this game is to consume inputs whenever possible and to produce an output whenever possible. Thus on 'II's $n^{th}$ move he will have produced $f(\alpha|n)n$ as output where $\alpha$ is the result of the first $n$ moves of 'I'. Since the node defined above is deterministic player 'II' is never in the position where he has a choice of moves. Thus the formal strategy of 'II' is entirely determined by the moves of 'I'. However no matter what moves are made by 'I' the strategy of 'II' is such that on 'II' $n^{th}$ move he will have output $f(\alpha|n)n$ where $\alpha$ is the input produced by the first $n$ moves of 'I'. Thus 'II' strategy is a totally correct strategy.

QED

(F4) Theorem Every pure dataflow open net can be replaced in any pure dataflow context by a pure dataflow node

Proof A direct consequence of theorems F2 and F3

QED

The so called 'encapsulation' property described in Arnold[4] is based on a theorem similar to F4.
Chapter 4

A Proof of the Kahn Principle in a Completely General Context

In this chapter we give, for the first time, a proof of the Kahn principle for finite pure dataflow nets. Others who have attempted to prove the Kahn principle have tried to do so directly. This is extremely complicated as it involves direct reasoning about open net computation (e.g. fair $\downarrow$-sequences of net transitions, etc.). Our proof of the Kahn principle makes use of infinite games and as a result the proof is less complex than it would have been had we used a direct approach.

The Kahn principle has many important consequences one of which is that sets of equations can be thought of as an equational programming language similar to Lucid[7]. This type of programming language has been ignored by many designers of dataflow languages. Another consequence of the Kahn principle is that we can use the simple denotational semantics to reason about our operational ideas. A good example of this is the cycle sum test of Wadge[46]. These consequences are briefly described in section B.
A. A Proof of The Kahn Principle

In this section we show how all well-formed open pure dataflow nets can be build up using two particularly simple operations. One of these operations is the placing side by side of two open nets to form a larger open net, we call this juxtaposing two nets. The second operation is called iteration or looping. The idea here is that a net can be formed from an existing open net by choosing one of the subnets output arcs and bending it back to feed an arbitrary input arc. Some dataflow groups do not allow dataflow nets with loops (e.g. Hankin[24]). The reason for this is that dataflow nets which allow re-cycling (looped arcs) may deadlock. We deal with the problem of deadlock in section B.

Our approach to proving the Kahn principle is in a number of stages. To start with we define what it means for an open net to be Kahnian (i.e. it computes the least fixed point of the net's associated set of equations). Similarly we say that a net is output Kahnian or O-Kahnian iff its output behaviour is as predicted by the least fixed point of the net's associated set of equations. The first results we prove are that the operations of juxtaposing and iteration preserve O-Kahnity. Using these results we prove by induction of the size of a net that all finite pure dataflow nets are O-Kahnian. The Kahn principle is established by the use of a simple lemma which states that an open net is Kahnian iff it is O-Kahnian. We now present the technical details of a proof of the Kahn principle.
**Juxtaposition**

We begin by defining precisely what it means to juxtapose (i.e. place side by side) two open nets.

Let \( a \) and \( b \) be two open nets.

\[
\mathbf{c} = a:b \quad \text{(read \( a \) juxtaposed \( b \))}
\]

iff

\( a:b \) is the unique net \( c \) such that

(i) \( \text{Inportarity}(c) = \text{Inportarity}(a) + \text{Inportarity}(b) \)

(ii) \( \text{Outportarity}(c) = \text{Outportarity}(a) + \text{Outportarity}(b) \)

(iii) \( \text{Nodes}(c) = \text{Nodes}(a) \cup \text{Nodes}(b) \)

(iv) \( \text{Arcs}(c) = \{<n+S,i>,<m,j> | <n,i>,<m,j> \in J \} \cup \{<n,i>,<m+S,j> | <n,i>,<m,j> \in P \} \cup \{<n+S,i>,<m,j+N> | <n,i>,<m,j> \in I \} \cup \{<n+S,i>,<m+S,j+M> | <n,i>,<m,j> \in O \} \cup \{<n+S,i>,<m+S,j> | <n,i>,<m,j> \in B \} \}
\]

Internalarcs(a)

where \( S = \text{Size}(a) \)

\( N = \text{Inportarity}(a) \)

\( M = \text{Outportarity}(a) \)
\( J = \text{Inputarcs}(a) \)
\( P = \text{Outputarcs}(a) \)
\( I = \text{Inputarcs}(b) \)
\( O = \text{Outputarcs}(b) \)
\( B = \text{Internalarcs}(b) \)

This large expression simply does re-naming. The internal arcs of \( a \) need no re-naming so they appear as they are; the input arcs of \( a \) need to have their source node updated to the size of the new net; similarly for the output arcs of \( a \). In the juxtaposed net \( b \) must be completely re-labelled. This means that the input arcs of \( b \) must not only have there source node updated (i.e. to the size of the new environment node); but also the port numbers must be re-labelled so that they begin from the Importarity(\( a \)). A similar argument applies to the output arcs of \( b \). The internal arcs of \( b \) must be re-labelled to take account of their new position in the node sequence that defines the juxtaposed net. This is also the reason that the nodes associated with the input and output arcs of \( b \) are re-labelled.
Iteration

Another important operation over open nets is the iteration operation. This involves taking an arbitrary output arc and bending it back to an arbitrary input arc, as illustrated in the diagram:

We define this operation precisely as follows:

Let $c$ be an open net

Let $i, j \in \text{Inportarity}(c), \text{Outportarity}(c)$ respectively

$c'$ is the new subnet formed by bending back the $j^{th}$ output arc of $c$ to feed the $i^{th}$ input arc of $c$.

(i) $\text{Inportarity}(c') = \text{Inportarity}(c) - 1$

(ii) $\text{Outportarity}(c') = \text{Outportarity}(c) - 1$

(iii) $\text{Nodes}(c') = \text{Nodes}(c)$

(iv) $\text{Arcs}(c') = \text{Internalarcs}(c) \cup \{ <i',j'> \} \cup$

\[
\{ <n-1,p>,<m,q> | <n,p>,<m,q> \in I \land (p<i \lor p>i) \} \cup
\{ <n,p>,<m-1,q> | <n,p>,<m,p> \in O \land (q<j \lor q>j) \}
\]

where $I = \text{Inputarcs}(c)$

$O = \text{Outputarcs}(c)$

$i' = \text{Arcs}(c)^{-1}(\text{size}(c),i)$

$j' = \text{Arcs}(c) (\text{size}(c),j)$

In this case the only re-labelling is to the input/output arcs.
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Lemma Any pure dataflow open net definable in our operational model can be build using a combination of

i) Juxtaposition: the placing side by side of two open nets to form a new open net.

ii) Iteration: the bending back of an arbitrary output arc to an arbitrary input arc within the same open net.

Proof Layout all the nodes in the net using juxtaposition and apply iteration to make necessary interconnections.

QED

Relating our dataflow nets to sets of fixed point equations

If we are to state precisely what we mean to say that a net is Kahnian then we must be able to relate our dataflow nets with a set of fixed point equations. To formalise this idea we associate two functions with each open net \( c \). One function we call \( F^c \) and the other \( F^c \). The function \( F^c \) associates a countable sequence of natural numbers with each internal arc. The actual value of the sequence depends on the history function computed by the source node of the arc (and of course that nodes input arcs). In a similar way the function \( F^c \) associates a countable sequence of natural numbers with each output arc. Formally we have the following:

Let \( c \) be a pure dataflow open net

\[
\begin{align*}
    n &= \text{Importarity}(c) \\
    m &= \text{Outportarity}(c) \\
    C &= \text{Internalarcs}(c) \\
    O &= \text{Outputarcs}(c)
\end{align*}
\]

We associate two functions with \( c \)
(i) \[ E^C : \mathbb{K}^C \times \mathbb{K}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{K}^C \]
\[ \forall q \in C \times \mathbb{K}^n \]
\[ E^C(C, x)(q) = \text{Fnodes}(c)_{\text{Fromnode}(q)}(C, x) \]

where Fnodes(c) is the sequence of functions that correspond to the sequence Nodes(c) of functional nodes.

(ii) \[ F^C : \mathbb{K}^C \times \mathbb{K}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{K}^m \]
\[ \forall x \in \mathbb{K}^n \ q \in \mathbb{O} \]
\[ F^C(C, x)(\text{Toport}(q)) = \text{Fnodes}(c)_{\text{Fromnode}(q)}(C, x) \]

Where Fnodes(c) is as above.

The function \( E^C \) can be used to associates an equation with each internal arc in the open net. In a similar way \( F^C \) can be used to associate an equation with each of the output arcs of \( C \). For example consider the open net \( N \) defined by the following structure:

\(<<\text{FBY, DUP, DUP, PLUS}>, \{ q_0, q_1, \ldots, q_5 \}, 2, 2>>\)

The nodes FBY etc. have been formally defined in chapter 2 and for notational convenience, in this example we refer to the nodes by their name. The arcs of \( N \) are as follows:
\[ q_0 = \langle 0,0 \rangle, \langle 1,0 \rangle \quad q_1 = \langle 1,1 \rangle, \langle 2,0 \rangle \quad q_2 = \langle 2,1 \rangle, \langle 3,1 \rangle \]
\[ q_3 = \langle 3,0 \rangle, \langle 0,1 \rangle \quad q_4 = \langle 1,0 \rangle, \langle 4,0 \rangle \quad q_5 = \langle 2,0 \rangle, \langle 4,1 \rangle \]

Note that we have labelled the input arcs with a sequence of input variables (the \( x \)'s) and the output arcs with a sequence of output variables (the \( y \)'s). For this example the \( E^N \) function is

\[ E^N(c,x) = \{ \langle q_0, \text{fby}(x_0,c_{q_3}) \rangle, \langle q_1, \text{dup}_1(c_{q_0}) \rangle, \langle q_2, \text{dup}_1(c_{q_1}) \rangle, \langle q_3, \text{plus}(x_1,c_{q_2}) \rangle \} \]

Note that the fby, dup and plus are not the nodes FBY, DUP and PLUS, they are the functions computed by these nodes. From the above definition of \( E^N \) we see that the set of equations associated with the internal arcs of \( N \) are:

\[
\begin{align*}
c_{q_0} &= \text{fby}(x_0,c_{q_3}) \\
c_{q_1} &= \text{dup}_1(c_{q_0}) \\
c_{q_2} &= \text{dup}_1(c_{q_1}) \\
c_{q_3} &= \text{plus}(x_1,c_{q_2})
\end{align*}
\]
For the function $F^N$ we have the following definition:

$$F^N(c,x) = \{ \langle \text{Toport}(q_4), \text{dup}_0(c_{q_0}) \rangle, \langle \text{Toport}(q_5), \text{dup}_0(c_{q_1}) \rangle \} = \langle \text{dup}_0(c_{q_0}), \text{dup}_1(c_{q_1}) \rangle$$

From this we see that the equations associated with the output arcs are:

$$y_0 = \text{dup}_0(c_{q_0})$$
$$y_1 = \text{dup}_1(c_{q_1})$$

Thus given any pure dataflow net $c$ we can use $E^c$ and $F^c$ to formalise precisely what it means for a $c$ to compute the least fixed point of its associated set of equations (A3). However, before we give this definition we define what it means for the output activity of a net to compute that predicted by the least fixed point solution to the net's associated set of equations. Nets which behave in this way are called Output Kahnian or more concisely O-Kahnian.

(A2) Definition Let $c'$ be a pure dataflow open net

Let $x \in \text{Inportarity}(c)$
Let $c \in \text{Inportarity}(c)$
Let $c' \in \text{Inportarity}(c)$

$c'$ is said to be O-Kahnian
iff
the output activity of the net $c'$, given input $x$, is
$$F^c(\mu c E^c(c,x), x)$$
Definition Let $c$ be a pure dataflow open net

Let $x \in \text{Inportarity}(c)$

Let $a \in \text{Inportarity}(c)$

$c$ is said to be **Kahnian** iff

(i) $c$ is $O$-Kahnian

(ii) the activity of the internal arcs of $c$, given input $x$, is

$$\mu_{c}E^{c}(c,x)$$

We now prove that any finite pure dataflow net is $O$-Kahnian. The proof is by induction on the size of the net and uses the following important lemmas:

(A4) Lemma Let $a$, $b$ be $O$-Kahnian nets

Let $c$ be $a;b$ (i.e the juxtaposing of $a$ and $b$)

$c$ is $O$-Kahnian

Proof Let $A = \text{Internalarcs}(a)$

$B = \text{Internalarcs}(b)$

$C = \text{Internalarcs}(c)$

$n = \text{Inportarity}(a)$

$n' = \text{Inportarity}(b)$

$m = \text{Outportarity}(a)$

$m' = \text{Outportarity}(b)$

$a \in Ka^{A}$

$b \in Ka^{B}$

$c \in Ka^{C}$

$x \in Ka^{n+n'}$
Since \( a \) and \( b \) are O-Kahnian we have from

\[(A2) \text{ that the output activity of } a, \text{ given } z \in K^n \text{ is } F^a(\mu aE^a(a,z),z).\]

Similarly the output activity of \( b \), given \( y \in K^m \) is

\[F^b(\mu bE^b(b,y),y).\]

It is fairly obvious that the juxtaposing of two nets will not change their operational behaviour since the nets do not interact.

Thus the output of \( c \), given input \( y \), will certainly be

\[F^a(\mu aE^a(a,z),z)F^b(\mu bE^b(b,y),y) \quad \ldots (1)\]

or alternatively we could replace \( z^y \) by \( x \) (\( \in K^{n+n'} \)) with \( z = x|n \) and \( y = \langle x', x_{n+1'}, \ldots, x_{n+n'-1} \rangle \).

If we are to prove that \( c \) is O-Kahnian then we must prove that the output activity of \( c \) given input \( x \) is

\[F^c(\mu cE^c(c,x),x) \quad \ldots (2)\]

Let us begin by expressing \( F^c \) and \( E^c \) in terms of \( F^a \), \( F^b \), \( E^a \) and \( E^b \). We can do this because we know the juxtaposed net relates to the original nets.

However, before we do this we must take into account the re-naming that is done when the nets are juxtaposed. To do this we introduce the re-name function:

\[rn(D,l) = \{ \langle <n+1,i>,<m+1,j> \rangle \mid \langle n,i>,<m,j> \in D \} \]
Now $F^C$ can be written as

$$F^C(c,x) = F^a(c|A,x|n') \hat{F}^b(c-c|A,x_1,\ldots,x_{n+n'-1})$$

and $E^C$ can be written as

$$E^C(c,x) = E^a(c|A,x|n) (\cup) \hat{E}^b(c-c|A,x_1,\ldots,x_{n+n'-1})$$

where

$$\hat{F}^b : \text{ran}(B,\text{size}(a)) x \text{Ka}^n \rightarrow \text{ka}\text{ran}(B,\text{size}(a))$$

$$\hat{E}^b : \text{ran}(B,\text{size}(a)) x \text{Ka}^n \rightarrow \text{ka}^m$$

Note: the essential difference between $\hat{F}^b$, $\hat{E}^b$ and

$F^b$, $E^b$ is that the set of equations generated by the first pair differs from the set of equations generated by the second pair only in only in the names of the variables. The reason for this that in the juxtaposed net the arcs the arcs corresponding to $b$ have been re-labelled. Thus the least fixed point of both sets of equations is the same.

Now, if we are to prove that $c$ is O-Kahnian we must prove that the expression given to use by the definition of O-Kahnity of $c$ (2) is equivalent the the expression we obtained from the known operational behaviour (1). In other word we must prove that the following expressions are equivalent:

For the first $m$ outputs of $c$ we must prove that

$$F^a(\mu c E^C(c,x)|A,x|n)$$

is equivalent to

$$F^a(\mu a E^a(a,x|n))$$
For the last $m'$ outputs of $c$ we must prove that
\[ F^b(\mu c E^c(c,x) - \mu c E^c(c,x) | A, x_n, \ldots, x_{n+n'-1}) \]
is equivalent to
\[ F^b(\mu b E^b(b,x_n, \ldots, x_{n+n'-1}) \]
For the first $m$ outputs we only have to prove that the arguments of $F^a$ are equivalent:
\[ \mu c E^c(c,x) | A = \mu a E^a(a,x|n) \]
\[
\text{lhs } \mu c E^c(c,x) | A
\]
\[ \uparrow \quad (\mu \text{ elimination}) \]
\[ c | A \text{ where } c = E^c(c,x) \text{ end} \]
\[ \uparrow \quad (\text{expansion of } E^c) \]
\[ c | A \text{ where } c = E^a(c|A,x|n) (\cup E^b(c-c|A,x_n,\ldots,x_{n+n'-1}) \]
\[ \text{end} \]
\[ \uparrow \quad (\text{adding new equations}) \]
\[ c | A \text{ where } c = E^a(c|A,x|n) (\cup E^b(c-c|A,x_n,\ldots,x_{n+n'-1}) \]
\[ a = c | A \]
\[ \text{end} \]
\[ \uparrow \quad (\text{substitution of expression for variable}) \]
\[ a \text{ where } c = E^a(a,x|n) (\cup E^b(c-c|A,x_n,\ldots,x_{n+n'-1}) \]
\[ a = c | A \]
\[ \text{end} \]
\[ \uparrow \quad (\text{replacing a variable by its definition}) \]
\[ a \text{ where } c = E^a(a,x|n) (\cup E^b(c-c|A,x_n,\ldots,x_{n+n'-1}) \]
\[ a = [E^a(a,x|n) (\cup E^b(c-c|A,x_n,\ldots,x_{n+n'-1})] | A \]
\[ \text{end} \]
\[ \uparrow \quad (\text{simplification}) \]
where \( c = E^a(a,x \mid n) \cup E^b(c-c \mid A, x_n', \ldots, x_{n+n'-1}) \)

\[ a = E^a(a,x \mid n) \]

end

\[ \triangleright \quad \text{(removing unused equation)} \]

a where \( a = E^a(a,x \mid n) \) end

\[ \triangleright \quad \text{(\( \mu \) introduction)} \]

\[ \mu a E^a(a,x) \]

This the the rhs

For the last \( m' \) outputs of \( c \) we must prove that:

\[ \mu b (\mu c E^c(c,x) - \mu c E^c(c,x) \mid A, x_n', \ldots, x_{n+n'-1}) \]

is equivalent to

\[ \mu b (\mu b E^b(b,x_n', \ldots, x_{n+n'-1}), x_n', \ldots, x_{n+n'-1}) \]

Since \( P^b \) and \( P^b \) have the same meaning (except for the re-naming of arcs) we must prove that their arguments are equal except for the re-naming of arcs.

Essentially this means proving that

\[ \mu c E^c(c,x) - \mu c E^c(c,x) \mid A = \mu b E^b(b,x_n', \ldots, x_{n+n'-1}) \]

lhs \( \mu c E^c(c,x) - \mu c E^c(c,x) \mid A \)

\[ \triangleright \quad \text{\( \mu \) elimination} \]

\( \triangleright \quad \text{(add new equations)} \]

\[ \mu a E^a(a,x) \]

\[ \triangleright \quad \text{(expansion of \( E^a \))} \]

\[ \mu a E^a(a,x) \]

\[ \triangleright \quad \text{(add new equations)} \]

\[ \mu a E^a(a,x) \]

\[ \triangleright \quad \text{(expansion of \( E^a \))} \]

\[ \mu a E^a(a,x) \]

\[ \triangleright \quad \text{(add new equations)} \]

\[ \mu a E^a(a,x) \]
c-c|A where c = \( E^a(c|A, x|n) \cup E^b(c-c|A, x_n, \ldots, x_{n+n'-1}) \)
\[
\begin{align*}
a &= c|A \\
b &= c-c|A
\end{align*}
\]
end
\[
\text{(substitute expression for variable)}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
b &= E^a(a,x|n) \cup E^b(b, x_n, \ldots, x_{n+n'-1}) \\
a &= c|A \\
b &= c-c|A
\end{align*}
\]
end
\[
\text{(remove c)}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
b &= [E^a(a,x|n) \cup E^b(b, x_n, \ldots, x_{n+n'-1})]|A \\
b &= [E^a(a,x|n) \cup E^b(b, x_n, \ldots, x_{n+n'-1})] - \\
&\quad [E^a(a,x|n) \cup E^b(b, x_n, \ldots, x_{n+n'-1})]|A
\end{align*}
\]
end
\[
\text{(simplification)}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
b &= E^a(a,x|n) \\
b &= E^b(b, x_n, \ldots, x_{n+n'-1})
\end{align*}
\]
end
\[
\text{(removing unused equation)}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
b &= E^b(b, x_n, \ldots, x_{n+n'-1}) \text{ end}
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\text{(\(\mu\) introduction)}
\]
\[
\mu b E^b(b, x_n, \ldots, x_{n+n'-1})
\]
This is the rhs except for the re-naming associated with \( E^b \).

Thus we have proved that \( c \) is O-Kahnian.

QED
(A5) Lemma Let $c$ be an O-Kahnian pure dataflow open net.

Let $i \in \text{Inportarity}(c)$

Let $j \in \text{Outportarity}(c)$

Let $c'$ be the result of looping back the $j^{\text{th}}$ output arc of $c$ to feed the $i^{\text{th}}$ input arc of $c$.

$c'$ is O-Kahnian

Proof Let $C' = \text{Internalarcs}(c')$

Let $C = \text{Internalarcs}(c)$

Let $n = \text{Inportarity}(c)$

Let $m = \text{Outportarity}(c)$

Let $x \in \text{Ka}^n$

Let $x' \in \text{Ka}^{n-1}$

Let $c \in \text{Ka}^c$

Let $c' \in \text{Ka}^{c'}$

Let $q = \langle \text{Aracs}(c)^{-1}(\text{Size}(c),i),\text{Aracs}(c)(\text{Size}(c),j)\rangle$

(i.e the looped arc)

Thus $C' = C \cup \{ q \}$

Since $c$ is O-Kahnian we know that the output activity of $c$ given input $x$ is:

$F^c(\mu_{c'}^E(c,x),x)$

We want to prove that the output activity of $c'$ given input $x'$ is:

$F^{c'}(\mu_{c'}^E(c',x'),x')$
Since we know the relationship between the old net and the iterated net we can express $F^{c'}$ and $E^{c'}$ in terms of $F^c$ and $E^c$:

$$F^{c'}(c',x') = F^c(c'/q,x'_{i_1}(c'_q))_{i_1}$$

$$E^{c'}(c',x') = E^c(c'/q,x'_{i_1}(c'_q))/E^c(c'/q',x'_{i_1}(c'_q))_{i_1}$$

Since $c$ is 0-Kahnian it computes a sequence of functions $f: (K^n \rightarrow K^m)^n$

To be more precise it computes

$$f = \lambda x F^c(\mu c E^c(c,x),x)$$

This means we can use infinite games.

Let $r$ be a totally correct strategy for the game $G(f,c)$. We prove that there is a totally correct strategy $r'$ for $G(f',c')$ such that

$$f' = \langle \lambda x f_k(x^{i_0},x^{i_{n-1}},x^{i_n},z),x^{i_1},x^{i_{n-2}} \rangle_{k \in m_{i_1}}$$

$c'$ is the open net with n-1 input and m-1 output arcs formed by bending back the $j^{th}$ output arc of $c$ to feed the $i^{th}$ input arc of $c$.
\( \tau' \) is a totally correct strategy derived from \( \tau \) using an auxiliary game in which \( \tau \) is applied to \( x' \) and the output from the \( j \)th output arc. Note that in infinite games is a standard technique to have a strategy play against itself.

Since \( \tau' \) is derived from \( \tau \), the first output of the each of the output arcs of \( c' \) is

\[ \forall k \in \mathbb{N}, k \neq j \]

\[ f_k(x'_0, \ldots, x'_{i-1}, \Delta, x'_i, \ldots, x'_{n-2}) \rightarrow 1 \]

(since \( c' \) has no input on its \( i \)th input arc).

The second output will be

\[ f_k(x'_0, \ldots, x'_{i-1}, o_1, x'_i, \ldots, x'_{n-2}) \rightarrow 2 \]

where \( o_1 = f_j(x'_0, \ldots, x'_{i-1}, \Delta, x'_i, \ldots, x'_{n-2}) \rightarrow 1 \)

(since \( \tau \) is playing against itself).

If we continue the process we get the following that the \( r \)th of \( c' \) is:

\[ f_k(x'_0, \ldots, x'_{i-1}, o_{r-1}, x'_i, \ldots, x'_{n-2}) \rightarrow r \]

where \( o_{r-1} = f_j(x'_0, \ldots, x'_{i-1}, o_{r-2}, x'_i, \ldots, x'_{n-2}) \rightarrow r-1 \)

Thus \( c' \) certainly does compute

\[ f' = \lambda x' f (x'^1, \mu z (f(x'^1, z))) \rightarrow j \]

Thus the infinite game argument defines for us the operational behaviour of the output arcs of \( c' \).

If we want to prove that \( c' \) is \( \Omega \)-Kahnian then we must prove that, given input \( x' \), the output activity of \( c' \) is:

\[ F(c', x') \]

Since we can express \( F(c') \) in terms of \( F(c) \) and \( E(c) \) we have:

\[ f'(x') = F(c')(\mu c'E(c', x')) / q, x'^1 (\mu c'E(c', x'))_b \rightarrow j \]

Thus we must prove that the expression we have derived from the known operational behaviour (2) is equivalent to the expression we have from
the definition of O-Kahnity for \( c' \) i.e. (1). As we are trying to show the equivalence between two expressions each of which is the result of an application of \( F^c \), then all we need do is to show that each expression has equivalent arguments for \( F^c \).

The first argument of \( F^c \) as given by the expanded definition of the O-Kahnity of \( c' \) is:

\[
(\mu c'E^c(c',x'))_b
\]

The first argument of \( F^c \) as given by the infinite game solution is:

\[
\mu z(F^c(\mu c'E^c(c',x'^i_i z),x'^i_i z))_j
\]

\[
(\mu c'E^c(c',x'))_b
\]

† (\( \mu \) elimination)

\( c' \) where \( c' = E^c(c',x') \)

† (expansion of \( E^c' \))

\( c' \) where \( c' = \frac{E^c(c'/b,x'^i_i (a'_b))}{b}_b F^c(c'/b,x'^i_i (c'_{b}))_j \)

end

† (adding new equations)

\( c' \) where \( c' = \frac{E^c(c'/b,x'^i_i (a'_b))}{b}_b F^c(c'/b,x'^i_i (c'_{b}))_j \)

\( c = c'/b \)

\( z = c'_{b} \)

end

† (substitution of an expression for a variable)

\( z \) where \( c' = \frac{E^c(c,x'^i_i z)}{b}_b F^c(c,x'^i_i z)_j \)

\( c = c'/b \)

\( z = c'_{b} \)

end

† (eliminate \( c' \))
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\[
\text{where } c = [E^C(c, x' i z) / b E^C(c, x' i z) ] / b \\
\text{end}
\]

\[
\uparrow \text{ (simplification)}
\]

\[
z \text{ where } c = E^C(c, x' i z) \\
z = E^C(c, x' i z) j \\
\text{end}
\]

\[
\uparrow \text{ (taking a fixed point)}
\]

\[
z \text{ where } c = \mu c E^C(c, x' i z) \\
z = E^C(c, x' i z) j \\
\text{end}
\]

\[
\uparrow \text{ (replace a variable by its definition)}
\]

\[
z \text{ where } z = E^C(\mu c E^C(c, x' i z)) j \text{ end}
\]

\[
\uparrow \text{ (\( \mu \) introduction)}
\]

\[
\mu z E^C(\mu c E^C(c, x' i z), x' i z) j
\]

This is the output activity predicted by the infinite game i.e. the rhs.

The second argument of (1) in its expanded form is:

\[
( \mu c'E^C'(c', x') ) / b
\]

The second argument of (2) is:

\[
\mu c'E^C(c, x' i z, \mu z(E^C(\mu c'E^C(c, x' i z), x' i z))) j
\]

\[
( \mu c'E^C'(c', x') ) / b
\]

\[
\uparrow \text{ (\( \mu \) elimination)}
\]

\[
c' / b \text{ where } c' = E^C'(c', x')
\]

\[
\uparrow \text{ (expansion of } E^C')
\]
\[ c' = \text{expression} \]

\[ \text{end} \]

\[ (\text{adding new equations}) \]

\[ c' = \text{expression} \]

\[ c = c'/b \]

\[ z = c'_b \]

\[ \text{end} \]

\[ (\text{substitution of an expression for a variable}) \]

\[ c \]

\[ c = \text{expression} \]

\[ c = c'/b \]

\[ z = c'_b \]

\[ \text{end} \]

\[ (\text{eliminate } c') \]

\[ c \]

\[ c = \text{expression} \]

\[ z = \text{expression} \]

\[ \text{end} \]

\[ (\text{simplification}) \]

\[ c \]

\[ z = \text{expression} \]

\[ \text{end} \]

\[ (\text{taking a fixed point}) \]

\[ c \]

\[ z = \text{expression} \]

\[ \text{end} \]

\[ (\text{replace a variable by its definition}) \]
where \( c = \mu \preceq c^{F}(c, x'' \downarrow \downarrow z) \)

\[
z = F^{c}(\mu \preceq c^{F}(c, x'' \downarrow \downarrow z), x'' \downarrow \downarrow z)_{j}
\]

end

(taking a fixed point)

\[ \] where \( c = \mu \preceq c^{F}(c, x'' \downarrow \downarrow z) \)

\[
z = \mu z^{F}(\mu \preceq c^{F}(c, x'' \downarrow \downarrow z), x'' \downarrow \downarrow z)_{j}
\]

end

(replacing a variable by its definition)

\[ \] where \( c = E^{c}(c, x'' \downarrow \downarrow \mu z^{F}(\mu \preceq c^{F}(c, x'' \downarrow \downarrow z))_{j}) \)

end

(\( \mu \) introduction)

\[
\mu \preceq c^{F}(c, x'' \downarrow \downarrow \mu z^{F}(\mu \preceq c^{F}(c, x'' \downarrow \downarrow z), x'' \downarrow \downarrow z))_{j}
\]

This is the output activity predicted by the infinite game

Thus we have that \( c \) is \( \mu \)-Kahnian.

QED

(A7) Theorem All finite pure dataflow open nets are \( \mu \)-Kahnian

Proof By induction on the size of the open net

(i.e. the number of nodes within a net)

base step \( (n = 1) \) all open nets containing

a single node are \( \mu \)-Kahnian

(all nodes compute history functions)

assume all nets of size \( n-1 \) are \( \mu \)-Kahnian

i) adding an extra node using juxtaposition

is \( \mu \)-Kahnian (see A3).
ii) applying an arbitrary number of iterations to any net arising from i) preserves O-Kahnianity (see A4).

Hence all pure dataflow open nets are O-Kahnian.

QED

(A8) Definition Let \( c \) be a open net.

\( \hat{c} \) is the output net of \( c \)

iff \( \hat{c} \) is an open net derived from \( c \) such that every internal arc of \( c \) is an output arc of \( \hat{c} \) (i.e. each internal arc is cut and a duplicator node is used to re-connect the severed arc, the second output of the duplicator becomes an output arc of \( \hat{c} \)).

The following diagram shows an open net \( c \) and its corresponding \( \hat{c} \).
(A9) Theorem Let $c$ be any pure dataflow open net.

$c$ is Kahnian iff $\hat{c}$ is O-Kahnian

Proof $c$ Kahnian $\Rightarrow$ $\hat{c}$ is O-Kahnian

If $c$ is Kahnian then tapping off all internal arcs (using duplicator nodes) will not change the operational behaviour of that part of the net $\hat{c}$ that corresponds to the original net. The only effect operationally is to duplicate arc activity. Denotationally the net $\hat{c}$ is associated with a set of equations that differs from the set of equations for $c$, by the addition of extra equations, the rhs of which involve a duplicate function. It would not be difficult using the techniques we used to prove (A7) to show that $\hat{c}$ is O-Kahnian.

$\hat{c}$ is O-Kahnian $\Rightarrow$ $c$ is Kahnian

The set of equations associated with $c$ differs from the set of equations for $\hat{c}$ only by the addition of extra equations involving duplicator functions. Removing these extra equations obviously corresponds to the removal of the duplicator nodes used to tap off the internal arcs of $c$. This will have no effect on the operational behaviour of the net $c$. Again using the techniques we used to prove (A7) it is not difficult to prove that $c$ is Kahnian.

QED
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(A10) Theorem (The Kahn Principle)

All finite pure dataflow open nets are Kahnian.

Proof From (A7) we have that every pure dataflow open net is O-Kahnian. 
Given any finite pure dataflow open net $c$, the corresponding output net $c$ is O-Kahnian. 
However, theorem A9 tells us that if $c$ is O-Kahnian then $c$ is Kahnian. Thus all pure dataflow open nets are Kahnian. 

QED

A proof of the Kahn principle for certain kinds of infinite nets is given in Chapter 5.
C. Some Consequences of the Kahn Principle

In this section we examine two interesting consequences of the Kahn principle. The first is that pure dataflow programs are not graphs but rather sets of equations. We can think of these equations as an equational dataflow language. We believe the programs in this language are concise and elegant. The second consequence is that we can reason about operational activity denotationally. An interesting example of this is the cycle sum test for dataflow deadlock.

An equational dataflow language

Great amounts of resources have been poured into research projects all over the world with the sole aim of developing a dataflow language. Jack Dennis at MIT is developing a language called VAL[1]; Arvind and Gostelow a language called ID[51] and Osman, Hankin and Sharp a language called CAJOLE[24].

On the other hand we get an elegant equational dataflow programming language for "free" (i.e. via the Kahn principle). Here are some examples of some simple "standard" programs:

(i) The fibonacci program

\[ F = 1 \, \text{fby} \, (2 \, \text{fby} \, (F + 2)) \]
\[ G = \text{next} \, F \]
\[ \text{OUTPUT} = F \]

(ii) A program to generate the stream of factorials

\[ I = 1 \, \text{fby} \, (I+1) \]
\[ F = 1 \, \text{fby} \, (F*(\text{next} \, I)) \]
\[ \text{OUTPUT} = F \]
Note: fby appears as an infix operator.

The equational programmer uses circularity to bring about repetition. This idea is far more general than the simple iterations of our two simple programs. (Advanced equational programming is beyond the scope of this thesis and the reader is referred to Ashcroft and Wadge[7]). The equational programs we have written so far are extremely simple; but by adding one or two more powerful operators the language can become quite powerful. An example of one of these advanced operators is called "upon". The following is an operational definition of "upon":

As long as 0's (representing false) arrive down its second input arc it sends copies of the last datum it consumed from its first input arc. When a 1 (representing true) arrives on its first input arc, the node consumes the next datum on its first input arc and send copies until the next 1 arrives. For example if the history 
4,2,3,9,8,... arrives along the first input arc and 0,1,0,1,1,0,... arrives along the second input arc the the history of the output arc is 4,4,2,2,3,9,8,8,...

We can now use this node (or rather the history function computed by the node) in the following merge program:

\[
\begin{align*}
AA &= A \text{ upon } AA \leq BB \\
BB &= B \text{ upon } BB \leq AA \\
C &= \text{ if } AA \leq BB \text{ then } AA \text{ else } BB \text{ fi} \\
\text{OUTPUT} &= C
\end{align*}
\]
If A and B are sequences in increasing order then the output will be the ordered merge. If we add to the above program the following equations:

\[ D = 1 \text{ fby } C \]
\[ A = 2 \text{ fby } D \]
\[ B = 3 \text{ fby } D \]
\[ \text{OUTPUT } = D \]

We have a new program, without inputs, that produces as output all numbers of the form \(2^i, 3^j\) in increasing order. Thus even with very few operators we can write interesting programs.

**Deadlock and the cycle sum test**

In all but trivial dataflow programs we find that variables are defined directly or indirectly in terms of themselves. The fact that a variable is defined in terms of itself means that its corresponding arc in the network is part of some loop. Thus the datons that travel around that loop are endlessly re-cycled. However, this may not always be the case because it is possible that the loop runs dry. The following two programs illustrate the situation:

(i) \[ x = x + 1 \]

The loop is permanently dry.

(ii) \[ x = 1 \text{ fby ( next ( 1 fby(next x)))} \]

The loop is able to produce the output 1 before seizing up.

More complex deadlocks may occur which depend on the value of certain variables. For example:

\[ x = 9 \text{ fby next } y \]
\[ y = 3 \text{ fby } x \text{ upon } p \]
This program deadlocks almost immediately unless the first value of P is 0.

Thus we have the situation where certain programs like the one above deadlock and yet others like fibonacci and merge go on forever (given enough inputs).

In [46] Wadge describes how it is possible to decide on what programs will deadlock. He notices that in healthy programs a variable depends on itself in such a way that the present value of the variable depends on at most the previously computed value. On the other hand in programs which deadlock a variable requires a present or future value of itself. This observation suggests some sort of requirement which ensures that the present value of a variable is dependent only on its previous values. To make this idea more precise we need to state in an exact way the ways in which the outputs of various nodes depend on their inputs. For example:

(i) \( A = B + C \)

The value of \( A \) depends on the present value of \( B \) and \( C \).

(ii) \( A = \text{next} B \)

\( A \) depends on the value of \( B \) one time step in the future.

i.e. the first 3 values of \( A \) require the first 4 values of \( B \).

(iii) \( A = C \text{ fby} D \)

\( A \) depends on the present value of \( C \) and on the value of \( D \) one time step in the past.

i.e. The first 3 values of \( A \) depend on the first 3 values of \( C \) and the first two values of \( D \).
These dependencies are clearly cumulative and thus given

\[ A = 3 \text{ fby} (5 \text{ fby} B) \]

The first 3 values of A require only the first value of B.

Effects may also cancel each other, thus

\[ A = 9 \text{ fby} \text{next} B \]

The first \( n \) values of A depend on the first \( n \) values of B.

This observation lead Wadge to assign the following numbers to the input arcs of the various operators:

(i) 0 is assigned to each of the data operators such as +,*,...
(ii) 0 and -1 respectively are assigned to the arguments of fby
(iii) +1 is assigned to the argument of next.
(iv) 0 and -1 respectively are assigned to the arguments of upon.

When operations are composed their numbers are added; to find the way in which the value of a whole expression can depend on the values of variables occurring in it, we consider the expression as a tree, trace paths from the root of the tree to the variable; and add up the number associated with the operators on the path. For example if the expression is

\[(9 \text{ fby}( \text{next} B + \text{next} C)) \text{ upon} (\text{next} (P \text{ fby} B))\]

the path to P goes through the second argument of upon(-1), the argument of next(+1) and the first argument of fby(0). The sum of this is 0 and so we may conclude that in general the present value of the expression could depend on the present value of P.

Given the graph of a program we can tell whether a variable depends on its own present or future values. What we do is to form the path sums of all paths which start at the arc which corresponds to the variable in question. (i.e. all cycles containing the arc). If the cycle sum is
negative, the dependency of the variable on itself is healthy. To ensure the whole program is healthy we repeat the cycle sum test for each variable. Equivalently we make sure that every cycle in the graph has a negative cycle sum.

The importance of Wadge's paper is that although the concept of deadlock is operational he goes on (via the Kahn principle) to give a denotational proof of the cycle sum test. Such a proof is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Note: In this thesis we have numbered the time dependencies in the opposite way to which Wadge numbered them in his paper. The reason for this is that it is compatible with the extended version of the cycle sum test (see Paustini and Wadge[55]). The extended cycle sum test allows the cycle sum test to be applied to equational programs which may include recursive defined user functions.
Chapter 5

Possible extensions and refinements

In this chapter we briefly examine ways in which to extend the denotational semantics to handle a broader class of behaviours (i.e. not just pure dataflow). In addition we look at ways describing functional nodes in terms of their internal properties; we see this as a refinement to the operational semantics. However, before we look at these extensions and refinements we prove the Kahn principle for certain kinds of infinite net.

A. A Functional Programming Approach to Extend Pure Dataflow

The Kahn principle as we stated it in chapter 4 was defined only for finite nets. The next question we ask ourselves is does the principle hold for infinite pure dataflow nets? As far as our operational model is concerned there is no problem in defining infinite nets, but this in itself is no justification for proving the extended Kahn principle. However, if we look at the denotational semantics and in particular the related equational dataflow programming language, we immediately find an excellent reason for wanting to prove the extended Kahn principle. The equational dataflow programming language described in §4.B is limited in that the programs can only be defined in terms of a simple finite set of equations. To allow the user to develop programs in a structured way we need to extend this 'simple' language by allowing equations defining functions, including recursive
definitions. Some typical user defined functions (UDF's) are:

upon(x,p) = first x fby if p then upon(next x ,next p)
            else upon(x, next p) fi
whenever(x,p) = if first p then first x fby whenever(next x, next p)
               else whenever(next x, next p) fi
merge(a,b) = valof
aa = upon(a, aa ≤ bb )
bb = upon(b, bb ≤ aa )
result = if aa ≤ bb then aa else bb fi
end

The implementation of this extended language (which is similar to Lucid[6]) involves either dynamically growing nets or (notionally) infinite nets (but still pure datflow). The methods of this thesis extend naturally to such nets and permit us to give, for the first time, a proof of the correspondingly extended Kahn principle. Notice that even though the nets are required to be infinite they always have a finite number of input and output arcs. Nets with a finite number of input arcs and a finite number of output arcs are said to have finite fan/in an fan/out. The way we prove the extended Kahn principle is to build the infinite net as the limit of a sequence of finite nets. We begin by taking a single node, for convenience we choose the first node in the sequence of nodes associated with the infinite net's formal description. This node together with its associated input/output arcs (which may include iterated arcs) is a finite pure dataflow net. Since the pure dataflow net is finite we know that the net is Kahnian. In addition we know how the zeroth node relates to the infinite net. The reason this is important is that we will place no input on those input
arcs that are associated with internal arcs in the infinite net. Thus
the behaviour of the single node together with its input/output arcs is
an approximation to the behaviour of the infinite net. Next we take the
first and second node in the infinite nets node sequence. This time
there are two nodes which may themselves be interconnected (the same way
as they are interconnected in the infinite net). Again we choose not to
give the second net any input on the inputs that correspond to the
internal arcs of the infinite net. Thus the second net is an even closer
approximation to the behaviour of the infinite net. If we continue this
argument ad infinitum we get a sequence of net behaviours the limit of
the sequence of behaviours being the behaviour of the infinite net.

(Al) Theorem (the extended Kahn Principle)
All infinite pure dataflow nets with finite
fan/in and fan/out are Kahnian.

Proof Let \( c \) be an infinite pure dataflow net
with Importarity(\( c \)) \( \in \) \( \omega \)
Outportarity(\( c \)) \( \in \) \( \omega \)

Let \( C = \text{Internalarcs}(c) \)
Let \( c \in Ka^C \)
\( \forall i \in \omega \)
Let \( c_i \) be an open net with finite fan/in and
fan/out.
Let \( a_i \in Ka^{c(i)} \)
Let \( y_i \in Ka^{\text{Importarity}(c(i))} \)
Let \( x \in Ka^{\text{Importarity}(c)} \)
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If we want to prove that \( c \) is Kahnian then we must prove that:

\[ \mu c \mathcal{E}^c(c, x) \] is the activity of the internal arcs of \( c \) and that

\[ \mathcal{F}^c(\mu c \mathcal{E}^c(c, x), x) \] is the activity of the output arcs of \( c \).

Let \( c_0 \) be the open net formed from node zero of \( \text{Nodes}(c) \) together with the nodes input and output arcs (including iterated arcs).

Since \( c_0 \) is finite it is Kahnian and thus given inputs \( y_0 \in \text{Importarity}(c(0)) \) its internal arcs compute

\[ \mu a_0 \mathcal{E}^{c(0)}(a_0, y_0). \]

If we arrange for all the input arcs of \( c(\emptyset) \) which correspond to internal arcs in \( c \) to be starved of input then the internal behaviour of \( c(0) \) is an approximation to the behaviour of the infinite net. Next we take the \( c(1) \) to be the open net corresponding to the first two nodes in \( \text{nodes}(c) \). Since this net if finite it too is Kahnian and thus given input \( y_1 \in \text{Importarity}(c(1)) \) the internal behaviour of \( c(1) \) is given by

\[ \mu a_1 \mathcal{E}^{c(1)}(a_1, y_1). \]

If we again require that the input arcs of \( c(1) \) which correspond to internal arcs in \( c \) are again starved of input then we get an even better
approximation to the behaviour of the infinite net.

If we continue this process ad infinitum we generate two sequences. The first sequence is

\[ \langle c(i) \mid i \in \mathcal{L} \rangle \]

The second is

\[ \langle \mu a_i E^{c(i)}(a_i, y_i) \mid i \in \mathcal{L} \rangle \]

Obviously the net \( c \) is the limit of the sequence of finite nets:

\[ \lim_{i \in \mathcal{L}} \langle c(i) \mid i \in \mathcal{L} \rangle = c \]

In a similar way the behaviour of \( c \) is the limit of the sequence of finite approximations to the behaviour of \( c \):

\[ \lim_{i \in \mathcal{L}} \langle \mu a_i E^{c(i)}(a_i, y_i) \mid i \in \mathcal{L} \rangle = \mu c E^c(\ c, x) \]

Thus the internal behaviour of \( c \) is Kahnian.

We can apply a similar argument to prove that the behaviour of the output arcs of \( c \) is Kahnian.

QED
B. Ensuring functionality of nodes

The definition of open net functionality we developed in chapter 3 defines functionality in terms of infinite objects, namely (\(\eta\))-sequences of open net transitions. Thus if we think of an open net as a black box, functionality defines what the black box computes without regard to the black boxes internal behaviour. In this section we examine the internal properties of nodes (i.e. properties of their transition relations) in search of properties that guarantee node functionality.

**The one step Church-Rosser like property**

Rather than begin looking in detail at the internal behaviour of a node we shall examine the behaviour of an encapsulated net. Since our operational model is truly modular, any property associated with the internal behaviour of an open net, is also associated with the internal behaviour of the corresponding node. We can think of a net computation sequence in terms of a sequence of compatible net transitions. Each net transition includes one transition for each node in the net. Alternatively we can think of net computation in terms of a unidirected graph. Each node in the graph corresponds to net state and each arc to a net transition. In addition one of the nodes in the graph is distinguished as the initial state. In the diagram below the infinite sequence of arcs on the extreme left corresponds to an infinite sequence of net transitions each of which is a busy wait for each node. Other paths through the graph
represent other possible ways of choosing individual node transitions.

From chapter 4 we know that if the nodes in the graph are all functional then any path through the graph will lead to the network computing an approximation to the least fixed point solution to the nets associated set of equations. In particular if a totally correct strategy is used to pick the transitions then exactly the least fixed point solution we be computed. Thus our net computations have a Church-Rosser property. This means that we can set out on any two distinct paths and after travelling along both paths for an arbitrary length of time we would still be able to choose some path that would cause both paths to meet up again and have the same overall behaviour. Since our nets have the encapsulation property then what we have just said about nets applies in a coded form to nodes. In particular we can think of node computation in terms of a uni-directed graph. This time the nodes of the graph denote internal states of a node and the arcs node transitions. One particularly simple way of guaranteeing that a node is functional is to require it to have a
Church-Rosser like property. In other words given a choice of paths through the node computation graph it is always possible at some later stage having taken two distinct paths to join them and have the same overall input/output effect. Nodes with this property are said to be functionally safe. On the other hand a functionally unsafe node is one which according to definition 3.4 is functional but from which it may not be possible to recover from error. An error would be to choose a path which only ever allowed an initial segment of the expected output to be produced.

Requiring our nodes to have the Church-Rosser like property is a little too much because it is impossible from looking at a node's transitions to say in general whether the node has this property. We therefore choose the more useful 1-step Church Rosser like property. This property guarantees that when it is possible to go from one internal state to two others in one step, then it is possible for these two paths to meet after one further single step and for the paths to have the same overall

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
  r1 & \text{node state} & r1' \\
  \downarrow & & \downarrow \\
  w1 & \text{node state} & w1' \\
  \downarrow & & \downarrow \\
  r2 & \text{node state} & r2' \\
  \downarrow & & \downarrow \\
  w2 & \text{node state} & w2'
\end{array}
\]

\[
r1 \cup r2 = r1' \cup r2' \\
w1 \cup w2 = w1' \cup w2'
\]

reading and writing effect. This means that nodes with this property
are associated with node computation graphs of the following form:

![Graph](image)

Although we do not give a proof it is not difficult to prove that nodes with the one step Church-Rosser like property are functional.

**Monotone relations and functional nodes**

The ideas in this section are in their infancy and should not be thought of as proved results. In fact this section contains the seeds for possible future research. We begin by making a small study of some time dependent nodes to see if we can gain some understanding of time dependency. Let us begin with an example of a node that behaves in a similar way to the identity node except under certain conditions where it produces spurious 0's. The formal definition of this node is as follows:
where \( T \) is
\[
\forall x \in \omega
\]
\[
<\text{nil,}q> \rightarrow <\text{nil,nil,}0>
\]
\[
<x, q> \rightarrow <\text{tt,nil,x}>
\]
So long as this node is supplied with datons at a faster rate than that at which it consumes them it behaves exactly like the identity function. However as soon as we fail to send it datons at a fast enough rate we find the empty buffer computation comes into use and produces spurious 0's.

Another example of a node that computes on empty buffers is the node that computes the history function "first":
\[
<\{ q_x \mid x \in \omega \} \cup \{ q \} , q , 1, 1, T >
\]
where \( \forall x, y \in \omega \)
\[
<\text{nil,}q> \rightarrow <\text{nil,nil,nil}>
\]
\[
<x, q> \rightarrow <\text{tt,}q_x, x>
\]
\[
<\text{nil,}q_x> \rightarrow <\text{nil,nil,}x>
\]
\[
<y, q_x> \rightarrow <\text{tt, nil,}x>
\]
This node computes on empty buffers and yet is still functional. Closer examination of the transitions associated with each node suggests that nodes which compute on empty buffers must be able to perform the same activity no matter what is in the input buffer. We introduce the following definition as a means of capturing the above suggestion.
(Bl) Definition Let \(<D, \leq_D\>\) and \(<E, \leq_E\>\) be posets.

A relation \(R\) over \(D \times E\) is said to be monotone iff

\[
\forall d^1, d^2 \in D \ e^1 \in E \\
\quad d^1 \leq_D d^2 \text{ and } d^1 R e^1 \to \\
\exists e^2, e^1 \leq_E e^2 \text{ and } d^2 R e^2
\]

We must now apply this definition to a node transitions relation. Given a node with \(n\) input arcs and \(m\) output arcs the node's transition relation \(T \subseteq \langle B^n \times Q \rangle, \langle E^n \times Q \times B^m \rangle\) is said to be monotone iff

\[
\forall \langle b, q \rangle, \langle b', p \rangle \in T_0 \ \langle e, r, g \rangle \in T_1 \\
\quad \langle b, q \rangle \leq_C \langle b', p \rangle \text{ and } \langle b, q \rangle, \langle e, r, g \rangle \in T \to \\
\exists \langle e', r', g' \rangle \in T_1 \ \langle e, r, g \rangle \leq_E \langle e', r', g' \rangle \text{ and } \langle b', p \rangle, \langle e', r', g' \rangle \\
\quad \text{where } \langle b, q \rangle \leq_C \langle b', p \rangle \iff \forall i \in n \ b_i \subseteq b_i' \text{ and } q = p \\
\quad \langle e, r, g \rangle \leq_E \langle e', r', g' \rangle \iff \forall i \in n \ j \in m \\
\quad \quad e_i \subseteq e_i' \text{ and } r \subseteq r' \\
\quad \quad \text{ and } g_j \subseteq g_j'.
\]

where \(x \subseteq y\) iff \(x = y\) or \(x = \text{nil}\)

If we examine our two simple examples we will see that "first" node is monotone and the "would be" identity node is not monotone. The reason why this node is non-monotone is that two compatible causes have uncompatible effects:

\[
\langle \text{nil}, q \rangle, \langle \text{nil}, \text{nil}, 0 \rangle \text{ and } \langle x, q \rangle, \langle \text{tt}, \text{nil}, x \rangle
\]

\[
\langle \text{nil}, q \rangle \leq_C \langle x, q \rangle \text{ and yet } \langle \text{nil}, \text{nil}, 0 \rangle \leq_C \langle \text{tt}, \text{nil}, x \rangle.
\]

What we would like prove now is that the nodes which have monotone
transition relations are functional. Unfortunately this is not the case since the following node has a monotone transition relation and yet is non-determinate:

\[ \langle \{ q, q' \}, q, 2, 1, T \rangle \]

where \( T \) is given by the set

\[
\forall x, y \in \omega
\]

\[
<\text{nil}, \text{nil}, q> \rightarrow <\text{nil}, \text{nil}, q', \text{nil}>
\]

\[
<\text{nil}, y, q> \rightarrow <\text{nil}, \text{tt}, q', \text{nil}>
\]

\[
<x, \text{nil}, q> \rightarrow <\text{tt}, \text{nil}, q', y>
\]

\[
<x, y, q> \rightarrow <\text{tt}, \text{tt}, q', y>
\]

\[
<\text{nil}, \text{nil}, q'> \rightarrow <\text{nil}, \text{nil}, q, 1>
\]

\[
<\text{nil}, y, q'> \rightarrow <\text{nil}, \text{tt}, q, 1>
\]

\[
<x, \text{nil}, q'> \rightarrow <\text{tt}, \text{nil}, q, 1>
\]

\[
<x, y, q'> \rightarrow <\text{tt}, \text{tt}, q, 1>
\]

The node just described cleverly disguises its activity between states; and so is able to be monotonic and yet non-determinate. The reason that monotonicity of the transition relation failed to guarantee functionality is that the monotone relation fails to detect situations in which the computations associated with two distinct partial causes overlap in activity. A partial cause is one in which one or more of the input buffers is empty. Allowing such overlaps leads inevitable to non-determinate input/output behaviour. Another possible approach to finding a property the guarantees functionality uses the idea of cause chains. A cause chain for the above node is

\[ <\text{nil}, \text{nil}, q> \preceq \langle \text{nil}, y, q \rangle \preceq \langle x, y, q \rangle . \]
We claim (although it requires rigorous proof) that if the computing activity associated with each element in a cause chain is non-overlapping and if the total activity for the partial objects in all compatible chains is equal to the activity of the complete object which is the limit of these chains then the node is guaranteed to be functional. In the last example above we have a chain of partial causes $\langle \text{nil}, \text{nil}, q' \rangle, \langle \text{nil}, y, q' \rangle$ and the chain of partial causes $\langle \text{nil}, \text{nil}, q' \rangle, \langle x, \text{nil}, q' \rangle$ the limit of these chains, within the context of the state $q'$, is $\langle x, y, q' \rangle$. The total activity of the chains of partial causes is to erase $x$ and $y$ and to output three 1's. On the other hand the activity associated with the limit cause is to erase $x$ and $y$ and output one 1. Thus there is overlap in the activity of the partial causes and so the node is non-functional. Again we repeat that these ideas are really a topic for further research.
Extending Kahn's denotational semantics

In this section we briefly examine possible extensions to Kahn's denotational model. This is again another area for further research, our aim in this section is to suggest possible extensions and to provide a few references to material that may be of use.

The table below describes the current state (in terms of this thesis) of operational and denotational models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational Models</th>
<th>Denotational Models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arcs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline dataflow</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Nets</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Nets</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Pure Dataflow            | Histories| History | Least Fixed
                          |         | Functions | Point of a
                          |         |           | net's associated
                          |         |           | set of equations

The above table really describes a hierarchy of models, the most general model being pipeline dataflow and the least general pure dataflow. Denotationally we know what the objects are that correspond to arcs, nodes and nets of a pure dataflow net. We now look at the next level up in the hierarchy, namely the T-nets. The T-nets are those pipeline dataflow nets which include all pure dataflow nodes with the addition of nodes that are time sensitive. An example of a time sensitive node is the node that repeatedly copies its inputs to its outputs but...
whenever there is no input is outputs a 0. Formally we have
\[
\langle \{ q \}, q I, 1, T \rangle
\]
where \( T \) is
\[
\forall x \in \omega \\
\langle \text{nil}, q \rangle \rightarrow \langle \text{nil}, \text{nil}, 0 \rangle \\
\langle x, q \rangle \rightarrow \langle \text{tt}, \text{nil}, x \rangle
\]
We can see that the zero is included each time there is a break in the supply of inputs. If we assume that the node never receives a daton representing 0 as input, then the occurrence of 0's in the output tells us the rate at which the node received its inputs. Now instead of relying on the node never receiving inputs, we introduce a special object called a hiaton which we think of as a unit of delay which (notionally) travels along with the other datons so that a node can produce something regularly even if it has no real output. Using this simple idea we can think of the time dependent nodes such as the example above as a function over hiatonised histories. In the pure dataflow model an arc was associated with a pure history and so denotational we could not reason about the relative rate of arrival on different input arcs. For example the history \( \langle 1, 2, 3, 4, \ldots \rangle \) tells us nothing about the way in which the history was formed. On the other hand the sequence \( \langle 1, \ast, 2, \ast, 3, \ast, \ldots \rangle \) tells us the relative time of arrival of the inputs (the \( \ast \) denoting a delay). The example node above does not compute a history function, however, it does compute a function over hiatonised histories:
\[
i : \text{HKA} \rightarrow \text{HKA} \text{ where } \text{HKA} = \text{Sq}( \omega \cup \{ \ast \} ) \cup (\omega \cup \{ \ast \})^{(\omega)}
\]
There is a lot more that could be said about T-nets and hiatonics but this is beyond the scope of this thesis. Incidentally the "Brock-Ackerman anomaly" [13] can easily be explained using hiatonics.
An interesting example of the use of hiatonics is to be found in the Ph.D thesis of P.J. Cameron[14]. Cameron's thesis is about the design of a non-procedural operating systems language. Hiatonics are used to deal with the time dependent behaviour associated with the scheduling of resources such as a set of line printers. Although Cameron makes use of hiatonics the user of his language never realises that hiatons are used, they are internal to his system.

Others who have worked with hiatonic are Boussinot[11] and Park[14]. They have been interested in finding a denotational semantics that is able to describe the operational behaviour of the next level in our hierarchy, namely the F-nets. An F-net is roughly speaking pure dataflow plus the addition of a fair merge operator. Without going into details it seems as if both authors have been able to formulate a denotational semantics for F-Nets.
In conclusion we are left with the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational Models</th>
<th>Denotational Models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipeline dataflow</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Nets</td>
<td>Hiatonised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histories</td>
<td>Hiatonised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Nets</td>
<td>Hiatonised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histories</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure Dataflow</td>
<td>Histories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To find a denotational semantics for the whole of pipeline dataflow is a difficult problem for which we have not yet found a satisfactory solution.
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